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TECHNICAL AMERICANA: A CHECKLIST OF TECHNICAL 
PUBLICATIONS PRINTED BEFORE 1831 
By Evald Rink, Eleutherian Mills Historical Library 
ISBN 0-527-75447-1 prepublication price: cloth 850.00 
Supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation, this unique 
bibliography is a meticulously compiled checklist of source materials that reflects 
the dramatic evolution of technological knowled~e and its applications which oc-
curred during the seventeenth through early nineteenth centuries. More than 
6,000 individually published works, with their locations in some 600 t:.S. 
libraries, are cited. Entries are arranged by subject and listed chronolo~tically 
within each field. For easy access, an index of names, anonymous titles, and sub-
jects is provided. 
"Technology made the U.S. a world power, but the bibliollraphical history· of American 
science and technology has been neglected. Rink's bibliollraphy at lonlllast fills a vitalllap." 
- Edwin Wolf 2nd, Library Company of Philadelphia 
Recently published: 
THE JAMAICAN NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY, 1964-1974 
Compiled by Rosalie I. Williams, Head of the Institute of Jamaica Library. 
LC 80-11767. 
ISBN 0-527-45166-5 cloth 8120.00 
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Edited by Gerald L. Soliday. With Tamara K. Hareven, RichardT. Vann and 
Robert Wheaton, Associate Editors. LC 80-11782 
ISBN 0-527-84451-9 cloth 850.00 
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historical study of the family." 
- RQ, Falll980 
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VALUING THE TIMESHARE 
PROPERTY 
by Kathleen Conroy 
As timesharing gains in popularity, 
the need for interpreting timeshare 
value factors grows. This is an 
overview of the concept and the 
specific procedures to be performed 
in appraising a timeshare property. 
Covered are ownership interests, 
marketing, financing and valuation 
methodology, concluding with a 
case study illustrating valuation 
techniques. 
Hardcover, 100 pp. $15.00 
AIREA TABLES FOR FINANCIAL 
ANALYSIS & VALUATION 
by James J. Mason, MAl 
Nine sets of tables of financial 
factors include continuous 
compounding and discounting 
factors; annuities changing in 
constant amount; annuities 
changing in constant ratio; sinking 
fund factors (up to 30%) for annual 
payments with daily interest; part 
paid off for monthly direct reduction 
loans (up to 24%); and straight-line 
J factors . Each is prefaced with its 
formulation, a brief explanation, and 
examples of use. This book should 
prove useful not only to appraisers, 
but to lenders, investment 
consultants, and other financial 
analysts. 
Hardcover, 400 + pp. $22.50 
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for a business appraisal; eight 
court-tested methods for valuing 
larger, closely-held businesses; how 
the courts and IRS define goodwill; 
how to get a basis for depreciation 
writeoffs on intangible assets. 
Examples are provided of 
manufacturing, wholesale, and retail 
firms as well as agencies and 
professional practices. 
Hardcover, 322 pp. $35.00 
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and its interpretations in eminent 
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convenient reference of the best 
thought on the subject. 
Softcover, 250 pp. $10.50 
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GUIDELINES FOR APPRAISAL 
OFFICE POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES $8.00 
REAL ESTATE TERMINOLOGY, 
2nd Edition $15.50 
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Pressured 
to deliver 
articles you 
don't have? 
If you r library is like most , you have a continu ing need to deliver articles to 
patrons from journals that are not part of your collection. Getting them through 
interl ibrary loans or writing for reprints can take considerable t ime, energy, and 
money . But there is a faster , better way of getting those important journal ar-
ticles - lSI's OATS (Original Article Tear Sheet) service . 
Get articles from 6,500 journals-fast! 
Through OATS you can obtain articles from over 6,500 journals covered by lSI 
information tools in the past two years. In most cases you get tear sheets actually 
cut out of the journals in wh ich they appeared -especially important when you 
want an article because of its illustrations , color plates, or graphs . And you get 
them fast. Most articles are on their way back to you with in 24 hours after lSI 
receives your order. If mailing your order will take too much time, you can tele-
phone or telex and your article will be mailed the follow ing day . You can even 
order articles through OATS while searching online files through Lockheed Infor-
mation Systems and Systems Development Corporation, for next-day shipment. 
No copyright problems. 
And when you use OATS you don't have to worry about the new copyright laws . 
OATS pays the royalties direct to the publishers . So your administrative work-
load is reduced and you avoid possible legal problems. 
And the cost is right. 
All of this is available for a surprisingly low cost, with the price of an article 
starting at $5.50 . If you need large numbers of art icles on a regular basis, deposit 
account or monthly bill ing arrangements can be made that make OATS even 
easier to use. 
Send today for our free brochure giving more details about OATS and an or-
der card so you can put OATS to work right away relieving your article delivery 
problems. 
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Editorial 
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A recent issue of Humanities (December 1980), published by the 
National Endowment for the Humanities, featured an article on conserva-
tion by Ann Russell, director of the New England Document Conserva-
tion Center. The title of the article, "The Quiet Disaster," had the usual 
Armageddon-like tone for articles on this topic. A similar article, which 
appeared in The Chronicle of Higher Education (May 30, 1978), was enti-
tled "Damage in the Stacks." 
In this issue, we present an essay that describes the Council on Library 
Resources'- long interest in and generous support for research on various 
aspects of the conservation/preservation problem. Among the impressions 
that will be left with a careful reader of this essay is that "the problem" is, 
in fact, an apparently infinite complex of many discrete problems-of 
physical chemistry, of lighting design, of environmental pollution and con-
trol, of engineering, and so forth. 
Given our success as a profession in shaping the technology of comput-
ing (hardware and software) to resolve problems of bibliographic control, 
one wonders if we can assemble a different but equally diverse array of 
resources and skills to address conservation, for it will surely require as 
sustained an effort to preserve the twentieth century's bibliography for the 
twenty-first. 
C.J.S. 
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CLR and Preservation 
The deterioration of library materials has become an increasingly critical 
problem . Many of the programs devoted to finding solutions during the last 
twenty-five years have been sponsored by the Council on Library Resources 
(CLR), a private, operating foundation. CLR grants supported chemical. and 
applied research in the causes of paper deterioration , helped to establish 
conservation laboratories , and supported development of new equipment 
and tests. CLR also has assisted in attempts to establish cooperative pres-
ervation programs and to spell out a national strategy. Recent events show 
a heightened awareness of the problem; several new programs and promise 
of increased funding give hope for the future. 
IN A FULL-PAGE COLOR PHOTOGRAPH in the 
April 1980 issue of Smithsonian magazine, 
Library of Congress restoration officer Peter 
Waters stands enveloped in a shower of 
paper fragments , the remains of a scholarly 
work blown from his open hand by a puff of 
exhaled air. No more dramatic testimony is 
needed to illustrate the danger the United 
States is in "of losing its mind. "1 The his-
tory of why millions of books , journals , 
manuscripts, and other paperbound records 
of our cultural and intellectual inheritance 
are deteriorating has been carefully 
documented. Indeed, in the last twenty-five 
years, a litany of shocking examples of de-
cay and calls to action has rung repetitiously 
through the literature , often with quite 
positive results. Activity on many fronts has 
led to substantial chemical research and 
laboratory testing, to the establishment of 
preservation programs in individual institu-
tions , and to cooperative efforts to ensure 
preservation of specific categories of mate-
rials . Yet, despite this attention, the dispar-
ity that Edwin Williams pointed out in 1969 
"between the alarming statements that have 
been published and the alarm that has been 
generated in individuals, even historians, 
Nancy E . Gwinn , fonnerly program officer at 
the Council on Library Resources , is associate 
director for program coordination for the Re-
search Libraries Group, Inc. , Stanford, California . 
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remains. "2 It persists because the deteriora-
tion is passive, largely unnoticed by the li-
brary user until a book or journal is re-
quested and the pages begin to crumble in 
the hand. 
Much of what has been accomplished in 
the last quarter of a century has been made 
possible through an array of grants fur-
nished and programs administered by the 
Council on Library Resources, Inc. (CLR), 
an independent, private, operating founda-
tion established in 1956 by the F6rd Founda-
tion . In recognition of the seriousness of 
the problem of deterioration of library 
materials , within its first year of operation 
CLR initiated a study of the causes. Since 
that time, the council has authorized ex-
penditures of more than $2.5 million on 
preservation-related activities. 
Periodically, however, it is necessary for 
the foundation to .reassess its role, review 
its past efforts, and use the insights gained 
to devise new strategies for the future. This 
is in part a desire to analyze and learn from 
past failures and build on successes. But it 
is also a response to change, both external 
and internal. A recent change in the coun-
cil's presidency provided the occasion for a 
total review of its programs and priorities. A 
change from the single benefaction of one 
foundation to multifoundation support of the 
council's program reinforced the need for 
such a review. But of more importance, 
perhaps , is the increased attention of 
others, some such as the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities (NEH) and the 
Department of Education with far greater 
resources , to the possibility of loss of part of 
our heritage and the impact of that loss on 
the future of scholarship. 
The purpose of this paper is to review 
and summarize the council's preservation 
program, to discuss its present activities , 
and to set forth some ideas on the future of 
council activity in this critical area. The 
council has in the past also worked hard to 
assist in improving microform technology, 
which has considerable benefit both for pre-
serving the intellectual content of books, 
journals, and other documents and for mak-
ing them more accessible. Projects involv-
ing the design of prototype equipment or 
systems have not been included here, nor 
have CLR-supported microfilming projects, 
unless their principal objective was for pres-
ervation. 
Although the limits to its resources have, 
from its genesis, prevented the council from 
assisting individual institutions in preserving 
their collections, the council has consistent-
ly searched for programs that would ad-
vance the knowledge and techniques of all 
libraries by attacking the root causes of the 
problem and assisting the development of 
mechanisms to overcome them. CLR pro-
grams thus can be readily grouped into two 
categories : (1 ) research, analysis , and dis-
semination; and (2) national planning. 
RESEARCH , ANALYSIS, AND DISSEMINATION 
Lack of information about the causes of 
deterioration, coupled with a lack of under-
standing about what was in fact known, was 
clearly the most critical problem in the field 
of preservation in the 1950s. The obvious 
need was for research, both pure, chemical 
research to determine the reasons for the 
increasingly swift decay of paper, and ap-
plied research to develop techniques to 
combat it. Finally, dissemination of results, 
procedures, and techniques to those in a 
position to act was imperative. 
William]. Barrow Research Laboratory 
Central to any discussion of council activ-
ity in preservation research is the figure of 
William J. Barrow and the research labora-
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tory that bore his name. A document restor-
er at the Virginia State Library, Barrow in-
vented a lamination process to protect valu~ 
able manuscripts and records . But he wor-
ried that papers would continue to deterio-
rate inside the lamination, and this stimu-
lated him to begin a series of investigations 
concerning causes and remedies. His study 
ended only with his death in 1967, although 
the work he started subsequently continued 
for some time. 
Prior to becoming the first president of 
the council, Verner W. Clapp worked for 
many years at the Library of Congress (LC). 
An amateur bookbinder, Clapp acquired var-
ious responsibilities at the library, which 
included the repair of documents, binding, 
and preservation. He and Barrow became 
acquainted, and a warm personal and cre-
ative professional relationship developed 
that was to have a fruitful result , as re-
vealed in a 1968 letter from Clapp to Bar-
row's son: 
While I was still at LC your father and I used to 
discuss the need for research in the book-
materials area. However, while I was able to 
throw small commissions his way, LC had no re-
search money. But in 1956 I became president of 
the Council on Library Resources, Inc., and the 
road to research suddenly opened up. The rest is 
history. 3 
Convinced that acid was the chief cause 
of paper decay, in the 1940s Barrow de-
veloped a deacidification process based on 
the submerging of paper in baths of calcium 
hydroxide, calcium bicarbonate, and/or 
magnesium bicarbonate. He continued valu-
able studies of inks and old papers and pub-
lished his findings with the help of Clapp, 
who had become his collaborator and un-
official editor. By 1957 Barrow was eager to 
begin an organized program of testing. In 
that year he was given the opportunity, 
under the auspices of the Virginia State Li-
brary and with funding from CLR in one of 
its first grants. By determining resistance to 
tearing and folding, Barrow tested paper 
from 500 books, published from 1900 to 
1949, that had "spent sheltered and tem-
perate lives in the scholarly atmosphere of 
Virginia institutions. "4 Similar results were 
produced by testing freshly manufactured 
papers to which artificial aging techniques 
were applied. And the results were stagger-
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ing. "It seems probable," he said, "that 
most library books printed in the first half 
of the 20th century will be in an unusable 
condition in the next century. "s 
As part of the same project, Barrow col-
lected papers from the seventeenth and 
eighteenth _centuries and subjected them to 
chemical analysis. As he reported in Sci-
ence, the "acidity of the weakest papers is, 
on the average, from six to ten times as 
great as that of the strongest. "6 This was not 
a new discovery, nor was Barrow's identifi-
cation of alum-rosin sizing and residual 
chlorides from bleaching as the perpetra-
tors. But in this first investigation and more 
extensive later ones, also funded by CLR, 
the facts were documented as they never 
had been before. 7 
Barrow's findings disputed the prevailing 
theory of the time that paper deterioration 
was caused primarily by polluted urban, or 
industrial, atmosphere and that paper made 
entirely from rag would ipso facto be the 
strongest. Although pollution does play a 
role (and in some areas, such as New York 
City, a critical one), Barrow identified 
manufacturing processes as the principal 
cause of paper decay; in a later investigation 
of book papers manufactured from 1800 to 
1899, he was able to trace historically the 
loss of strength in papers in a time line that 
matched the introduction by paper mills of 
alum sizing and the use of cheaper and 
shorter fibers. ts 
Barrow was convinced that a permanent 
and durable paper could be made that 
would avoid the pitfalls of the manufactur-
ing process and still be economical. Accord-
ingly , he developed specifications using 
chemical wood pulp and an alkaline sizing 
(Aquapel) that had recently come onto the 
market. An experimental run at the Herty 
Foundation and later tests at a commercial 
mill proved successful. 9 Testing showed that 
the paper had an expectation of longevity 
comparable to that of the fine book papers 
of the past, yet it was within a medium 
price range. Named Permalife , the paper 
was manufactured for fifteen years by the 
Standard Paper Company. When Standard 
closed in the mid-1970s , Howard Paper 
Mills, Inc., of Dayton, Ohio, purchased the 
rights to Permalife, as well as Standard's in-
ventory. 
On September 16, 1960, the American 
Library Association and the Virginia State 
Library called a conference on permanent/ 
durable paper, to which were invited scien-
tists who served Barrow as consultants, rep-
resentative librarians, archivists , book pub-
lishers, book designers, printers, papermak-
ers and merchants , paper chemists, and 
others. The purpose was " to explore the 
potential benefits for the users of books 
offered by the new chemical wood pulp 
paper. ... " 10 While there was enthusiasm 
among the participants familiar with the 
paper for its potential, the critics raised 
issues that have a familiar ring: "it would be 
wasteful and costly to try to upgrade the 
paper used for all books ; much that was 
published was intended to be of only tem-
porary use or was not in any case worth 
preserving; anything worth preserving 
would be repri~ted if there was a need for 
it or if it became a 'classic'; it was impracti-
cal to publish part of an edition on penna-
nent/durable paper unless a large group of 
libraries subscribed for all copies in such an 
edition; there would be problems of print-
ability; and manufacturers would be hesitant 
to increase paper prices simply to increase 
perman e nce or durability on a large 
scale." 11 It was also noted that while con-
sumers demanded much of publishers and 
papermakers , permanence and durability 
were seldom high on the list. 
The conference group voted unanimously , 
however, to "invite the American Library 
Association to establish a continuing group, 
constituted to represent the various in-
terested groups here , which would find 
necessary support to continue some discus-
sion of this proble m , looking toward 
mutually agreeable solutions. " 12 Thus the 
ALA Joint Committee on Permanent/Dur-
able Paper was born and was charged with 
reviewing Barrow's tentative specifications 
and, based on this review, with developing 
"acceptable standard specifications for paper 
of this or similar type , to establish standards 
on a national scale, to establish a suitable 
designation, to determine costs, to promote 
use , to develop a quality control program 
including testing, and to stimulate further 
research. " 13 It proved to be too great a task. 
After one meeting, a stalemate occurred be-
cause of disagreements on , among other 
things, testin·g procedures. While an 
attempt was made to assess the printability 
and ease of handling of permanent/durable 
papers along with other promotional efforts, 
in 1968 ALA requested the council's per-
mission to dissolve the committee because, 
as constituted and administered, it "was un-
wieldy and thus relatively ineffectual in 
accomplishing the assignment. " 14 The coun-
cil concurred, noting that the committee 
was "unable to realize the hopes that led to 
its establishment. "1s 
Up to the time -of the 1960 conference, 
Barrow's investigations had been carried out 
with the meager resources of his restoration 
shop in the Virginia State Library. In 1961, 
at Clapp's suggestion and with the aid of 
council funds, he took advantage of the hos-
pitality of the Virginia Historical Society to 
construct in its building a paper-testing 
laboratory employing the most exacting con-
trols of temperature and humidity and de-
voted exclusively to problems of preserva-
tion of library materials. On August 1 he 
signed the first of a series of contracts with 
the council that continued for the next six-
teen years. 
Assembling a small staff, Barrow opened 
his laboratory with an investigation of an 
aerosol deacidification method that could be 
used on whole books, rather than separate 
pages, and with the development of 
methods for predicting the longevity of 
polyvinyl adhesives suitable for perfect 
bindings. He continued to study what had 
happened to book papers from the fifteenth 
through the nineteenth centuries, and he 
began to look at the effects storage tempera-
tures have on the permanence of paper. He 
developed spot-testing procedures so that li-
brarians and archivists would have a quick 
and easy method of distinguishing stable 
from unstable book and record papers. Not 
all of his work, however, was done under 
direct council sponsorship. 
In 1959 the American Library Association 
began its Library Technology Project with 
the aid of a council grant. The project staff 
engaged the Barrow Research Laboratory 
on several efforts. One investigation led to 
an improved paper stock for use in the 
manufacture of library catalog cards. But 
the most important was the laboratory's 
assistance in A LA's development of stan-
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dards for library binding. Barrow and his 
staff participated in the research and de-
velopment phase of this project, during 
which they established criteria for the per-
formance of bindings used in libraries and 
designed testing equipment so that the per-
formance could be measured. 
The results of Barrow's work on many of 
these matters appeared in a series of book-
lets entitled Permanence/Durability of the 
Book. His reputation was growing in nation-
al and international spheres. In 1967, the 
American Library Association asked him to 
travel to England to consult with British 
paper manufacturers to ensure that a 
permanent/durable paper could be used for 
the pre-1956 imprint edition of the National 
Union Catalog, a work subsequently pub-
lished by Mansell in more than 700 
volumes. The final volumes are scheduled 
to be issued in 1981. Barrow found three 
British mills skilled in the use of alkaline 
size and eager to learn his techniques for 
properly preparing the necessary long 
fibers. He subsequently tested the paper 
produced and of that which was finally 
selected (manufactured by Guard Bridge 
Paper Company, Ltd.) said: "This has the 
highest strength characteristics and one of 
the best rates of deterioration of any 20th 
century book paper that we have tested in 
this laboratory. "16 
Throughout the 1960s Barrow worked 
tirelessly to awaken the general public to 
the gravity of paper deterioration and the 
potential loss to society of its recorded 
heritage. He wrote extensively, stimulated 
others to publicize the enormity of the 
problem, and was himself the subject of 
several articles. Perhaps because of his 
nonscientific background, he was able to tell 
his story in terms easily understood. An 
editorial, "The Paper Man," in the Rich-
mond News Leader of June 8, 1963, is am-
ple illustration: 
So off we went to Battle Abbey (the building 
housing the Virginia Historical Society), past rows 
of great Virginians peering with portrait eyes, 
down stairs to talk to Mr. Barrow over a bowl of 
apples and pears. "See," he said, taking a yel-
lowed book off a shelf of yellowed books. It was 
an old cookbook, "Printed in 1905," he said, as 
page 282 came out in his fingers. We folded the 
paper over; then back. Two folds were all the 
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paper could take. The page fell into two pieces, 
and the recipe for Chicken a Ia Terrapin was cut 
in half. 
There were, of course, critics of Barrow's 
results. Some thought Barrow's specifica-
tions for permanent/durable paper might be 
"excessively high" or "not really practical" 
for all except a few percent of the users of 
printed materials. Indeed, a later project of 
the laboratory, under ~on tract with CLR 
and the Library of Congress, was a revision 
of the specifications, but they were not sub-
stantially lowered, and eight of thirty-two 
commercial papers were found to meet 
them. The close relationship between Bar-
row and the Standard Paper Company was 
viewed with disfavor by some manufactur-
ers, who thought that Barrow did not give 
enough recognition to others who were pro-
ducing alkaline papers. It was reported 
that the rag paper manufacturers had their 
own group that as a whole had been ques-
tioning Barrow's accomplishments in the 
permanent/durable paper field. But his 
reputation and the quality of his work sur-
vived these mild criticisms, and his efforts 
continue to inspire those who are working 
today on finding solutions to one of the li-
brary world's most baffiing problems. 
Following Barrow's death, his wife and 
son determined to carry on the laboratory, 
and the council agreed to support a con-
tinuance of the projects Barrow had begun. 
Dr. R. N. Dupuis, retired from a position 
as vice-president in charge of research at 
the General Foods Corporation and one of 
Barrow's consultants, was hired to direct 
the laboratory on a part-time basis. In 1971, 
it was determined that the laboratory would 
benefit from full-time direction, and Dr. 
Bernard F. Walker, formerly corporate 
director of research for the Huyck Corpora-
tion, a manufacturer of components for the 
paper industry, was appointed. Dr. Dupuis 
continued his association with the labora-
tory, however, as an official CLR represen- , 
tative, serving on site in Richmond as 
liaison in scientific and policy matters. 
In the post-Barrow period, work con-
tinued at the laboratory on the effects of 
temperature and humidity on the perma-
nence and durability of paper. Laboratory 
staff also continued studying the characteris-
tics of centuries-old book papers and tested 
some modern papers for the Library of 
Congress and others, although care was 
taken throughout the history of the labora-
tory to keep its focus on research rather 
than quality control. But its first major 
activity under Dupuis' direction was to eval-
uate a British vapor-phase paper-deacidifica-
tion method. This activity laid the ground-
work for the laboratory's principal focus for 
the next ten years. · 
In 1966, W. H. Langwell, a British liquor 
chemist, developed a vapor-phase deacid-
ification process for books and documents . 
The process used cyclohexylamine carbon-
ate (CHC), which was applied by interleav-
ing books with treated absorbent paper or 
by placing granules of pellets , loose or in 
sachet form, in manuscript boxes. Informed 
of the matter by a British colleague, Louis 
B. Wright, the council's vice-chairman, 
alerted Verner Clapp who, with Barrow's 
agreement, thought the method should be 
tested. 
In its conclusions, the laboratory stated 
that CHC increased the pH of book papers 
as well as their resistance to folding and 
tearing. It appeared to affect the rosin siz-
ing, however, and also decreased the 
brightness and fluorescence of the papers 
treated. 
More important, however, the laboratory 
confirmed that CHC hydrolyzes to cyclo-
hexylamine, an odorous and toxic chemical, 
on exposure to moist air often found in li-
braries. An opinion from the Food and 
Drug Administration confirmed that "Cyclo-
hexylamine has both carcinogenic and P.1uta-
genic potential. . .. " 17 As a result of the 
laboratory's report, the Process Materials 
Corporation, a U.S. distributor of the CHC 
products, which had already suspended 
sales, removed the products completely 
from the market. 1H 
Nevertheless, the thought that someone 
had found a vapOI" capable of deacidifying 
entire books excited laboratory · staff, who 
began searching for a nontoxic substance 
that might achieve the same end. At a July 
1969 meeting of the laboratory's advisory 
group, to which were added representatives 
of the American Library Association (ALA), 
the Association of Research Libraries (ARL), 
the Center for Research Libraries, and 
others, the possibility of discovery of new 
methods of vapor-phase deacidification re-
ceived serious attention as one of the three 
highest priorities for the laboratory. "What 
is needed," the group concluded, "is a one-
time mass process not requiring unbinding 
of the treated books. "a1 
The laboratory experimented with several 
substances, even securing a patent on one 
(a vapor caused by the reaction of ammonia 
and formaldehyde · to form a solid, hexa-
methylenetetramine), but none seemed en-
tirely satisfactory. Then, in July 1970, one 
of the laboratory's consultants suggested 
that morpholine, a common chemical used 
at that time in many floor waxes and 
polishes, be used to stabilize cellulose with 
respect to pH. By December, the labora-
tory was able to report surprising results in 
terms of the capacity of morpholine to 
deacidify paper. The laboratory tested 
several other amines, but morpholine con-
tinued to be the most satisfactory. Sophisti-
cated hardware for administering the vapor-
phase treatment was also designed and 
tested. After years of painstaking experi-
mentation patents were obtained on two 
versions of the process, one using a strong 
concentration of morpholine, the other a 
mild. While the strong process prodticed 
excellent results when applied to unbound 
books, the mild version was considered 
more suitable for mass deacidification users , 
since it could be used without harm to 
books bound with pyroxylin-impregnated 
cloth, a c:ommon feature of library bindings. 
In 1975, the laboratory phase of the de-
velopment of the morpholine deacidification 
process was brought to a close. With match-
ing funds from the National Endowment for 
the Humanities and the council, the Virgin-
ia State Library and the Barrow Laboratory 
began a large-scale test of the process using 
custom-made equipment, manufactured by 
the Vacudyne Altair Corporation of Chica-
go, capable of processing fifty books at a 
time. At a meeting, sponsored by the 
American Chemical Society in 1976, the 
laboratory's director, Dr. Walker, summa-
rized the advantages and disadvantages of 
the process. 
The morpholine process, he stated, deacid-
ified about eighty to ninety pounds of books 
in sixty minutes, at an estimated total cost 
(at that time) of about thirty-two cents a 
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pound. The process could be used without 
likelihood of damage to 99 percent of the 
normal books found in libraries, and their 
life expectancy could be expected to be im-
proved on the average about two and one-
half times. 
The process did, however, occasionally 
cause color changes on pyroxylin book cov-
ers, noticeably changed the color of leather, 
and occasionally caused groundwood papers 
to show visible yellowing. The process did 
not work equally well on every paper nor, 
unfortunately, did it strengthen paper that 
had already deteriorated. A capital invest-
ment in equipment would, of course, be 
required. 20 
In May 1977, just before the field trial 
ended, CLR and NEH gathered a group of 
scientists, librarians, and conservationists to 
study the safety and efficacy of the _process 
and consider where and how it . should best 
be used. At the same time, the Library of 
Congress ' Preservation and Testing Office 
tested the process extensively and generally 
corroborated the findings of the lengthy and 
thorough testing previously carried out by 
the Barrow Laboratory. 
The NEH-CLR review panel recom-
mended further testing on the question of 
whether the morpholine process presented 
a health hazard to library patrons or staff. In 
response, a check with the National Insti-
tute for Occupational Safety and Health in-
dicated that this agency did not consider 
morpholine a carcinogen. To further cor-
roborate this point, samples of morpholine-
treated book paper were sent to Litton 
Bionetics, Inc., to be tested using the Ames 
mutagenicity technique, which showed a 
negative response, i.e ., no evidence of car-
cinogenic or mutagenic property. Finally, 
on the question of whether it was likely that 
the known carcinogen nitrosomorpholine 
would be formed in significant amounts 
through the combining of morpholine in 
treated books with oxides of nitrogen found 
in polluted air, an opinion was sought from 
Dr. Robert Taylor, associate chairman of 
the Department of Chemistry at the Uni-
versity of Michigan and a CLR consultant 
on the Barrow project. Based on his inves-
tigation, Dr. Taylor concluded that the 
likelihood of this occurrence "is extremely 
low and the hazard negligible. "21 
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Throughout the development of the mor-
pholine deacidification process, the council 
had been in close touch with the Research 
Corporation ,. a nonprofit foundation for the 
advancement of science and technology that 
makes new inventions available in the pub-
lic interest. Research Corporation took over 
the patenting and licensing of the process 
and in August 1979 announced that the first 
license had been granted to the Pacific 
Northwest Conservation Laboratory of Port 
Orchard, Washington. 
While the work on the morpholine pro-
cess was proceeding, Barrow Laboratory 
staff engaged in other investigations. Under 
a contract with the Library of Congress, the 
laboratory reviewed the specifications for 
permanent/durable paper qriginally estab-
lished by W. J. Barrow in 1960. The review 
took into account the changes in manufac-
turing and technology during the period 
and resulted in revised specifications. 
Several existing commercial papers 1 it was 
shown, could readily meet them. 22 
Other work included investigations of the 
effects of storage humidity and temperature 
on paper, improvement of the equipment 
for testing fold endurance, and continued 
testing of various kinds of paper for charac-
teristics of permanence and durability. Just 
before the laboratory closed, plans had been 
laid for a project to look for a vapor-phase 
method of strengthening paper. 
The council's relationship with the W . J. 
Barrow Research Laboratory was described 
by Verner Clapp as that of " a full , if a 
junior partner. " 23 The council "proposed 
topics for research, . . . followed the reports 
in detail , . . . made suggestions for im-
provements, alternative approaches, etc." 
He described this "climate of active col-
laboration on a matter of mutual concern 
and excitement" as rewarding, and history 
has shown it to be of profit to libraries as 
well. When Clapp died on June 15, 1972, 
his role with regard to the laboratory was 
assumed by CLR program officer Carl M. 
Spaulding, who continued a careful over-
sight of laboratory activities . Periodically, 
review groups were assembled to evaluate 
the laboratory's work and to assist in the 
setting of future goals and priorities. Such a 
group assembled in 1973 recommended the 
continuance of the laboratory, which it be-
lieved had been a good investment as well 
as being unique among organizations work-
ing in the conservation field. But it recog-
nized that the laboratory was handicapped 
by its relative intellectual and geographic 
isolation from the scientific and library com-
munities and recommended that the council 
explore alternatives to the laboratory as it 
was presently constituted and sited. In par-
ticular , it was recommended that the 
laboratory be reestablished on a university 
campus, where contact with the related sci-
ences and technologies and with a large li-
brary would be possible. 
However, the council was beginning to 
recognize that the expense of operating an 
independent laboratory was growing and in-
hibiting the council's ability to respond to 
other equally pressing problems. Although 
the council approved further support for the 
laboratory, it did so in the hope that the 
additional funds for its continuation could 
be found elsewhere. 
As noted earlier , funds were secured 
from the National Endowment for the 
Humanities for a project involving large-
scale testing of the morpholine process. 
Prospects for other funding, however, were 
not good, nor was it likely that the labora-
tory could be relocated easily. Then, just as 
the large-scale testing was drawing to a 
close, Dr. Walker, the laboratory's director, 
suddenly died. With this combination of 
events, the council regretfully concluded 
that in view of its "many obligations to li-
braries and its own funding situation, and 
because of the increasing costs of the inde-
pendent laboratory, it could no longer be 
supported. "24 Following the discontinuance 
of CLR funding, the Barrow family decided 
to shut down the laboratory, and much of 
the specialized equipment was placed on in-
definite loan at the Carnegie-Mellon Insti-
tute of Research , Carnegie-Mellon Uni-
versity, where it was to be used in the insti-
tute's planned research program on paper 
preservation. 
From 1957 to 1977, CLR appropriated both 
directly and indirectly through the Virginia 
State Library more than $1.67 million in 
grants in support of the work performed by 
W. J. Barrow and subsequently the labora-
tory that bore his name. The accomplish-
ments for this investment were many. The 
principal causes of paper deterioration were 
identified and documented ; permanent/ 
durable paper and card stock were created 
and continue to be available commercially; 
attention to this problem, spotlighted by 
Barrow's work, contributed to a growing 
availability of acid-free papers in the United 
States and Great Britain; testing equipment 
(e. g., universal book tester , openability 
plate) was developed and made available 
and other equipment improved; specifica-
tions for permanent/durable paper and stan-
dards for binding were promulgated; a mass 
deacidification process was devised and 
tested; and a series of publications d·rew 
attention to the problems of preservation 
and assisted many to an understanding of 
their nature and possibilities for solution. 
ALA's Library 
Technology Project 
The establishment and operation of the 
Barrow Laboratory commanded much of the 
attention and resources of the council. But 
in the area of preservation, as in other 
areas, CLR has consistently sought a variety 
of mechanisms to attack the basic problems 
and has attempted to coordinate several 
different approaches. An example of this is 
the work performed by the laboratory under 
contract with the Library Technology Proj-
ect (L TP) of the American Library Associa-
tion, also funded by CLR. The project's ac-
tivities, however, were not restricted to 
preservation, nor were its preservation ac-
tivities always connected with Barrow. 
When the council approved the establish-
ment of the ALA Library Technology Proj-
ect in 1959, four principal goals were stated: 
1. To improve the quality of library 
equipment, supplies, and systems. 
2. To save money expended on inferior 
products or systems. 
3. To save inordinate expenditure of time 
in ascertaining existing knowledge on these 
matters. 
4. To produce knowledge where now 
there is none. 
The council provided administrative funds 
for the project, but it required that separate 
proposals be made for testing programs, 
each of which would be evaluated on its 
merits. 
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Between 1959 and 1973, LTP engaged in 
a number of preservation-related projects. 
Several involved the testing of supplies 
used by conservators, including pressure-
sensitive tapes used in the repair and mark-
ing of books, polyvinyl acetate adhesives 
used in mending, laminating equipment, 
and film coatings and rejuvenation treat-
ments designed to improve the resistance of 
microfilm to scratching and abrasions caused 
by use. The tests were usually conducted 
under contract with both commercial and 
nonprofit laboratories, such as Barrow or 
the Chicago Paper Testing laboratories, and 
the results were published in the official 
ALA journal. 
In addition to testing various products, 
LTP also atte\npted to improve what was 
available. Under contract with the Barrow 
Laboratory, for example, specifications were 
developed for a permanent/durable card 
stock, which would add to the longevity of 
the millions of catalog cards filed by the na-
tion's libraries on a daily basis. In 1961, 
with the assistance of the Institute of Paper 
Chemistry and on behalf of the Public Ar-
chives Commission of the state of Delaware, 
LTP attempted to develop specifications for 
cardboard stock for manuscript boxes that 
would make them more suitable for library 
and archival use in terms of reduced acid-
ity, insect repellency, and fire and moisture 
resistance. Unlike the former project, 
where successful commercial runs of a suit-
able card stock were made, the emphasis in 
the latter project was on treatments of ex-
isting stocks. While it was found possible to 
build each characteristic into the board, the 
cost was considered excessive for practical 
· use. 
In 1960, with the cosponsorship of the 
Special Libraries Association (SLA), LTP 
embarked on a six-year project to develop 
performance standards for library bindings, 
which, in many cases, deteriorate faster 
than the papers they encase. Although spe-
cifications had existed since the 1930s for 
class A library bindings and were amended 
from time to time, they were considered to 
be inadequate for two reasons. First, they 
did not satisfy all of the binding require-
ments in libraries (e. g., heavily used as 
opposed to lesser-used materials), and 
second, they concentrated far too much on 
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existing and available equipment, materials, 
and methods and said too little in terms of 
prospective use and performance. 
Five categories of needed bindings were 
established through the use of an extensive 
survey. LTP then contracted with the Bar-
row Laboratory to develop the necessary 
tests and equipment that would measure 
performance. In addition, nearly fifty librar-
ies participated in field tests of trade edi-
tion , children's, and class A bindings to 
allow for a comparison of actual use with 
machine-produced " use." Finally , three 
"provisional" performance standards-for 
durability, workmanship, and openability-
were published and approved in 1967 by 
both ALA and SLA and subsequently by 
the Library Binding Institute. The universal 
book tester and openability plate developed 
by the Barrow Laboratory were made avail-
able through the Chicago Paper Testing 
Laboratory, where they are still in active 
use, primarily in response to requests from 
publishers. 
For librarians responsible for , but un-
skilled in, the techniques of conservation, 
perhaps the most useful of the CLR-funded 
LTP projects was its publication series on 
the conservation of library materials . Origi-
nally planned as an extensive series that 
would provide a complete manual on the 
preservation of print and nonprint mate-
rials , only two volumes eventually found 
their way into print, but they have become 
classics on a conservator ' s bookshelf. 
Carolyn Horton's Cleaning and Preserving 
Binding and Related Materials (second edi-
tion, 1969) and Bernard C. Middleton's Res-
toration of Leather Bindings (1972) provide 
clear explanations of processes and · tech-
niques, accompanied by plentiful line draw-
ings and some photographs. And both were 
printed on Permalife paper. 
The Library Technology Program, as it 
had come to be known, was discontinued as 
a separate ALA unit in 1973 when council 
funding came to an end. Of the more than 
$2 million that had been supplied by CLR 
for support of the program, $212,000 was 
authorized for investigations relating to the 
preservation of library collections. ALA con-
tinues to supply much-needed evaluative in-
formation to libraries concerning equip-
ment, furnishings, automated systems, and 
supplies through its publication Library 
Technology Reports. 
The Chicago Process 
The work of the Barrow Laboratory and 
the preservation projects of the Library 
Technology Program provided much valu-
able information to the library community. 
In 1966 a third opportunity arose for yet 
another approach to solving the problem of 
paper deterioration by reducing its acidity, 
this one proposed by a doctoral student 
studying at the Graduate Library School of 
the University of Chicago : Richard D . 
Smith. Smith's investigation was directed at 
the nonaqueous deacidification of whole 
books, and the result was dubbed by Smith 
as the "Chicago process. "25 By the time the 
grant period ended in 1970, Smith had de-
veloped a procedure for treating single 
sheets of paper using magnesium methox-
ide . He eventually marketed the solution 
commercially under the name Wei T'o. 
Library of Congress 
Preservation Office 
A fourth opportunity to assist laboratory 
investigations into the problems of preserva-
tion arose when in 1969 the council re-
ceived a proposal from the Library of Con-
gress requesting assistance in establishing a 
preservation research and testing facility. 
According to the proposal, the new pFes-
ervation laboratory would "function at the 
national level and in the national interest to 
identify, assign priorities to, and conduct 
research on preservation problems related 
to books , manuscripts, prints and photo-
graphs, maps, microfilms, and other forms 
of microreproductions, and all other mate-
rials which must be preserved by .libraries 
and archives if recorded knowledge is to be 
available for future generations . . .. " The 
council agreed to provide funds to equip 
the laboratory and to assist in the review of 
a proposed research -program. 
During the grant period, which r~m from 
1971 to 1975, the library's preservation 
laboratory staff embarked on a number of 
investigations, which included an evaluation 
of known deacidification methods and de-
velopment of additional ones, stain iden-
tification and removal, measurement of fold-
ing endurance and tensile strength of paper, 
use of graft polymerization methods for 
strengthening deteriorated paper, and un-
usual methods of drying books. In addition, 
the laboratory began work on a vapor-phase 
deacidification method that utilized diethyl 
zinc vapor for treatment of books in bulk. 
Testing of this substance is still taking 
place. Results have been good in terms of 
neutralizing paper acidity and leaving an 
alkaline reserve to combat later acid attacks, 
but care must be taken with the substance 
because it is pyrophoric. 
New England 
Document Conservation Center 
Funding the laboratory efforts of William 
J. Barrow and the Library of Congress was 
attractive to the council for several reasons. 
First of all, both operations concentrated on 
projects of primary interest to libraries and 
archives, rather than to commercial, indus-
trial, or other interests. Furthermore, both 
organizations showed promise of having an 
impact on the library world at large, rather 
than concentrating on the preservation of 
the collection of a single institution. In 1972 
another opportunity with much the same 
characteristics appeared. The state librarians 
of six New England states approached the 
council with a request for funding, as part 
of their Interstate Library Compact, the 
first regional conservation center. The states 
were willing to put up half of the initial 
money to get the operation off the ground. 
Impressed by this commitment and in-
trigued by the collaborative and regional as-
pects of the proposal, the council agreed to 
match the amount. Thus the New England 
(now Northeast) Document Conservation 
Center was born and, within the two-year 
grant period, became self-supporting. 
The center has lived up to its early prom-
ise. It annually provides workshop services 
to about three hundred institutions and 
reaches another thousand through a con-
servation seminar program. In addition to 
the restoration of books, prints, maps, 
broadsides, manuscripts, and similar 
documentary materials brought to the cen-
ter by libraries, archives, historical associa-
tions, businesses, museums, and others, the 
center has set up programs involving con-
servation of photographs and preservation 
microfilming and provides a disaster-
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assistance service to institutions in the re-
gion. 
Florence Flood 
In 1966 a natural disaster stimulated a 
series of CLR research grants relating to 
preservation. The city of Florence, Italy, 
was inundated by a massive flood. Accord-
ing to a knowledgeable observer, more than 
1,200,000 bibliographic items stored in the 
basement and ground floor of the Biblioteca 
Nazionale Centrale di Firenze (BCNF) were 
damaged, but more than 80 percent were 
considered salvageable. 
The size of the effort required was enor-
mous. "It took human chains of library per-
sonnel and student volunteers from all over 
the world about six weeks just to extract the 
books from the mud," reported the observ-
er. Fortunately, many nations joined in the 
restoration work and donated equipment, 
the time of professional conservators and 
technicians, and funds for operations. The 
council also contributed to the effort by 
funding several proposals for research de-
signed to assist BCNF efforts and to dis-
seminate the techniques used in the Italian 
national library's restoration department. 
In 1968, a grant was awarded to the Im-
perial College of Science and Technology 
for investigations of the scientific aspects of 
conservation, particularly needed with re-
gard to work on the valuable pre-1840 
books contain.ed in the BCNF' s Magliabechi 
and Palatine collections. Although work was 
begun on the bleaching and washing of doc-
uments, on the use of heat-set mending tis-
sues, and on limp-vellum binding practices, 
the project unfortunately became embroiled 
in an administrative tangle and eventually 
was disbanded. 
Two of the participants, however, received 
separate grants to continue aspects of the 
work that had shown particular promise. 
Christophe'r Clarkson, an English bookbind-
er, completed a study of early European 
limp-vellum binding practices and showed 
in great detail the process of limp-vellum 
binding. Margaret Hey, an English chemist, 
moved to Rome in 1971 to continue her 
work on bleaching and heat-set paper 
mending tissues, financed in part by CLR, 
at the Instituto di Patologia del Libro. 
At about the same time, Anthony G. 
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Cains, a British restoration expert who had 
been appointed technical director of restora-
tion at the BCNF in 1967, successfully 
sought support from the council to complete 
work on a manual of the restoration tech-
niques for printed books and parchment 
manuscripts used at the library. The council 
received a draft of the work in 1972 and 
noted that it included some of the results 
achieved by both Clarkson and Hey. In 
1974, Paul N. Banks , conservator at the 
Newberry Library, also received a small 
CLR grant to assist him in writing a manual 
on library conservation. Neither effort has 
yet reached publication. 
Aids for Conservators 
The council's support of these manuals 
serves as an example of another area of CLR 
interest within the fi e ld of preservation . 
Occasionally ove r the years circumstances 
have allowed the council to assist in the 
preparation of publications that have the 
potential of serving the needs of a large 
number of librarie s , archives , historical 
associations , and other institutions con-
cerned with conservation of cultural prop-
erties. In the 1960s, for example, with the 
cooperation of the National Science Founda-
tion , the council was able to arrange for the 
translation and publication of several 
volumes of Russian studies in the preserva-
tion of documents and books. The English-
language editions were prepared by the 
Israel Program for Scientific Translations for 
the U.S. Department of Commerce and 
were distributed by that agency. 26 
In the 1970s, the American Association 
for State and Local History (AASLH) sought 
CLR assistance for the preparation of two 
volumes directed to persons and institutions 
entrusted with the care of manuscripts and 
historical photographs. Kenneth W. Duck-
ett's Modern Manuscripts: A Practical 
Manual for Their Management , Care , and 
Use (Nashville, Tenn.: AASLH, 1975) was 
well received and won the 1976 Waldo Gif-
ford Leland prize, given annually by the 
Society of American Archivists for the best 
addition to the professional archival litera-
ture. In 1977, the AASLH's handsomely 
illustrated Collection , Use , and Care of His-
torical Photographs, by Robert A. Wein-
stein and Larry Booth (Nashville , Tenn.: 
AASLH, 1977), was also published to wide 
professional acclaim. 
NATIONAL PLANNING 
The work of Barrow and others revealed 
that the book stacks of libraries ·contained 
something in the nature of a time bomb. 
Acid, compounded by growing environmen-
tal pollution, was eating away the records of 
history at a rapid rate. Advances in micro-
form technology and research into other 
means of preservation were beginning to 
point the way to technical solutions. But in 
terms of the total collection needing treat-
ment, the problem was quickly seen to be 
of elephantine proportions, much out of the 
reach of an individual institution. Although 
cooperative programs are now seen as the 
answer to many of the difficulties of librar-
ies , they have always been regarded as a 
necessity in the area of preservation. Yet to 
date they have proved almost impossible to 
achieve. 
Microfilming has for years been regarded 
as the most promising means of preserving 
the intellectual content of deteriorating 
publications, and it is in this area that the 
first major cooperative efforts began. News-
papers, invariably printed on fast-decaying 
groundwood paper, were the most serious 
problem and thus became the first target in 
1938 when Harvard University received a 
grant from the Rockefeller Foundation to 
reproduce on microfilm files of foreign 
newspapers. 27 Recognizing the need to avoid 
wasteful duplication of limited resources, 
the Library of Congress set up a microfilm 
clearinghouse for information about pro-
posed, in-progress , and completed micro-
filming projects and began to publish union 
lists of newspapers already microfilmed and 
lists of newspapers recommended for this 
treatment. The Association of Research Li-
braries played a ·role in much of the plan-
ning of these activities . Recognizing the 
need for expanded coverage of foreign 
newspapers and of national coordination of 
such projects, ARL established in 1956 a 
foreign newspaper microfilm project admin-
istered by the Mid-West Interlibrary Cen-
ter (which eventually became the Center for 
Research Libraries). Four years later, the 
Council on Library Resources entered the 
picture. 
Association of Research Libraries 
Three considerations led ARL to conclude 
that something had to be done about micro-
forms. First, improvement in technology 
had made it easy to make microcopies of 
any kind of textual material. Second, for 
preservation purposes, microform was 
thought to be more permanent than paper. 
Third, publishers were beginning to pro-
duce original publications in microform. 
Bibliographic control of microforms was 
practically nonexistent. No systematic pro-
cedure for the reporting of microform proj-
ects by their producers existed, nor were 
there means for libraries to report, for use 
by others, their catalog entries of individual 
titles on microform. 
In 1960, therefore , ARL sought funds 
from the council for a study by Wesley 
Simonton, a professor in the Library School 
of the University of Minnesota, for the pur~ 
pose of developing, with the cooperation of 
scholars, librarians, and producers of micro-
films, a comprehensive mechanism for 
bringing scholarly material in microform 
under bibliographic control. ARL was not 
alone in its concern, for it had been urged 
to sponsor the study by the American His-
torical Association's Committee on Docu-
mentary Reproduction and the American 
Library Association's Subcommittee on Mi-
cropublishing Projects. 
The Simonton study recommended sever-
al improvements involving the inclusion of 
microform publications in general catalogs 
and union lists of materials in other forms, 
as well as improvements in filming prac-
tices. In addition, it was suggested that a 
new national listing of master microfilm 
negatives be established to indicate what 
materials had been filmed and which master 
films were available for reproduction. With 
the help of a subcommitttee within ALA's 
Resources and Technical Services Division, 
the National Register of Microform Masters 
took shape. In January 1965 a CLR grant to 
ARL established a unit at the Library of 
Congress for the purpose of producing the 
first volume of the resister. Published 
annually since 1966, the edition for 1979 
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contained sixty thousand entries in approx-
imately one thousand pages. The Library of 
Congress assumed financial support of the 
project in 1967. 
The Register contained entries for foreign 
and domestic books, pamphlets, serials, and 
foreign doctoral dissertations. Newspapers 
continued to be listed in the LC publication 
Newspapers on M icro.film. Following the 
establishment of the ARL foreign newspa-
per microfilming project in 1956, area studies 
programs continued to expand and the in-
terest of research libraries in foreign news-
papers grew accordingly. Separate micro-
filming and acquisitions projects began to 
spring up, again causing problems of du-
plication and accessibility. 
The ARL Foreign Newspaper Microfilm 
Committee therefore expanded its scope 
from one of oversight of the ARL project to 
that of developing a truly national foreign 
newspaper microfilming program encompas-
sing at least two thousand titles and utiliz-
ing the resources of the ARL project, the 
Library of Congress, and other interested in-
stitutions. In May 1969, the council funded 
a preliminary study for such a program. The 
report made recommendations concerning 
the expansion of coverage of foreign news-
papers required to serve the scholarly com-
munity of the United States and Canada 
and identified institutions willing and able 
to participate in a national program. Fur-
ther, it recommended the creation of a 
national coordinating office "to facilitate in-
stitutional cooperative filming or acquisi~ 
tions and to facilitate accessibility through 
interlibrary loan and other means. " 28 In 
1972, the position of coordinator of foreign 
newspaper microfilming was established 
within the Reference Department of the Li-
brary of Congress. In 1976, coordination of 
domestic newspaper microfilming was 
added to the position and it was moved ad-
ministratively to the library's Preservation 
Office. 
ARL' s interest in preservation did not 
end with microfilming programs, however. 
For one thing, although it was thought that 
microforms would be more permanent than 
paper, no data were available to support 
that assumption. And while the filming it-
self was easy, it was still too expensive to 
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consider application to an entire library col-
lection. · 
In 1960, spurred by the information and 
advances produced by the Barrow Labora-
tory, ARL appointed a Committee on the 
Preservation of Research Library Materials 
with Harvard's librarian, Douglas W. 
Bryant, as chair, to investigate various 
aspects of the problem of paper deteriora-
tion. At the behest of this group, the coun-
cil began a series of grants that attempted 
first to gain some idea of the size of the 
problem and second to develop a. national 
program for solving it. 
The first grant, to Virginia state librarian 
Randolph W. Church, allowed Church to 
pursue an investigation that would provide, 
among other things, data as to the number 
of books in libraries published in the period 
from the introduction of mechanical-
chemical book papers in the 1860s through 
1960. Church recommended that a sample 
of the National Union Catalog be taken, 
which would allow an estimate of total num-
ber to be made. Following this advice, CLR 
awarded a second grant to ARL to contract 
with the Research Triangle Institute to car-
ry out the sampling, with the hope of estab-
lishing by this means a statistical basis for 
planning the preservation of research library 
materials. Based on what had been reported 
to the National Union Catalog, the institute 
concluded that research libraries contained 
at least 7,665,800 separate titles for books 
(not serials) published after 1869, and that 
these contained roughly 1. 7 billion pages. 29 
The enormity of the problem served as a 
goad to further action. In 1962, a third CLR 
grant allowed Gordon Williams to look at 
methods for (a) coordinating efforts so as to 
assure maximum utility of results; (b) de-
veloping bibliographic control of materials 
submitted to preservation programs; and (c) 
developing arrangements for custody and 
service, in the national interest, of micro-
film negatives and other master copies re-
sulting from these programs. Williams' cen-
tral recommendation was for the establish-
ment of a central preservation agency , 
federally supported, to preserve one copy of 
every significant book in its original form 
(by deacidification and storage at the lowest 
practical temperatures) and to make micro-
form copies available readily and cheaply to 
all libraries. Doubts about the longevity of 
microfilm were expressed, thus the need for 
preserving at least one copy of an original, 
and it was shown that it would cost "only 
about $2 more per volume to preserve the 
original for an indefinitely long future time 
and make a microfilm copy of it only when 
the book needs to be used, than it will cost 
to microfilm the original now and discard 
the original completely. "3o 
ARL endorsed the report in January 
1965. The prospects looked bright when 
ARL reported to the council that "the Li-
brary of Congress had agreed to accept re-
sponsibility for 'a national program for the 
preservation of deteriorating books in accor-
dance with the principles set forth in the 
report . . .. · "3 1 
The Library of Congess had, it turned 
out, set aside some twenty thousand items 
that had been pulled from the main collec-
tion because they were too brittle to with-
stand use. Using this collection, the library 
proposed a pilot project that would develop 
what it hoped would be inexpensive 
routines for comparing existing copies of de-
teriorating works wherever they were lo-
cated and determining the best copy for 
preservation, for arranging for appropriate 
treatment, and for recording the copy's ex-
istence so other libraries would not have to 
repeat the operation. Through ARL, CLR 
awarded the required funds and the library 
set to work. 
In November 1967, the library reported 
to ARL that "it is administratively feasible 
to establish a national preservation collec-
tion of materials now deteriorating in the 
nation's research libraries. This assessment, 
however, extends only to the identification 
of brittle or deteriorating materials in other 
libraries and to a determination of the 
physical condition of such materials. " Actual 
implementation, the library said , would 
pose substantial technical questions as well 
as administrative problems. The willingness 
of libraries to contribute to a national pres-
ervation collection had not been ascer-
tained , nor was it known whether they 
would be willing to accept responsibility for 
preserving books for which a given library 
was listed as holder of a national preserva-
tion copy. Nor, as the Librarian of Congess 
pointed out in his covering letter, was the 
procedural process inexpensive. 32 
In the early 1970s, ARL again tried to 
spell out a practical national strategy for 
preservation, this time under the auspices 
of a grant from the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion. The final report stated that the study 
was prompted by "the assumption that the 
general plan incorporated in the 1964 report 
needed only the addition of operational de-
tails and funding for implementation . "33 
Views had changed, the author acknowl-
edged, and even though the original objec-
tives were still valid , six years had passed 
with no action. A problem of scale was in-
volved. 
In moving from research and training to the topic 
of actual operating programs in libraries, the 
complexity of the preservation problem becomes 
apparent. In a sense, it is as if there were two 
preservation problems, one reducible to specific 
items or specific categories of mate rial in indi-
vidual research collections; the other a seemingly 
unscalable mountain of the millions of volumes in 
the slowly crumbling collections of older research 
libraries of the country. In the first case, there is 
some action and perhaps even progress. Logic 
would suggest that such progress would lead to 
improvement in the second case as well, but the 
change in scale from the first situation to the 
second seems somehow to undermine the possi-
bility of even a fleeting sense of accomplish-
ment. 34 
To bring the problem down to manage-
able size, the report includes a number of 
suggestions for action in the areas of re-
search and education and training. In terms 
of collective action, however, the proposal 
shifted from the earlier call for a centralized 
preservation collection to the idea of a 
national system of collections. As a first 
step, it was suggested that ten or fifteen li-
braries join in a "preservation consortium" 
to carry out certain specific preservation 
projects. This would set the stage for the 
formulation of common preservation proce-
dures and uniform performance standards. 
Local preservation collections would be-
come the basis for national resources collec-
tions , which would result in a shared re-
sponsibility. Eventually, a national library 
corporation might act as the coordinator for 
the national program. "By not aspiring to 
preserve everything and concentrating in-
stead on discrete subject areas, some real 
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progress becomes possible," the · report 
concluded. 35 
For all its advances in other areas, at this 
time technology for preservation had not, it 
seemed, caught up with the national plan-
ning. No efficient, inexpensive method for 
deacidifying books in bulk had been in-
vented. Optimum economical storage condi-
tions were as yet unknown. Procedures and 
standards for bibliographic control were still 
unformulated . Work was proceeding on 
these items, and until information became 
available, it appeared that the political and 
economic questions raised by the LC Brittle 
Book Project and the collective action sug-
gested by ARL could not be addressed. To 
this point, CLR had expended approximate-
ly $103,000 for work leading toward a na-
tional preservation program. Action was, 
however, temporarily halted. 
Library of Congress 
As noted earlier, in 1969 the Library of 
Congress turned its attention to setting up a 
preservation laboratory, which, in a pro-
gram of research, would investigate some of 
the problems that seemed to prevent the 
building of a coherent national plan. By 
1976, with considerable progress made in 
its own program, LC announced to the 
American Library Association at its annual 
conference that it was now prepared to be-
gin the development of a broad-scale 
national program. The first step was an in-
vitational conference, held in December 
1976, the purpose of which was to obtain 
opinions and recommendations of the li-
brary and archival communities on a pro-
posed program. Council funds supported 
the event. 
The library's plan called for a series of ac-
tions grouped in three broad categories . 
First, to preserve those items the intellec-
tual content of which does not warrant more 
expensive treatment, it proposed a national 
preservation microfilming center with space 
for archival storage of master negatives, 
along with appropriate surveys, standards 
development, bibliographic control mecha-
nisms, and other procedures that would allow 
for contributions to the center and retrieval 
of the items housed within. For those items 
that ought to be preserved in the original 
format, the plan proposed a training pro-
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gram for conservators, establishment of re-
gional conservation centers and emergency 
salvage teams, and an improved means of 
sharing information through national con-
servation workshops and distribution of 
training aids. Finally, to ensure that the 
materials of the future do not follow the 1 
route to decay of their forebears, the library 
recommended provision of low-temperature 
facilities and microfilming procedures and 
an effort to persuade papermakers to pro-
duce stronger, long-lived paper. 
Although the wide-ranging discussion 
made clear the divergence of opinion on the 
best way to proceed, the need for action 
was strongly felt. Warren J. Haas, at that 
time vice-president and university librarian 
at Columbia University, closed the confer-
ence by saying that "scholars, librarians and 
archivists do, in fact, have the responsibility 
to solve this preservation problem. And that 
responsibility is not conditional-it does not 
depend on public perception, or amount of 
money, or anything else. It is our responsi-
bility, and we can either succeed or fail. 
The rate at which things get done is a func-
tion of money ; whether or not they are 
done at all is a function of people. "36 He 
called for the establishment of a small advi-
sory committee to begin the process of de-
termining a course of action. The Council 
on Library Resources, he said, would sup-
port the meeting expenses of such a group. 
The Library of Congress thereupon estab-
lished an ad hoc Advisory Committee for a 
National Preservation Program and on June 
14, 1977, announced the appointment of a 
national preservation program officer to 
coordinate LC's activities. Only two meet-
ings of the committee were held, in June 
and September of 1977. The group consid-
ered the list of possible projects and recom-
mended priorities . At the top of the list 
were the items considered easiest of accom-
plishment: timely preparation of LC pub-
lications on preservation, LC sponsorship of 
a series of workshops and seminars, the de-
velopment of three-month conservation in-
stitutes, and production of a series of con-
servation training aids. At its second meet-
ing the committee unanimously recom-
mended that LC move to convert the Na-
tional Register of Microform Masters to ma-
chine-readable form and went on record as 
favoring the training of more conservators. 
The group also asked the national preserva-
tion program officer to investigate the topic 
of a cold-storage facility. 
Just six months after the initial appoint-
ment, the position of national preservation 
program officer was vacated and has not 
been refilled. To be sure, the library has 
continued to operate a National Preserva-
tion Program Office, which most recently 
has issued a newsletter called National Pres-
ervation Report. The results of LC's re-
search and testing program, directed at 
problems associated with its own collec-
tions, are often useful to all libraries. LC 
has continued to publish pamphlets contain-
ing valuable basic information on conserva-
tion techniques, and its staff frequently con-
duct workshops, make presentations, and 
consult on problems caused by natural di-
sasters. Some materials used in conservation 
have been made available commercially 
after careful testing and experimentation in 
LC laboratories. The library has been 
spending $1 million a year each on pres-
ervation microfilming and binding. These 
activities are valuable in themselves . 
However, no other action on any of the 
committee's recommendations has been re-
ported. In the last few years, the library 
also has entered into a period of budget 
constraint. In the face of the demanding job 
of preserving its own collections, and for a 
number of internal, fiscal , and political 
reasons, the library has been unable to 
assume the leadership role it had 
announced. 
CURRENT PROSPECTS 
Although a lack of fiscal resources and 
technical procedures, along with a lack of 
trained manpower, has adversely affected 
development of a national strategy for pres-
ervation, the current lack of leadership and 
the failure by librarians to assume responsi-
bility are perhaps the most serious impedi-
ments to progress. Plainly speaking, 
academic and research libraries, whose col-
lections comprise the cultural record and 
which therefore are the most threatened, 
have historically shown little capacity for 
collective action. Many important projects 
have salvaged, and continue to salvage, sub-
stantial pieces of the records of history. But 
deterioration is occurring at a faster rate than 
conservation, and the threat that, as one 
commentator put it, the nineteenth century 
might become known as "the beginning of 
the bookless age" remains. Yet events of re-
cent years have engendered hope, rather 
than despair, for two reasons : a growing 
awareness of the seriousness of the prob-
lem, and a remarkable shift in attitude 
among academic and research libraries. 
Advances in technology are also playing a 
role. 
That the message is getting across was 
clearly documented by Pamela Darling in a 
recent issue of Library ] ournal in which she 
cataloged the association meeting programs, 
courses, institutes, workshops, articles in 
journals within and outside the profession, 
and publications that have blossomed since 
1976.37 The problem of manpower is being 
seriously addressed by, among others, Co-
lumbia University's School of Library Ser-
vice, which is seeking to fund and develop a 
full-scale academic program for conservators 
and preservation program administrators. 
The Resources and Technical Services Divi-
sion of the American Library Association 
has created a Preservation of Library Mate-
rials Section. But general awareness does 
not create the capacity for action. 
In 197 4, four major research libraries 
-Columbia, Yale, Harvard, and the New 
York Public Library-formed the Research 
Libraries Group. Although Harvard with-
drew, the group has since enlarged to more 
than twenty members. Dedicated to "im-
proving the management of the information 
resources necessary for the advancement of 
scholarship," the group is an effort "to man-
age the transition from locally self-sufficient 
and independent comprehensive collections 
to a nationwide system of interdependencies 
that will preserve and enhance our national 
capacity for serious research in all fields of 
knowledge and improve our ability to locate 
and retrieve relevant information. "38 The 
formation of this group signals a shift in atti-
tude of many research libraries from one of 
waiting for a savior to one of self-help. And 
it is this group that may, at last, provide the 
capacity for joint action. 
Why is this group a promising locus for 
activity? For one thing, RLG members are 
connected by a fully functioning comput-
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erized bibliographic data base, capable of re-
finement to add the necessary information 
concerning preservation on an item-by-item 
basis. Second, the group has been commit-
ted from the beginning to the goals of 
shared resources and cooperative collection 
development, and preservation is a large 
factor in both. Third, the group is not wait-
ing for the Library of Congress to take the 
lead, but views LC as an important partner 
in reaching its goals. The potential for con-
certed action clearly is evident. 
Nor is the group alone. The Association 
. of Research Libraries is continuing to initi-
. ate activities that will assist the preservation 
cause. Most recently, with the help of an 
_ NEH grant, ARL commissioned another 
study of the bibliographic control of mate-
rials in microforms. While gains had been 
made following the Simonton study, 
changes in cataloging rules and the growth 
of machine-readable data bases had made it 
appropriate to reassess the situation. ARL' s 
objective is "to plan and coordinate North 
American efforts toward building a machine-
readable data base of cataloging records for 
materials in microform, " with particular 
emphasis given "to facilitating the produc-
tion and dissemination of analytics for titles 
published in large microform sets . "39 ARL is 
involving librarians, microform publishers, 
representatives of bibliographic utilities , 
and others to develop the agreements, stan-
dards, methods, and mechanisms required. 
In addition, the ARL Office of Management 
Studies also received a grant from NEH to 
develop a self-study process that will enable 
individual institutions to focus on preserva-
tion and its relationships to library proces-
ses from a management point of view. 
There are other movements as welL · At a 
meeting in June 1980 at Snowbird, Utah, 
representatives from libraries, archives , his-
torical societies, and museums in eighteen 
western states agreed on a master plan for 
preservation and conservation of materials 
in the West. The plan included, among 
other items, the creation of a regional con-
servation clearinghouse in the short term 
and in the long term, the development of a 
regional capacity to treat deteriorating 
materials. 
Increased funding po~sibilities in both 
federal and private sectors are also playing 
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a role. The National Endowment for the 
Humanities has been mentioned several 
times as providing funding support for pres-
ervation projects, and there is evidence of 
increased interest. NEH's fiscal year 1981 
budget carries a line item specifically ear-
marked for preservation. The Department 
of Education, through Title 11-C of the 
Higher Education Act, has awarded more 
than $3 million since 1978 to research li-
braries for substantial preservation pro-
grams. With these funds the Art Institute of 
Chicago is preserving rare architecture 
photogravure plates, Harvard is making 
master microfilm negatives of, among other 
items, Chinese ephemera, and the Univer-
sity of Alaska is preserving deteriorating 
materials in its Alaskan and Polar Region 
Collection. The records program of the Na-
tional Historical Publications and Records 
Commission , established in 1974, has 
pumped additional money into programs for 
preserving and making accessible valuable 
archival collections. Several private founda-
tions , notably the Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation, have shown increased interest 
in assessing efforts toward preservation. 
Already the Mellon Foundation has 
awarded $750,000 to the New York Public 
Library, which has had a strong institutional 
preservation program for years, to develop 
an on-line data base of microform masters 
and micropreservation activity. It will be 
made available to other libraries through 
the Research Libraries Group. 
The council has not . been idle, either, in 
pressing the cause of preservation and in re-
sponding to promising programs. A change 
in the council's funding pattern has limited 
the resources available for programs in this 
area, but it has not lessened its interest or 
concern . CLR has never been able to re-
spond to the needs of individual institutions 
for preservation of their local collections, 
nor has it been able to finance large-scale 
cooperative projects. As in the past, the 
council looks for programs with multiplier 
effects. 
One example, if it ever comes to pass, 
would be the establishment of a National 
Periodicals Center (NPC). The council was 
involved in the early planning stages of the 
proposed center. In 1977 at the request of 
the Library of Congress, CLR began the 
preparation of a technical development plan 
that outlined the key operating characteris-
tics, requirements, and funding needed to 
establish such an institution. A primary 
objective of the NPC, according to the plan,_ 
is its potential contribution to the preserva-
tion of periodical material. Its centralized 
collection of 30,000-60,000 journals would 
be preserved in perpetuity and its preserva-
tion activities would become "an integral 
and dependable part of a national preserva-
tion program . "4° Following publication of 
the plan in 1978, legislation was introduced 
into the U.S. Congress to continue the 
planning for the center. 
At the present time , several modest 
CLR-supported projects focus on a number 
of aspects of the preservatiol) issue. Early in 
1980, CLR joined other funding agents in 
support of the Library Affairs Conservation 
Program at Southern Illinois University, 
Carbondale. The university library has set 
up a conservation laboratory, headed by a 
trained conservator, and is developing train-
ing programs, workshops, and other activi-
ties to assist libraries and other institutions 
throughout Illinois and the region. In a 
similar vein, to promote increased awareness 
of preservation activities and opportunities, 
CLR awarded a small two-year grant to the 
University of Wyoming to support direct 
editorial costs associated with producing the 
fledgling newsletter Conservation Adminis-
tration News, edited by the university's li-
brary director. 
To consider the preservation issue fully, 
however , one must , like Janus, look in 
opposite directions. Because the retrospec-
tive side . of the issue is so enormous, it is 
easy to fail to look ahead to the prospective 
problem. If steps are not taken to change 
the way books are made, the retrospective 
problem becomes exponentially more se-
rious . 
As mentioned earlier, an outcry in the 
1960s accompanied the reports by -Barrow 
on the extent of the deterioration of library 
materials and his concurrent discovery that 
it was possible technically to make a perma-
nent/durable paper at affordable prices. Fol-
lowing the 1960 conference, journal articles 
and letters to the editor began to call on 
paper manufacturers to produce acid-free 
papers and publishers to use them. In 1964, 
the University of Oklahoma Press 
announced its intention of indicating in each 
book the life expectancy of the paper used. 
In 1968 an editorial in Publishers Weekly 
reported two promising trends. 41 At least 
two paper mills had converted to acid-free 
processes and the McGraw-Hill Company 
announced that it would print all of its 
books on -alkaline stock .. Although the ALA 
Joint Committee on Permanent/Durable 
Paper proved ineffectual, in 1967 another 
joint committee, this time of the American 
Book Publishers Council and ALA's Re-
sources and Technical Services Division, 
brought up the matter again and sent out a 
questionnaire to ascertain the extent of use 
of the paper among publishers. But by 
1970, the hue and cry, such as it was, 
seemed again to die down. A shortage of 
supply of paper in the late 1970s did not 
help revive general interest. 
In his Bowker Memorial Lecture in 
November 1977, Herbert S. Bailey, Jr., 
pointed once again to the need for height-
ened awareness among publishers of the 
problem of paper permanence. The fact that 
there has been some improvement in pa-
per-manufacturing processes and in the num-
ber of alkaline mills has, he said, perhaps 
caused the problem to be forgotten. "In a 
recent study it was found that most pub-
lishers' production managers did not know 
whether they were using permanent/dur-
able paper," he reported. "Their minds 
were on other things such as appearance, 
printability , opacity, texture, bulk, and 
price. "42 To help remind publishers and en-
sure the longevity of the works it sponsors, 
the National Historical Publications and 
Records Commission in 1978 issued stan-
dards that must be met by papers used in 
NHPRC publications. By 1979, with in-
terest in the preservation issue again 
mounting, the time seemed right to attack 
the prospective aspects once more. 
On May 14, 1979, CLR and the Andrew 
W. Mellon Foundation invited about twenty 
individuals with knowledge of paper manu-
facturing, publishing, and library book pres-
ervation to contribute to a discussion in 
New York. The participants sought to 
gather information about book paper and its 
use and to identify ways to address the 
prospective aspects of the preservation 
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problem. Following that meeting, a Com-
mittee on Production Guidelines for Book 
Longevity was formed to carry on the dis-
cussion and plan a program of action. The 
committee determined that its aim was to 
establish a basic set of guidelines to assure 
reasonable permanence and acceptable 
durability and to consider the relation of the 
guidelines to the ways in which books are 
used. In essence, the committee is again 
seeking to raise awareness of the prospec-
tive problem among all those concerned and 
to develop practical, realistic methods of 
dealing with it. The report of the committee 
was expected in late 1980. 
The problem of preservation transcends 
national borders, of course. In an attempt to 
focus attention at an international level, the 
council awarded funds to the International 
Federation of Library Associations and In-
stitutions (IFLA) for several projects, among 
them an examination of the problems associ-
ated with prospective preservation. IFLA 
will seek to give preservation greater visibil-
ity and will address such questions as 
whether special manufacturing of library 
copies should be advocated and what will 
be the role of microforms in preserving 
materials for future use. The special climatic 
conditions to which paper is exposed in 
Third World countries will also be studied. 
At an international conference in Bellagio, 
Italy, in May 1980, the International Coun-
cil on Archives agreed to participate in the 
IFLA venture. 
But there is more, much more, to be 
done. Although two processes for mass 
deacidification of books have been de-
veloped, one is still in the laboratory phase 
and the other, while available commercially, 
has received little attention. Recent de-
velopments in computer technology and the 
emergence of videodiscs and their storage 
capabilities have ·Jed to the question of 
whether there are suitable applications of 
these technologies for preservation pur-
poses. Columbia University's projected 
training program certainly will not be able 
to supply the total number of specialists 
needed to address the preservation prob-
lems of individual institutio~s. -And while 
there is substantial movement toward de-
veloping the capacity for collective action, 
and an apparent increase in funding pros-
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pects, there still is no national program or 
system for preservation. 
The council will continue to monitor 
events in this crucial area and, within its lim-
ited resources, to supply· funding for proj-
ects that hold promise of progress toward 
solutions. When it can act as a catalyst in 
helping to identify and clarify the issues at 
stake or coordinate disparate activities, it 
will. But in the end, commitment and re-
sponsibility for leadership must be assumed 
by those who have custody of the collec-
tions, with assistance from scholars, uni-
versity officials, publishers, papermakers, 
and others engaged in creating and using 
the records of humankind. 
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PAUL METZ AND ELIZABETH A. SCOTI 
A Proposed Staffing Formula 
for Virginia's Academic Libraries 
Formulas and standards play a needed role in the allocation of library 
resources, but it is difficult to devise formulas that accurately reflect the var-
ious factors that shape a library's needs. This report summarizes the means 
by which a subcommittee of the Virginia Library Advisory Committee de-
vised a proposed staffing formula for its academic libraries. The subcommit-
tee charged with devising a new formula reviewed past efforts as a means of 
determining criteria any new formula should meet . Based on this review 
and on its own research, the committee devised a draft formula , which is 
discussed. 
THE USE of formulas and standards to allo-
cate or to evaluate resources for academic 
libraries has received a good deal of atten-
tion in recent years. This particular pendu-
lum seems to describe a larger arc than 
most, with formulas. sometimes popular in 
both theory and practice and at other times 
mentioned rarely, and then only critically. 
Since there are trong arguments to be 
made both for and against the use of objec-
tive bases for determining levels of acquisi-
tions , staff, or funding, this ambivalence is 
understandable. On the one hand, formulas 
are seen as objective and apolitical, and as a 
means of ensuring continuity and rational 
planning. On the other hand, formulas are 
criticized for their procrustean tendency to 
ignore significant local differences and for 
the danger that they may actually be used 
more as ceilings, which set maximum re-
source levels , than as floors, with unfortu-
nate results, especially when enrollments 
decline. 1 • 2 These dangers are sometimes 
avoided by the use of standards explicitly 
intended to determine minimal resource 
levels rather than formulas that would de-
Paul Metz is user services librarian , Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacks-
burg; Elizabeth A. Scott is assistant to the presi-
dent , Dabney S. Lancaster Community College , 
Clifton Forge , Virginia . 
termine allocations with some precision . 
Although formulas and standards to deter-
mine collection levels have received the 
most attention , there has been no lack of 
effort to devise objective means to deter-
mine staffing levels, as well. While the 
Association of College and Research Librar-
ies has declared that "As such factors (e.g., 
the number of library units, collection size, 
and circulation volume) vary widely from 
one institution to another, no single model 
or formula can be provided for developing 
an optimum staff size," it has outlined in a 
general sense qualitative criteria for what 
should be expected of a library staff. 3 Other 
agencies have not been so reluctant about 
· formulas, and it is interesting that all of the 
formulas devised to date have been devel-
oped to serve states or large city systems of 
higher education, a level where the need 
for an apolitical and equitable approach is 
most keenly felt. 
New York City and the states of New 
York, Colorado, Washington, Oregon, Flor-
ida, and California have all experimented 
with staffing formulas, though it is not clear 
from the literature that all have been 
appliedYH All of these formulas have used 
enrollments as a key input to the formulaic 
equation, but beyond this similarity they 
have differed in a number of significant 
ways. Some attempt to determine levels for 
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technical services, public services, and 
administration while others directly deter-
mine the bottom line; some use different 
constants or different factor weights de-
pending on the level of the institution 
whose staff is being determined, in effect 
establishing different formulas for commu-
nity colleges, four-year colleges, and univer-
sities; and some use faculty levels, collec-
tion size, or acquisitions rates as input fac-
tors while others disregard these parame-
ters. Finally, some, but not all, of the for-
mulas reflect the diminishing demands of 
larger enrollments or other parameters on 
library resource levels, establishing sliding 
scales for the relationships between input 
parameters and staff levels. 
The state of Virginia has used a series of 
formulas as library staffing guidelines for 
budget requests from institutions of higher 
education. It should be emphasized that the 
current guidelines are indeed guidelines 
and are not applied rigidly. Adjustments to 
the guideline staffing levels are made on 
both the state and the local levels. In mak-
ing adjustments to the guideline levels, a 
general consideration has been given to the 
recognition that their strict application 
would yield too few positions for the larger 
institutions and for community colleges with 
more than one campJJS. 9 ' 10 Those in present 
use are based on formulas developed by the 
CUNY system and are supplemented by a 
prescription that the ratio of nonprofession-
als to professionals should be 3:2. Nonstu-
dent library positions for each campus are 
derived as follows: 
Community colleges: 
STAFF = 3 + Student FTE/500 + 
Faculty FTE/50 
Four-year colleges: 
STAFF = 9 + Student FTE/400 · + 
Faculty FTE/40 
Comprehensive universities: 
STAFF = 9 + Undergraduate FTE/400 
+ Graduate FTE/100 + 
Faculty FTE/35 
The state's two ARL institutions do not 
use these formulas but instead determine 
their funding requests by comparisons with 
the size of the staffs in the ARL libraries 
that are their peers in terms of collection 
size. The result, then, is that there are four 
yardsticks that affect staff levels. 
In search of a better means for determin-
ing staff needs, the Library Advisory Com-
mittee of the State Council of Higher 
Education in Virginia appointed an ad hoc 
Subcommittee on Staffing to investigate 
alternative approaches. This subcommittee 
proceeded to review the literature, to out-
line goals for a revised approach, and to 
make recommendations for a new formula. 
As a means of discovering how staff were 
actually performing the various library func-
tions and how needs were being met in the 
differing colleges, the subcommittee sent a 
survey to the library directors of the thirty-
nine state academic institutions in July 
1978. The general conclusion of the survey 
was that few institutions fulfill the guide-
lines and that the number of existing posi-
tions is no greater than what 'is needed, and 
is apparently less in many cases. This con-
clusion was based on both subjective data 
(the assertion by the great majority of direc-
tors that their staffing levels were insuffi-
cient to provide adequate service) and 
objective data, most notably the demonstra-
tion that many library service points were 
unattended during long portions of library 
hours, that some libraries could offer no ref-
erence service during certain hours, and 
that student labor was being enlisted for 
functions that should probably be assigned 
to full-time professional or paraprofessional 
staff.'' 
GOALS FOR FORMULA CONSTRUCTION 
Since the number of positions called for 
by the official guidelines had not been 
funded, the subcommittee thought that it 
would be unreasonable to conclude that the 
present formulas were overly generous until 
the staff levels they called for had been fully 
funded and the results of this practice de-
termined. Because the problems unearthed 
by the survey seemed to have been ·more 
severe in the smaller institutions and be-
cause those same institutions were more 
seriously understaffed with respect to the 
current guidelines, the subcommittee also 
determined that its formula should reflect, 
not the existing distribution of staff across 
institutional types, but the distribution 
called for by current guidelines. Together, 
these observations served as the bases for 
the first of six precepts that the subcommit-
tee adopted for its work: 
1. The new formula should call for essentially the 
same staff levels within each type of institution 
as is called for by current guidelines, both for 
the system as a whole and within each type of 
institution. 
The first precept grows out of considera-
tions that may be peculiar to the Virginia 
situation. The remaining five of the subcom-
mittee's precepts, however, grew out of an 
examination of what functions a staffing for-
mula should serve and out of a review of 
how previous formulas have succeeded or 
failed in meeting their goals. Accordingly, a 
step-by-step discussion of the subcommit-
tee's self-imposed guidelines may provide a 
convenient means of examining the entire 
question of what makes for a good staffing 
formula. Each of the remaining precepts is 
therefore listed and discussed below. 
2. A staffing formula should be based on unam-
biguous, readily available statistical measures. 
None of the advantages of a formula-
convenience, objectivity, the hope that 
levels set by formula will be subject to less 
special pleading than levels set by other 
means-applies if the input parameters are 
ambiguous or cannot be readily obtained. 
Ideally, input parameters should be drawn 
from data already collected, such as HEGIS 
(Higher Education General Information 
Survey) statistics. 
3. A staffing formula should be based on factors 
that measure demands on the library, and not 
on internal processes within the library's con-
trol. 
In order to promote efficiency and to re-
tain its credibility, a formula must not be 
based on any procedural elements within 
the control of the library administration . It 
would be possible, for example, to base a 
formula in part on the length of time de-
voted to authority searching and cataloging 
per new title, or on the number of catalogs 
maintained, or on the number of service 
desks regularly staffed. But such a formula 
could establish a feedback loop from ques-
tionable library procedures to staffing 
levels, perpetuating existing staff levels and 
rewarding inefficient practices. On the 
other hand, if a library's staff level is deter-
mined by external demands, more efficient 
libraries will be rewarded for their econo-
mies. Instead of having their "idle" staff 
taken away by an intrusive bureaucracy, 
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they will be free to assign any staff time 
gained through efficiencies to new service 
uses. 12 
Some potential factors fall on the border 
line between "demand" and "process" fac-
tors, but must be rejected in any event be-
cause they do not satisfy the second pre-
cept. Circulation counts, for example, are 
not calculated in the same way in every li-
brary; some libraries count renewals as 
equivalent to first-time circulations, while 
others do not. Moreover, circulation volume 
is partly an outcome of library policies, such 
as the length of circulation periods or the 
extent of the library's reliance on reserve 
reading. 
4. If possible, there should be a single formula, 
rather than a series of formulas, applied to 
different institutional types. 
This precept is based on the goals of con-
ceptual clarity and ease of application for a 
formula and reflects a belief that the impor-
tant sources of variation among types of in-
stitutions are not necessarily more signif-
icant than the sources of variation among 
institutions of the same type. The precept is 
also based on the observation that institu-
tions can change categories. If a four-year 
college is upgraded to a comprehensive uni-
versity and finds that its formula-driven staff 
level has dramatically changed, this is an in-
dication that the formula imposes arbitrary 
and inappropriate staffing levels. This unfor-
tunate tendency is exacerbated if multiple 
formulas are heavily based on the use of 
different additive constants (rather than 
different factor weights, or multipliers). The 
use of constants tends to homogenize 
staffing levels within institutional types, car-
rying the risk that smaller institutions with-
in a type will be overstaffed while larger in-
stitutions are relatively deprived. 
5. The formula should achieve a close statistical 
fit with existing staffing levels. 
This precept does not speak to the total 
number of positions that the formula should 
call for (precept 1), but rather to the de-
sired statistical relationships between actual 
and formula-predicted staff levels. The pre-
cept proceeds from the assumption that fac-
tors that influence the effective use of li-
brary staff-initiative, careful management, 
or even mismanagement-are probably ran-
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domly distributed across types of institu-
tions and across individual institutions. If 
this is true, then a formula that closely cor-
relates with existing staff levels will succeed 
in introducing rationality and in rewarding 
efficiency, and will do so without imposing 
a systematic redistribution of staff based on 
any arbitrary theory about which institu-
tions require more staff. 
6. The formula should be based on a balanced 
variety of parameters, and should not be too 
heavily dependent on enrollment levels or on 
other measures highly correlated with enroll-
ments. 
Both a desire for an accurate formula and 
political pragmatism provide rationales for 
this precept. It is unrealistic to believe that 
any one input parameter can be relied on to 
yield valid staff levels for academic libraries 
whose environments vary in so many other 
important respects. Certainly the greatest 
demands within an academic library system 
do not always come from the departments 
with the highest enrollments. Politically, it 
is unwise to endorse a staff formula that is 
heavily based on a parameter whose future 
levels are unknown, with either a steady 
state or absolute decreases a realistic 
possibility. 13 
PROPOSED VIRGINIA FORMULA 
Given the constraints outlined above, the 
subcommittee identified a set of parameters 
that reflect demands on the library and for 
which unambiguous statistics are readily 
available. The following factors were iden-
tified: undergraduate FTE , graduate stu-
dent FTE , faculty FTE, volumes held , 
volumes added (gross), and the number of 
distinct library sites that serve' either a 
physically discrete campus or a professional 
program. 
Undergraduates, graduates, and faculty 
are common input parameters for staffing 
formulas. They clearly represent external 
demands on the library. For most state sys-
tems, including that of Virginia, funding for 
colleges and universities is based in large 
measure on enrollments, so that a staffing 
formula with this basis is apt to be generally 
in line with overall institutional funding. 
Each of the three factors measures a some-
what different facet of external demand, not 
only because graduate students and faculty 
make heavier demands on the library but 
also because the proportion of graduate stu-
dents and faculty on campus is a useful in-
dex of the overall nature of the academic 
enterprise. That is , large graduate enroll-
ments and high faculty-to-student ratios 
may be useful indexes of a strong research 
orientation that will place heavy demands 
on the library. 
The remaining factors are not so com-
monly used in staffing formulas. Perhaps 
the custodial role, rather than that of direct 
service, is easily overlooked in library plan-
ning because it has little appeal. In any 
event, the human resources required to 
maintain large collections and the buildings 
that house them, to shelf-read, periodically 
to move, and to provide reference access to 
large numbers of books are not to be dis-
counted. Baumol and Marcus, in their well-
known study, have shown that collection 
size bears the single strongest statistical re-
lationship to staff levels, a finding that Metz 
and Halstead have independently repli-
cated. 14-16 
The relationship between additions to the 
collection and staff is obvious. The number 
of new titles added to the collection is a 
chief determinant of needs for technical ser-
vices staff. Gross volumes added (rather 
than net, which would reflect discards) was 
chosen as the most appropriate, readily 
available statistic to measure this factor. 
The selection of sites as the final factor 
stemmed from the fact that one of the most 
common criticisms of the previous Virginia 
formulas had been their insensitivity to this 
parameter. 17 Apart from the fact that disper-
sion of library sites increases overall user 
demand, keeping each site open and operat-
ing calls for a certain minimum fixed ex-
penditure of human resources. 
The use of physical sites as an input param-
eter does raise problems of definition that 
require careful negotiation . Sites are only 
ambiguously a "demand" factor, as the 
establishment of a new site often represents 
a policy decision made by the library ad-
ministration. Certainly any staffing formula 
should not encourage the undue prolifera-
tion of branch libraries. The subcommittee 
sought to solve this dilemma by defining a 
site, for the purpose of the formula, as "any 
physically separate campus of the same in-
stitution, or a physically separated location 
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TABLE 1 
RATIO OF INPUT PARAMETERS TO STAFF LEVELS 
Undergrad. Grad. Faculty Volumes 
FTE FTE FTE Holdings Added Sites 
Universities 77:1 19.1:1 7.9:1 7863:1 447:1 0.021:1 
Four-year colletes 160:1 8.8:1 11.3:1 8043:1 415:1 0.052:1 
Community col eges 210:1 14.8:1 4400:1 274:1 0.152:1 
Entire system 120:1 13.2:1 9.9:1 7203:1 406:1 0.053:1 
Note: There are five universities, ten four-year colleges, and twenty-four community colleges in the Virginia system. 
of a professional school responsible for its 
discipline offering within the institution and 
for earning separate accreditation. "18 
In deriving weights to relate the input 
parameters to staff levels, the subcommittee 
made no effort to establish empirically the 
precise contribution that each makes to the 
use of staff time. Two approaches to this 
type of solution are possible, but each has 
serious flaws. Time study analyses can be 
and have been used to determine the rela-
tionship of various factors to time expendi-
ture, but this requires very careful and ex-
pensive studies whose outcomes inevitably 
depend on key issues of interpretation. 19 
Statistical analysis poses· an alternative 
methodology that, while useful, is ultimate-
ly limited by the extreme multicollinearity 
among library measures, where correlations 
among collection size, enrollments, faculty 
size, and other parameters are often as high 
as 0. 90. 20 The subcommittee did in fact ex-
periment with the use of ridge regression, a 
form of multiple regression that takes ex-
plicit account of multicollinearity, and was 
able to derive a formula with highly satisfac-
tory "goodness of fit" to existing staff levels. 
Several draft formulas developed in this 
manner satisfied all of the subcommittee's 
precepts, but this approach was ultimately 
rejected because the weights it yielded 
were wildly counterintuitive and would 
therefore be generally unpalatable and po-
litically unacceptable. No formula could be 
found through this means that did not in-
clude at least one negative coefficient, 
seemingly punishing a library for the size of 
its constituency or of its collection.* 
The methodology actually used was an in-
*Kendon Stubbs, associate director of the Uni-
versity of Virginia Library and a member of the 
subcommittee, was responsible for the analysis of 
the capabilities and limitations of ridge regres-
sion. 
teractive trial-and-error process of finding 
the factor weights that would yield a for-
mula most in line with the subcommittee's 
goals. First consideration went to satisfying 
precepts one and five, calling for a formula 
that would give each category of institution 
about the same total level of staff as the old 
formula while achieving a high statistical fit 
with existing staff levels for individual insti-
tutions. 
The information in table 1 provides the 
basis for manipulating the weights to meet 
the various constraints. The table reflects 
the ratio of each input parameter to the 
number of library staff, within each category 
of institution and for the thirty-nine colleges 
and universities as a whole. 
Using these data as a basis for adjusting 
the weights (which in this formula take the 
form of denominators), the subcommittee 
arrived at the formula given below: 
Library staff = Undergraduate FTE/ 
1,000 + Graduate 
FTE/100 + Faculty 
FTE/33 + Volumes 
Added/5, 000 + Hold-
ings/22, 000 + (2) Sites 
For any given parameter, a heavy factor 
weighting (small denominator) will yield 
more positions for those institutions for 
which the ratio of the parameter to staffing 
is high, while making a smaller contribution 
to staff levels for those institutions for which 
the same ratio is low. To the extent that a 
formula assigns staff on the basis of under-
graduate enrollments or faculty, then, the 
smaller institutions will benefit. The rela-
tionship is reversed for the weighting of 
holdings and acquisitions, which benefits 
universities and four-year colleges at the 
relative expense of community colleges. The 
use of graduate enrollments as an input fac-
tor benefits universities more than four-year 
colleges, and, of course, adds nothing to li-
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brary staff for community colleges. The use 
of sites counterbalances the differential 
effects of graduate enrollments on universi-
ties and four-year colleges , as heavier 
weighting for sites will contribute relatively 
more staff to the four-year colleges than to 
the universities. 
Note that the very methodology used for 
deriving the weights makes it impossible to 
defend them on grounds other than that 
they supply a satisfactory mathematical solu-
tion. That is , while it may be possible to 
argue that graduate students affect library 
needs ten times more than do undergradu-
ates, such an argument would be strictly 
post hoc. The particular weights chosen will 
have to stand or fall on the extent to which 
the formula they yield is acceptable . . 
The formula does seem to meet the spe-
cified criteria quite well. It is a single for-
mula (precept 4) and it is based on demand 
factors (precept 3) for which statistical mea-
sures are readily available (precept 2) . The 
formula is not wholly based on enrollments, 
but on a balanced set of inputs, which sat-
isfies precept 6. In fact, if one divides the 
total count on any parameter by the formula 
denominator to see how many staff positions 
that parameter determines, one discovers 
an interesting symmetry between the three 
parameters describing the academic constit-
uency of the library and the three that per-
tain to its internal work load. Fifty-one per-
cent of predicted staff is determined by the 
academic constituency: 11 percent by un-
dergraduates , 12 percent by graduate stu-
dents, and 28 percent by faculty . Forty-nine 
percent is determined by library measures : 
8 percent by acquisitions, 31 percent by 
holdings, and 10 percent by sites. (The rela-
tive weights of each factor appear to have a 
different degree of importance if compari-
sons are confined to any one type of institu-
tion; from the point of view of a community 
college making comparisons to its peers, the 
formula is heavily "driven" by student and 
faculty counts, while for the larger institu-
tions volume counts and acquisitions appear 
to be more salient.) 
The formula calls for very nearly the 
same staff levels as were dictated by the 
former guidelines (precept 1), as table 2 
shows. 
The statistical relationships between the 
formula and existing staff levels are also 
TABLE 2 
STAFF LEVELS CALLED FOR 
BY OLD AND NEW GUIDELINES 
New Former 
Formula Guidelines Percentage 
Universities 673 677 99.4 
Four-year colletes 263 267 98.5 
Community col eges 270 275 98.2 
Totals 1,206 1,219 98.9 
high (precept 5). Table 3 shows the correla-
tions between the formula-driven staff levels 
and two measures of current staff, one taken 
as part of the subcommittee's 1978 survey 
and one based on a preliminary analysis of 
the latest HEGIS data. 
TABLE 3 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 
FORMU LA AND C URRENT LEVELS 
Universities 
Four-year colleges 
Community colleges 
Overall 
1978 Survey 
0.9996 
0.9465 
0.9801 
0.9939 
DISCUSSION 
Preliminarv 
HEGJS . 
0.9986 
0.9657 
0.9858 
0.9965 
One reason that formulas have come in 
and out of fashion may be an excessive de-
sire on the part of those who apply them to 
see a formula as an authoritative dictum 
that will make decisions in a nearly auto-
matic way, combined with a reluctance to 
understand the problems a formula seeks to 
address and the logical problems a formula 
must solve . 21 Such a rigid attitude toward 
any formula will limit its transportability 
from one situation to another or its ability 
to be adapted over time to accommodate 
changing realities. 
There are at least three ways in which, if 
put into practice , the formula discussed 
here may require adjustment for particular 
circumstances. Recent practices in Virginia 
have led to staffing levels for the senior in-
stitutions that more or less met the formula-
driven levels, while the community colleges 
have been staffed below formula. The Vir-
ginia subcommittee sought to reaffirm its 
support of the overall levels called for by 
the former approach by constraining its for-
mula to predict the same number of posi-
tions in each category as the previous 
guidelines had called for . A later decision 
·that the trend in staff allocation had been a 
healthy one and the subcommittee's deci-
sion incorrect would necessitate a revision 
of the formula (specifically, a greater 
weighting for collection parameters and less 
weight for enrollments). 
It may also be necessary to adjust the for-
mula if it is applied to an institution larger 
than those found in Virginia. If applied to 
the library system of one of the nation's 
largest universities, the formula might pre-
dict an inappropriate number of positions, 
necessitating some sort of adjustment of 
weights, such as the introduction of sliding 
scales. 
Finally, it is critical to bear in mind that 
any formula cannot reflect all of the many 
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kinds of unique needs that individual in-
stitutions may have. The Virginia subcom-
mittee sought to address this issue when it 
noted that "there are certain library activi-
ties the Subcommittee feels are appropriate 
to acknowledge as non-quantitative factors 
not reflected in the formula which play a 
significant role in establishing good staff 
levels. A particular example is the responsi-
bility to maihtain a notable rare books and 
archives collection which carries with it a 
heavy demand for library staff. Accordingly, 
the formula should apply only to functional 
staffing areas. Requests for additional staff 
in support of auxiliary functions may well be 
legitimate and should be recognized on a 
case-by-case basis. "22 
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RICHARD HUME WERKING AND 
CHARLES M. GETCHELL, JR. 
Using Choice as a Mechanism 
for Allocating Book Funds 
in an Academic Library 
College and university libraries have long used a variety of criteria to allo-
cate funds for book purchases . This article reiterates the need for a "litera-
ture-size" approach to book fund allocations and presents a case for using 
reviews from Choice magazine as a useful and hitherto ignored · means of 
determining literature size. Data from one calendar year (eleven issues) 
show the number and percentages of titles and the dollar amount and per-
centage represented by each subject category. Suggestions for updating the 
information are offered. 
OvER THE YEARS academic libraries have 
employed various criteria for allocating book 
budgets. Several of those criteria have been 
related to the activities of the local 
academic departments: number of faculty, 
number of student credit hours, number of 
majors, usually with a consideration of the 
level of courses and students. Another crite-
rion involves local demands made on the 
collection, gauged by circulation of mate-
rials according to subject classification. In 
addition, during the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries allocation based 
on the size of publication output by subject 
(in terms of titles and dollars) was, accord-
ing to Schad, "often taken as an index of 
budgetary need. " 1 
Although the "literature-size" approach to 
the allocation of book funds is apparently 
much less common nowadays than it once 
was, it has nevertheless had some cham-
pions in recent years. 2 In 1970 Massman 
Richard Hume Werking is acting director, 
University of Mississippi Libraries, University , 
Mississippi; Charles M. Getchell , ]r ., is a refer-
ence librarian, University of Kansas Libraries, 
Lawrence, Kansas. 
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and Patterson observed, perhaps a bit too 
single-mindedly: 
An academic library's holdings can be determined 
only by the quantity and range of the materials 
being published which are relevant to the 
academic programs it is supporting, not by the 
traditional number-of-students criterion . .. . The 
only relevant reality is the reality of the number 
and quality of books being produced ... . Is 
there any college in the United States which does 
not need substantial coverage on such questions 
as the war in Vietnam, racial problems, student 
unrest, Shakespeare, the Civil War, Russian his-
tory? If there is, is that institution really worthy 
of being called a college ?3 
A year later Dillehay echoed the sentiment, 
emphasizing "the number and cost of books 
being produced," and in 1975 Voigt made 
the same point. 4 In 1967 McGrath provided 
a breakdown of books listed in the 1965 
volume of American Book Publishing Rec-
ord, BPR, giving for each subject category 
the number of titles and their cost. He then 
calculated the share of titles and of dollars 
accounted for by each subject, and he noted 
that perhaps one reason some academic de-
partments fail to spend their allocations was 
that "not many books having relevance to 
their work have been published each 
yea11."5 
Impressed by arguments on behalf of the 
literature-size approach as one important 
criterion for allocation, the collection de-
velopment officer at the University of Mis-
sissippi Libraries began in 1979 to seek a 
more balanced approach to the allocation of 
book funds. At that time a majority of those 
funds were allocated by the university 
administration among academic departments 
on the basis of a traditional "head-count" 
formula, specifically the number of student 
credit hours weighted according to level. 
Leaving those funds with the departments, 
the collection development officer wished as 
an experiment to divide the few remaining 
book dollars, for which librarians were re-
sponsible, along very different lines. He 
wished to allocate for each discipline a share 
that would resemble its share of academic 
book publishing in a given year. Hence for 
the first time some of the criteria for divid-
ing the university's book budget would orig-
inate off campus. 
There is no entirely satisfactory source of 
information about the number of academic 
books published each year, by discipline, or 
their dollar cost. The best-known data are 
those published in the Weekly Record of 
Publishers Weekly , cumulated annually in 
the American Book Publishing Record, BPR 
Cumulative (the source of McGrath's data), 
and reprinted in The Bowker Annual of Li-
brary and Book Trade Infonnation. There 
are several major problems with these 
sources. First , they report all U.S . book 
publishing, much of which (e.g. , medical 
and law texts, fiction, and highly popular 
treatments) would not be appropriate for 
most academic libraries. Second, foreign 
imprints are not included. And finally, the 
categories as cumulated in BPR and the 
Bowker Annual are insufficiently precise for 
allocation purposes. For example, "Science" 
is reported as a single category, as are "Phi-
losophy/Psychology" and "Sociology/ 
Economics. "6 
Other attempts to determine literature 
size, those by Massman and Patterson and 
by Dillehay, examined reviews in selected 
professional journals for one and two years 
respectively. Their reliance on reviews in 
scholarly journals is probably more 
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appropriate for most academic libraries than 
McGrath's use of ABPR . Yet the sub-
ject-breakdown and cost data supplied by 
Massman and Patterson , drawn from re-
views in 1967, are probably quite outdated 
by now and have relatively little application 
directly as allocation information. (Dillehay 
provided readers with no data showing 
breakdown of titles or costs by subject.) 
Moreover, the authors included only titles 
that they considered received favorable re-
views and also were "of undergraduate sig-
nificance. "7 
Choice magazine, published eleven times 
a year by the Association of College and Re-
search Libraries, appeared to be a valuable 
and neglected source of information about 
the size and composition of the academic 
literature. This selection was confirmed in 
conversations with bibliographers at several 
large and small universities. Since 1964, 
Choice has published short reviews of books 
selected by its editors as "serious literature" 
and as "significant current publications .. . 
in the literature of [a] field and in an under-
graduate library collection. "H Despite its 
avowed bias toward undergraduate items, 
reviews frequently note a title 's suitability 
for graduate work, and Choice's coverage of 
university presses and the commercial aca-
demic publishers such as Wiley, Sage, Free 
Press, and Elsevier seems quite c'ompre-
hensive. 9 The reviews , arranged in forty-
eight subject categories, provide complete 
bibliographic information, including price. 
It was decided to compile the number of ti-
tles reviewed in one calendar year and their 
cost, for each of the forty-eight subjects. 
Unfortunately, the data had to be com-
piled manually from Choice . The journal 
does produce lists for in-house use, showing 
for each issue the number of titles by sub-
ject area, and these figures have been 
cumulated for each volume year. But thus 
far the data have not been widely available. 
Moreover, the Choice staff has not yet pro-
duced financial data showing the dollar 
amounts of titles reviewed , either in the 
aggregate or broken down by subject.* 
Consequently, the collection development 
officer and a student assistant compiled the 
*Such data should be readily at hand once the 
journal goes to computer-assisted publishing. 
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information from Choice for 1978, title by 
title. The number of titles and the prices 
were subtotaled for each Choice subject 
category each month, then added together 
to get a yearly total for the subject cate-
gory.* 
Table 1 gives the results for all subjects 
combined. It shows that in 1978 a library 
could have purchased every book reviewed 
in Choice, including a large number of ref-
erence items, for $124,931. 
TABLE 1 
RESULTS OF CHOICE STUDY: ALL TITLES 
No. of Dollar Avg. Amount 
Titles Amount per Title 
All subjects 6,636 $124,931 $18.83 
Two adjustments were deemed necessary 
before percentages and average prices could 
be satisfactorily figured for each subject 
area. First, four titles were excluded from 
consideration because of their highly unrep-
resentative prices. Three of these were re-
print sets and the other a set of documents 
in facsimile. t Table 2 shows the result after 
eliminating these four titles. 
The second adjustment dealt with refer-
ence materials. As table 3 shows, Choice's 
"reference" category accounted for almost 
13 percent of the total cost of the reviewed 
books. Principally because of the category's 
mixture of general and subject-specific 
*The authors worked strictly from the biblio-
graphic information provided in the reviews 
themselves and did not include items cited in the 
bibliographic essays. 
tThese item~ were: Blacks in the United States 
Armed Forces, ed. Morris M. MacGregor and 
Bernard C . Nalty , Scholarly Resources, 12 
volumes, $595; Studies in Fascism: Ideology and 
Practice, AMS Press, 50 volumes, $1,016; U.S. 
Congress, Congressional journals of the United 
States , 1789-1817, Michael Glazier, 65 volumes, 
$2,316; Lost Race and Adult Fantasy Fiction , 
Arno, 69 volumes, $1,500. 
TABLE 2 
RESULTS OF CHOICE STUDY: 
LESS FOUR TITLES 
No. of Dollar Avg. Amount 
Titles Amount per Title 
All subjects 6,632 $119,504 $18.02 
items, it was excluded for purposes of de-
termining each subject's share of the schol-
arly literature, and other means were used 
to establish locally a dollar figure for refer-
ence purchases. 
Proportions were calculated, and alloca-
tions to the reference bibliographers deter-
mined, largely on the basis of each subject's 
dollar share of the literature. Table 4 shows 
the distribution among the remaining sub-
ject areas defined by Choice. Excluding the 
four titles noted above and the reference 
category, 6,179 titles were reviewed during 
1978, costing $104,024, for an average per-
title cost of $16.83. 
Using data from Choice to determine 
academic book publishing output is by no 
means flawless. One inevitable problem is 
the categorization of titles. Many schools 
have programs and departments, such as 
black studies or American studies, that are 
not explicitly represented in the Choice 
categories , although numerous books in 
these areas are reviewed by the journal. 
Special arrangements must be made in such 
instances . Also , as universities become 
more narrowly vocational, they may need 
more library materials that are not defined 
as traditionally academic, and the Choice ti-
tles may not adequately reflect those needs. 
Nevertheless, Massman and Patterson, 
Voigt, and others have already made a good 
case that book allocations for an academic li-
brary should reflect, to a significant degree, 
the proportions of books published · by disci-
pline and their costs. The manner in which 
they do so will likely depend on the indi-
vidual library's perceived mission and its 
ability to act on that pe~ception. At present 
Choice seems to be a useful, and Uf.ltapped, 
TABLE 3 
Reference 
RESULTS OF CHOICE STUDY: REFERENCE MATERIALS 
No. of 
Titles 
453 
% of 
Titles 
6.83 
Dollar 
Amount 
$15,471 
%of Total 
Amount 
($119,504) 
12.95 
Avg. Amount 
per Title 
$34.15 
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TABLE 4 
RESULTS OF CHOICE STUDY: 
LESS FOUR TITLES AND REFERENCE MATERIALS 
%of Avg. 
No. of %of Dollar Total Amount Subject Titles Titles Amount Amount per Title 
General 47 0.76 $ 717 0.69 $15.25 
Humanities, General 92 1.49 1,485 1.43 16.14 
Art 315 5.10 8,378 8.05 26.60 
Communication Arts 71 1.15 997 0.96 14.03 
Language and Literature 97 1.57 1,298 1.25 13.38 
Linguistics 22 0.36 332 0.32 15.07 
Classical 18 0.29 241 0.23 13.41 
English and American 834 13.50 10,357 9.96 12.42 
Germanic 51 0.83 629 0.60 12.35 
Romance 101 1.63 1,239 1.19 12.27 
Slavic 46 0.74 608 0.58 13.22 
Other 67 1.08 873 0.84 13.03 
Performing Arts 16 0.26 241 0.23 15.07 
Dance 21 0.34 272 0.26 12.95 
Film 80 1.29 1,256 1.21 15.70 
Music 138 2.23 2,084 2.00 15.10 
Theater 34 0.55 471 0.45 13.84 
Philosophy 197 3.19 2,800 2.69 14.21 
Religion 300 4.85 3,595 3.46 11.98 
TOTAL HUMANITIES 2,500 40.45 37,156 35.72 14.86 
Science and Technology 102 1.65 2,174 2.09 21.31 
History of Science and 
Technology 85 1.38 1,477 1.42 17.37 
Astronautics and Astronomy 22 0.36 523 0.50 23.78 
Biology 231 3.74 5,468 5.26 23.67 
Chemistry 95 1.54 2,716 2.61 28.59 
Earth Science 84 1.36 2,519 2.42 29.99 
Engineering 241 3.90 6,207 5.97 25.75 
Health Science 92 1.49 1,369 1.32 14.88 
Information Science 53 0.86 1,080 1.04 20.37 
Mathematics 70 1.13 1,577 1.52 22.54 
Physics 47 0.76 1,352 1.30 28.77 
Sports and Recreation 73 1.18 753 0.72 10.32 
TOTAL SCIENCES 1,195 19.35 27,215 26.17 22.77 
Social and Behavioral 
Sciences, General 156 2.52 2,554 2.46 16.37 
Anthropology 102 1.65 1,731 1.66 16.97 
Business, Management, Labor 136 2.20 1,952 1.88 14.36 
Economics 242 3.92 4,270 4.10 17.65 
Education 129 2.09 1,610 1.55 12.48 
History, Geography, Travel 
Ancient (including 
116 1.88 1,887 1.81 16.26 
archaeology) 67 1.08 1,460 1.40 21.79 
Africa 38 0.61 621 0.60 16.34 
Asia and Oceania 78 1.26 1,484 1.43 19.03 
Europe 
Latin America and the 
308 4.98 5,088 4.89 16.52 
Caribbean 47 0.76 744 0.72 15.82 
Middle East, North Africa 40 0.65 672 0.65 16.80 
North America 275 4.45 4,423 4.25 16.08 
Political Science 281 4.55 4,141 3.98 14.74 
Psychology 142 2.30 2,185 2.10 15.39 
Sociology 280 4.53 4,114 3.95 14.69 
TOTAL SOCIAL AND 
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
2,437 39.43 38,936 37.43 15.98 
GRAND TOTAL 6,179 99.99 104,024 100.01 16.83 
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source of literature-size information for col-
lege and university libraries. Until Choice 
adopts automated typesetting and can up-
date the data in that fashion, or until ACRL 
or some other agency can do so manually, 
the information presented here should be of 
considerable use to academic institutions 
that wish to incorporate literature-size 
criteria into their allocation processes.* 
*In the meantime, a reasonable shortcut to up-
dating the data presented above would be to 
obtain from Choice (or through ACRL if it would 
perform this useful service) its monthly and 
annual figures on the number of titles reviewed, 
by subject area, and multiply the number times 
the average price reported here, adjusted by a 
rate of inflation. If desired, the Bowker Annual 
could be used to gain an approximation of the 
various rates of inflation in the several subject 
areas. 
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GARY S. LAWRENCE 
A Cost Model for 
Storage and Weeding Programs 
As space and budget problems become more severe, more academic libraries 
will be forced to consider storage and weeding as alternatives to new con-
struction. Storage and weeding save space, but impose costs that may offset 
the potential savings. The simple mathematical model presented in this pa-
per was developed to analyze the complex cost trade-offs involved. An exam-
ple of the model's application in the University of California libraries is in-
cluded. The limitations of the model and the importance of considering non-
economic factors in storage and weeding programs are discussed. 
ALTHOUGH LIBRARIES are always "running 
out of space," this problem began to take on 
considerable importance during the 1970s, 
when budgetary austerity curtailed the li-
brary construction boom of the previous dec-
ade. By 1975, the space issue was of suf-
ficient importance that the American Li-
brary Association's Library Administration 
Division sponsored a preconference session 
at its Annual Conference titled "Running 
Out of Space-What Are the Alternatives?"1 
As the title of this preconference implied, 
libraries were and are facing a number of 
alternatives for coping with their space 
problems. According to the conference 
organizers, these include storage, micro-
forms, high-density shelving equipment, re-
gional cooperation, and new construction, 
including addition and renovation. Among 
these alternatives, microforms are surely 
the least appealing for the individual li-
brary. Studies have shown that purchasing 
commercial microform may be cost-
effective, but the amount of commercially 
available material that could replace the 
books and journals on the shelves of large 
Gary S. Lawrence is senior administrative 
analyst in the Library Studies and Research Divi-
sion, Office of the Assistant Vice-President-Li-
brary Plans and Policies, University of California 
Systemwide Administration, Berkeley, California. 
academic libraries is rather small. Original 
microfilming of bound volumes appears to 
be more expensive than building new li-
braries to house the paper copies. 2 For li-
braries facing the space problem today, 
then, the principal alternatives appear to be 
storage, weeding, and new construction. 
Certainly the last alternative, new con-
struction, is seen as the most desirable by 
most librarians and library users. Unfortu-
nately, "running out of space" is perceived 
as a problem precisely because unlimited 
construction of new buildings is not be-
lieved to be economically possible at the 
present time or in the foreseeable future. 
The principal problem is economic. If librar-
ies had enough money to build the new 
facilities they need, there would be no 
books and articles and conferences on 
alternatives to new construction-there 
would be no "space problem." 
It follows that if the problem is primarily 
economic, the decisions we make in coping 
with the problem, and the justifications for 
those decisions, should be based on 
(although not limited to) economic consid-
erations. 
COST TRADE-OFFS IN 
STORAGE AND WEEDING DECISIONS 
The choice to retain, store, or weed in-
volves analysis of cost trade-offs. Ellsworth 
I 139 
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has observed, for instance, that compact 
storage systems "can store more volumes 
per square foot of space than traditional 
multi-tier bookstacks," but "there are costs 
associated with storage programs that may 
be greater than are the savings made by the 
storage systems themselves. "3 
Cost trade-offs in storage and weeding 
decisions are analogous to those in the 
choice between continuing to subscribe to a 
particular periodical or canceling the sub-
scription and relying on interlibrary borrow-
ing to satisfy future demand. Palmour states 
that: 
To maintain a periodical in its own collection, the 
library must select, order, process, store and 
make the publication available. For a requested 
item in a publication not in its own collection, 
there is the staff cost to locate and borrow the 
item; and in many cases, a photocopy charge. 
The cost to satisfy a request by borrowing is 
roughly the same each time, whereas the average 
cost per circulation of a publication acquired for 
the library collection is a function of how fre-
quently it is circulated. Consequently, for any 
given periodical title there is some frequency of 
use at which it becomes cheaper for a library to 
acquire the publication than to borrow it to satis-
fy patron demand. 4 
The solution to the storage and weeding 
problem can be expressed in similar terms: 
for any given volume in the library collec-
tion, there is some frequency of circulation 
at which it becomes cheaper not to house 
the publication in a conventional campus li-
brary. The ability to determine this fre-
quency of circulation can be an important 
aid to planning, budgeting, and negotiating 
the solution to a library's space problem. 
This paper presents a simple mathemati-
cal model that accounts for several of the 
complex cost trade-offs inherent in storage 
and weeding decisions, and provides an ex-
ample of the application of this model in the 
University of California libraries. 
THE COST MODEL 
Inasmuch as the problem of maintaining 
or canceling periodical subscriptions is 
somewhat similar to the problem at hand, it 
is not surprising that a cost model de-
veloped to analyze the subscriptions prob-
lem is, with minor modifications, admirably 
suited to analysis of the storage and weed-
ing problem. 
The cost model developed by Palmour 
and others was designed to determine the 
total discounted cost, over a specified plan-
ning period, attributable to the ownership 
and use of a single periodical title. 5 Thus, 
the Palmour model included such elements 
as the annual subscription price, annual staff 
costs related to check-in and claiming, 
mechanisms to estimate varying use rates 
for all the extant and future volumes of the 
title, the increasing space requirements of 
the title over time, and other factors rele-
vant to the analysis of serial publications at 
the title level. 
Because the present study concerns indi-
vidual volumes (both monographs and 
peri()dicals) rather than runs of periodical ti-
tles, it has proven possible to simplify the 
Palmour model greatly and to represent it 
in a linear form that can be used without 
reliance on a computer. The resulting cost 
equation has four principal components: (1) 
a "net present value factor" for discounti~g 
expenditures occurring in the future; (2) the 
cost of building and maintaining a library 
facility, expressed in dollars per volume; (3) 
the cost to select and process a volume for 
storage or weeding; and (4) the direct cost 
for one circulation of a volume, including 
transportation and communication costs and 
lending fees. The derivation of this cost 
model is explained in detail in the appen-
dix. 
The simplified cost model is shown in 
equation 1. 
where: 
ut 
y 
c = v 
c = w 
c = u 
[1] 
the total cost per circulation, expressed 
as a present value when capital costs are 
amortized over planning period t. 
the expected average number of years 
between circulations. 
the net present value factor for a dis-
count rate r over planning period t 
t-1 1 (1+r)t-1_1 
(rt = I 
n=1 1+rn r(1+r)t-1 ' 
by a standard formula). 
the annual cost of housing the volume. 
the one-time cost to select the volume 
for weeding or relegation to compact 
shelving. 
the direct cost per circulation. 
APPLYING THE MODEL: AN EXAMPLE 
We can demonstrate the application of 
the cost model using estimates drawn from 
published studies and various budget and 
planning documents produced within the 
University of California to support develop-
ment of the university's storage program. 6 
Costs used here are adjusted to 1978 dollars 
using the GNP deflator. 
Discount Rate and Planning Period 
The ·value of rt in equation 1 is derived 
from r, the interest rate, and t, the plan-
ning period. Several values for the interest 
rate are defensible in theory, but in practice 
the rate for AAA corporate bonds is most 
frequently used. This rate was fluctuating 
around 8 percent in 1978, and r = 0.08 is 
used throughout this analysis. The value of t 
is the "useful life" of the object in question, 
in this · case the library or storage facility. 
We have used a period of forty years, which 
is a frequently cited depreciation period for 
nonresidential buildings. When r = 0. 08 
and t = 40, the value of rt is 11.88. Substi-
tuting the values of t and rt in equation 1 
yields equation 2. 
11.88 cu 
ut = 
40 
Campus Retention 
cw + 11.88 cv 
+ y 
40 
[2] 
The annual cost of housing material (C ) 
in a conventional library has two compg-
nents: the annualized capital cost of con-
struction and equipment, and the annual re-
curring cost of maintaining the facility. The 
average cost per volume to construct and 
equip a campus library in California in 1978 
has been estimated at about $10.13 per 
volume. The annual value of the initial 
capital expenditure is calculated using the 
standard formula:7 
where: 
interest rate per period. 
n = number of periods. 
P the present sum of money, or initial in-
vestment. 
A the end-of-period payment in a uniform 
series for n periods, the entire series 
equivalent to P at interest i. 
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The annualized cost of a $10.13 capital 
expenditure over forty years at 8 percent is 
$0.85 per year. The annual cost of mainte-
nance has been estimated by the university 
to be about $0.24 per volume per year. Cv 
is then $0.85 + $0.24, or $1.09 per year. 
The cost of each circulation (C ) includes 
record keeping, charging and dis~harging a 
volume, and. reshelving it. Using budget 
and circulation data from the UC libraries 
the average cost per circulation in 1978179 
dollars was about $0. 92. For materials re-
tained on campus there are no selection 
costs (or more precisely, the costs of a 
selection program are assigned entirely to 
the items finally chosen for storage or weed-
ing). ·Substituting these estimates in equa-
tion 2, the cost per circulation for materials 
retained on campus is shown in equation 3. 
11.88(.92) 0 + 11.88(1.09) lfj= + y 
40 
.2732 + .3237 y 
Relegation to Storage 
40 
[3] 
The housing cost (Cv) for storage facilities 
has two components analogous to those of 
on-campus housing: the annualized capital 
cost of building and equipping the facility, 
and the annual recurring maintenance cost. 
Preliminary estimates made in 1978 for 
the University of California's regional stor-
age program suggested that the cost of con-
structing and equipping such facilities 
would be about $2.33 per volume. Annual-
ized over forty years at 8 pecent, this 
amounts to $0.20 per year. With mainte-
nance and utilities costs, Cv is about $0.44 
per volume per year. 
The cost of selection (C ) includes iden-
tification, transportation, s~elving, and rec-
ord changing. Estimates of the cost to 
identify items for storage and weeding 
range from $0.70 per volume consilkred for 
discard8 to $2 per volume selected. 9 Be-
cause the decision to send a book to storage 
is reversible (i.e., the volume can always be 
returned to the campus collection), we have 
assumed that an inexpensive selection pro-
cedure is acceptable, and used the lower 
figure of $0.70 per volume examined. 
Assuming that 90 percent of the books ex-
amined are chosen for storage, the cost is 
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$0.78 per volume selected. Adding the esti-
mated cost of changing bibliographic rec-
ords, $1 per volume, gives a total of $1. 78, 
or $1.93 in 1978 dollars. 10 Book transporta-
tion and initial shelving may add about 
$0. 70, for a total of $2.63 per volume. 
The unit cost of circulation (Cu) from 
storage facilities includes retrieval, trans-
portation, communication, and reshelving. 
These are all costs incurred by the library. 
An additional cost is borne by the patron-
the cost of the time delay inherent in re-
trieving ma,terials from an off-campus facil-
ity. 
Estimates of expected circulation rates 
and staff costs for the proposed U C regional 
facilities suggest a unit cost of about $1.66 
per transaction. The "cost" to users of an 
expected two-day delay in delivery from the 
regional facilities 11 has been estimated from 
two sources, a published study of the rela-
tive utility of timeliness in the delivery of li-
brary services12 and a University of Cali-
fornia study of the willingness of users to 
pay for forty-eight-hour interlibrary borrow-
ing service. 13 On the basis of these studies, 
we estimated that users would, on the aver-
age, be willing to pay $2.12 to avoid the 
forty-eight-hour delay in delivery of mate-
rials housed in the UC storage facilities. 
To the direct cost of circulation ($1.66) 
and the cost of delay ($2.12), we add the 
cost of round-trip transportation, estimated 
at $1.50 per circulation, to arrive at the to-
tal direct cost of a single circulation , 
Cu = $5.28 per transaction. The total cost 
per circulation for materials relegated to 
storage is therefore as shown in equation 4. 
11.88(5.28) 2.63 + 11.88(. 44) U1 = + y 
40 
1.5682 + .1964 y 
Removal from the Collection 
40 
[4] 
The cost of weeding ( C ) is analogous to 
the selection of volumes fo'r compact shelv-
ing, and includes review, record changing, 
and disposing of the volumes. Assuming 
that a library would adopt the most rigorous 
feasible review procedures for an irreversi-
ble decision to discard a volume, the high-
est cost estimate found in the literature, $2 
per volume selected, seems justified. 1 4 
Adding the cost of changing library records, 
the total is $3.73 per v·olume in 1978 dol-
lars. 
The cost of circulation (Cu) includes both 
internal and external costs incurred by the 
borrowing library. According to Palm our's 
study, requesting libraries spend about 
$7.20 per transaction to process an interli-
brary lending (ILL) request. 15 In addition, 
the borrowing library may have to pay a fee 
to the lending library. Like Palmour, we 
have assumed that lending libraries charge 
$3 per volume lent on ILL, for a total of 
$10.20, or $11.04 in 1978. Using the proce-
dures for estimating the cost of delay, dis-
cussed above, and assuming a two-week de-
lay on ILL transactions, the cost of delay is 
$6.12. Thus, the cost of a circulation (Cu) is 
$17.16. The total cost per circulation for 
materials removed from the collection, 
where circulation is provided through 
interlibrary borrowing, is shown in equation 
5. 
11.88(17.16) 3. 73 + 11.88(0) Vf = + y 
40 40 
5.0965 + .0933 y 
"Crossover Points" for 
Compact Shelving and Disposal 
[5] 
Costs per circulation for selected values 
of Y are presented in table 1 for each of the 
three cost functions. Figure 1 graphs the 
linear equations 3, 4, and 5 for values of Y 
from one use per year to one use in forty 
years . 
We will refer to the point at which the 
cost per circulation for two housing alterna-
TABLE 1 
ESTIMATED PRESENT VALUE COST PER 
CIRC ULATION FOR THREE HOUSING OPTIONS 
Average Years Present Value Cost per Circulation 
between Campus Inte rlibrary 
Circulations (Y) Library Storage Borrowing 
1 0.60 1. 76 5.19 
2 0.92 1.96 5.28 
3 1.24 2.16 5.38 
4 1.57 2.35 5.47 
5 1.89 2.55 5.56 
10 3.51 3.53 6.03 
15 5.13 4.51 6.50• 
20 6.75 5.50 6.96 
30 9.99 7.46 7.89 
40 13.22 9.43 8.83 
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Fig. I 
Estimated Cost of Circulation for Three Housing Alternatives 
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tives is equal as the crossover point for 
those options. In figure 1, for instance, the 
cost function for campus housing crosses the 
function for storage at about Y = 10 years. 
When Y is less than ten (i.e., books cir-
culate more frequently than once in ten 
years), the cost per circulation is less for 
campus housing than for storage. When Y is 
greater than ten, circulation costs are less 
for stored volumes. 
Precise crossover points can be calculated 
from the cost functions presented above by 
setting the cost equations equal to each 
other and solving for Y. To find the campus-
to-disposal crossover point, for instance, we 
set the campus-cost function (equation 3) 
equal to the weeding-cost function (equation 
5), as shown in equation 6. 
.2732 + .3237 y 5.0965 + .0933 y 
(.3237 - .0933) y 5.0965 - .2732 
.2304 y 4.8233 [6] 
y 20.9345 
The precise crossover points resulting 
from these calculations are presented in 
table 2. 
From 
Campus 
Campus 
Storage 
TABLE 2 
CROSSOVER POINTS FOR 
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
Disposition 
To 
Years between 
Uses (l') 
Disposal 
Storage 
Disposal 
20.93 
10.17 
34.22 
On the basis of these estimates, we con-
clude that when there is no storage facility, 
items that are circulated once or more in 
twenty-one years should be retained on 
campus; when the circulation rate is less 
than once in twenty-one years, it is less ex-
pensive to discard the volume and rely on 
interlibrary borrowing to meet demand. 
When there is a storage facility, items that 
are circulated once or more in ten years 
should be retained on campus. Volumes 
with circulation rates between once in ten 
years and once in thirty-four years are more 
economically placed in storage. For volumes 
with circulation rates lower than once in 
thirty-four years, it is less expensive to dis-
pose of them or place them in national re-
positories and satisfy demand for them 
through interlibrary borrowing. 
DISCUSSION 
The cost model reported here is relatively 
simple and straightforward; obtaining cor-
rect cost figures to use in the model is not 
necessarily so easy. In using this model for 
cost analysis and interpreting the results, 
there are three sources of potential difficul-
ty: accuracy of the cost estimates, accepta-
bility of the assumptions, and capacity to 
apply the results. 
The result of economic modeling can be 
no better than the data used in the model. 
Accuracy may be difficult to achieve, 
though, when the library is considering op-
tions with which it has no previous experi-
ence, and therefore must use estimates 
based on the experience of others. Sensitiv-
ity of the results to uncertain cost estimates 
can be important. For example, if the actual 
cost per item for transportation to storage is 
only $0.07, rather than the estimate of 
$0.70 used in the example discussed above, 
both selection and direct circulation costs 
are affected. The result of this change in an 
apparently minor cost factor is to shift the 
crossover point between campus housing 
and storage from one use in 10.17 years to 
one use in 6.25 years. 16 
The application illustrated here has also 
made use of a number of simplifying 
assumptions . The clearest example is the 
assumption that all uses and use-related 
costs can be accounted for by circulation. 
Ideally, the analysis should include all forms 
of use of material, including uses at tables 
and shelves within the library. Unfortunate-
ly, few libraries have_ information on the in-
cidence of in-library use of their collections, 
or the capacity to account separately for the 
costs of in-house and circulated use. 
Another important assumption is that de-
mand for library materials is invariant with 
changes in delay times, distance ," or con-
venience. The fact that materials are no 
longer in the campus collection may have 
an effect on user demand for them, even 
though they may still be available at storage 
facilities or through interlibrary borrowing. 
We have attempted to account for the prob-
lem in our analysis by including an estimate 
of the cost to users of the inconvenience of 
waiting for materials delivered from storage 
or through interlibrary borrowing, but it is 
likely that this adjustment does not fully 
account for the possible effect on library 
users of remote housing of library material. 
When we speak here of weeding and re-
liance on interlibrary borrowing, we assume 
that a copy of the weeded item will be 
available in some other library when 
needed. In the absence of a national "last-
copy clearinghouse" that would assure 
availability of at least one copy of any pub-
lication, this assumption may be unwar-
ranted. If we abandon the assumption, the 
cost of circulation for the disposal option 
must rise by some unknown factor to reflect 
costs imposed on users by the absolute un-
availability of previously owned material. 
Depositing weeded items in a national re-
pository like the Center for Research Li-
braries might solve this problem; the pro-
posed National Periodicals Center is 
another possible solution. Accounting for 
these possibilities in the cost analysis adds 
considerable complexity and uncertainty (es-
pecially in the case of the NPC), but the in-
clusion of cooperative last-copy arrange-
ments at the national or regional levels is an 
obvious direction for further development of 
this analytical technique. 
This analysis also assumes that each 
volume in the library is an independent en-
tity for the purpose of storage or weeding 
choices. Rigorous adherence to this assump-
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tion could result in breaking up a journal 
set in which only a few volumes are used 
frequently, which could be an injudicious 
decision. Separate treatment of monographs 
and periodicals, government documents, 
special collections, reserves, or other defin-
able subcollections could be useful. Each 
such level of partitioning raises problems in 
securing book-use and cost data, but dis-
aggregation of collections is another promis-
ing direction for further development of the 
analysis. 
Finally, we take note of limitations in the 
capacity to apply the findings of the cost 
analysis. Having established a criterion of, 
say, one use in ten years as a criterion for 
relegation to storage, it is necessary to have 
some information about the past and cur-
rent use of the collection in order to esti-
mate the amount of material to be stored 
and to aid in selecting individual volumes. 
Such data are not readily available in most 
libraries and are not always easy to obtain. 
Despite these limitations (some of which 
can perhaps be overcome by additional data 
collection and analysis), the cost model 
demonstrated here has proven to be a use-
ful tool for assessing the feasibility of stor-
age and weeding programs, and is capable 
of providing useful information for initial 
planning and budgeting of such programs 
when they are shown to be feasible. 
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APPENDIX 
The cost model developed by Palmour and others was designed to determine the total discounted 
cost, over a specified planning period, attributable to the ownership and use of a single periodical title. 
Most of the special features used in Palmour's model to account for multiple volumes are not necessary 
for the analysis of costs for a single volume already held by the library. The Palmour model has been 
modified to reflect these simplifying conditions. 
The complete cost model developed by Palmour is shown in equation 1. 
p 
C = 11 + (M1 + P1) y~ 1 
p 
I a eY- 1 + Cw1 y=1 y 
p 
I 
y=1 
[1] 
where: 
c 
p p 
+Cu1 I vtey-1+cb1 I 
y=1 y=1 
present value of all costs associated with owning, using, weeding, and/or borrowing the ti-
tle. 
initial cost to acquire and catalog a new title. 
recurring annual cost (check-in , claiming, binding, etc.); this cost is assumed to be constant 
for all years in the planning period. 
annual subscription cost; assumed to be constant for all years. 
the year index within the planning period, y = 1 to P. 
the length of the planning period in years. 
the net discount rate , defined as e = 11 + i , where i is the inflation rate and r is the dis-
+r 
count rate, expressed as decimal fractions . 
cost of relegating an annual volume to remote compact shelving; assumed to be constant for 
all years in the planning period. 
the number of annual volumes of the title held in the library in year y . 
the cost of weeding a single volume; assumed to be constant. 
the number of volumes weeded in year y. 
the cost of satisfying a request for an annual volume held by the library. 
number of satisfied requests for an annual volume held by the library in year y. 
cost of satisfying a request for an annual volume not held by the library (interlibrary bor-
rowing cost). 
number of satisfied requests for annual volumes not held by the library in year y. 
The derivation and justification of this formula are presented in appendix A of the Palmour report. 
In the present case, there are no initial cataloging costs, annual recurring costs, or subscription 
costs, and the first two elements of the Palmour model reduce to zero. In the third component of 
equation 1 (the annual cost of housing the volumes of the title) the variable ay (number of annual 
volumes held in year y) is always one in the present application, and the term reduces simply to Cv1 I 
eY-1. 
In the fourth component of equation 1 (the cost of selecting a volume for relegation or weeding), a 
volume is either weeded or it is not: wy always equals one or zero. The expense incurred in selecting a 
single volume occurs only once: if we assume that the decision is made at the beginning of the plan-
ning period, the present value term (I8Y- 1) can be eliminated, and the cost of selection represented 
simply as Ctv1; the variable has the value of zero when no selection process is involved. So far, then, 
the modified model is represented by equation 2. · 
c = 0 + 0 + cv1 
p 
I 
y=1 
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p p 
I vteY- 1 + cb1 I 
y=1 y=1 
The last two components of the model deal with the costs of use of a title. Palmour needed two 
use-cost elements-internal use and interlibrary borrowing-because the library may incur internal 
costs for use of existing back files, as well as interlibrary borrowing costs for "future" volumes that are 
not purchased. For this analysis, the volume is either in the collection or it is not, and one cost compo-
nent is sufficient. 
The Palmour model must accommodate differing circulation rates for the title as a whole in succes-
sive years, to reflect the simultaneous effects of growth of the back file and declining circulation rates 
for older volumes, an unnecessary feature for the single-volume case. If the annual circulation rate of 
the volume is assumed to be constant over time, the rate-of-circulation parameter (Dt· D!} can be 
moved outside the summation sign. The reduced version of the circulation-cost component is Cu1 D I 
eY-1, where Cu1 is the cost of a circulation for the alternative under consideration and D is the aver-
age annual circulation rate. The cost equation is now equation 3. 
p 
c = cv1 I 
y=1 
p 
eY-1+cw1+Cu1D I ey-1 
y=1 
[3] 
The summation operation on theta, appearing in two components, is constant for any given values of 
P and e . For convenience, we shall designate the value of I ey-1 as rt for a given discount rate r, 
when P equals some value t . We can eliminate some unnecessary subscripts and express the model as 
shown in equation 4. 
[4] 
Equation 4 represents the total cost of housing and circulating a volume with an annual use rate of D 
for a period of t years. It is convenient to express the result of the cost equation in terms of cost per 
circulation. If D is the average annual circulation rate , the total number of circulations in period t is Dt 
and the cost per circulation is &· Dividing through the model by Dt gives: 
c Cvrt + Cw + CuDrt 
Dt Dt 
cw + Cvrt 
+ 
Curt [5] 
Dt 
Curt 
=--+ 
Cw + Cvrt 1 
t D 
The inverse of the circulation rate (b) is simply the number of years between circulations. Repre-
senting this component as Y, we have the simplified model used in this report: 
u = [6] 
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Letters 
To the Editor: 
In Greg Byerly's article "The Faculty Sta-
tus of Academic Libraries in Ohio" (CRL 
September, 1980), we've got the makings of 
a significant study of faculty status. All that's 
missing is the viewpoint of the librarians 
who make up the group. Byerly hits the 
nail on the head when he admits that asking 
the directors to determine staff satisfaction 
with faculty status might not produce the 
desired information. 
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Why then not query the troops? How 
about a follow-up questionnaire to obtain a 
random sampling of Ohio academic librar-
ians before the postal rates go up? Byerly 
got my attention, now how about finishing 
the job?-Brian Alley, Assistant Director, 
University Libraries, Miami University, Ox-
ford, Ohio. 
What do Hubcaps, Weather Vanes, Buttons, and 
Baseball Cards have in common? 
They are all popular collectible items. 
The Collector's Index, by Pearl TUrner, 
provides information on how to collect, 
identify, maintain, and display these and 
several hundred other collectible items. 
Items of long-standing interest as 
well as more recently popular collectible 
items, such as beer cans, corkscrews, and 
insulators, are included. 
More than 300 in-print books 
published between 1972-1978 have been 
indexed. Also, included are some older, 
classic sources that are of continuing 
importance to collectors. 
Reference librarians will find that the 
Collector's Index provides quick access 
to many of the sources in this popular 
subject area. 
The Index is alphabetically arranged 
by type of collectible. Grade level for 
juvenile books and full cross-references 
are provided. 
In the Useful Reference Series 
of Library Books. 
ISBN 0-87305-ll9-X 
$2LOO 397 pp. 
6,... ..,.011 PUBLICATIONS DIVISION .. ...._ 15 Southwest Park, Westwood, Mass. 02090 
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"In all my years with the Weekly, my most stead-
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1940 ... Facts On File is unique and indispens-
able." -I.F. Stone 
"Not since the 'invention' of the encyclopedia 
and the world almanac has such a useful reference 
tool been offered to the public as Facts On 
File."-William L. Shirer 
"It is quite simply indispensable-to the journalist, 
to the novelist , and to anyone who is threatened by 
loss of historical balance."-Wm. F. Buckley, Jr. 
"All librarians should rediscover it- it's a gold mine!" 
___:_Jay Martin Poole 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
Levine, Arthur. Why Innovation Fails: The 
Institutionalization and Termination of 
Innovation in Higher Education. Albany, 
N.Y.: State Univ. of New York Pr., 1980. 
224p. $29 cloth; $9.95 paper. LC 80-
14950. ISBN 0-87395-412-2 cloth; 0-
87395-421-1 paper. 
For all its descriptive verbosity (only a 
dedicated aficionado of the inner workings 
of the State University of New York at Buf-
falo could possibly love it without qualifica-
tion), this book does present an intriguing 
explanatory model of why innovation fails or 
succeeds in higher education. Arthur 
Levine 's flirtation with model building 
comes early and late, in the opening and 
closing chapters, where he identifies those 
elements of innovation which, in tandem 
with the changing characteristics of a host 
institution, determine whether something 
new and different will survive the grace 
period that follows its provisional adoption 
by a college or university. In between these 
chapters there is an extremely detailed case 
study of the effort to institutionalize four-
teen experimental colleges at SUNY-Buffalo 
I 153 
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between the mid-1960s and the mid-1970s . 
Levine's model is ambitious and extraor-
dinary: ambitious because it attempts to ex-
plain both the failure and the success of 
accepted innovation, and extraordinary be-
cause it seeks to account not for the initial 
implementation of innovation but for its 
ultimate fate, a fate that must occupy 
some point on a continuum ranging from 
complete institutionalization to final ter-
mination. Despite the contrary impression 
left by the literature of higher education 
and that of academic librarianship, the ten-
tative adoption of innovation by no means 
assures its long-term success or its thorough 
integration into the life of an institution. 
Reflecting on developments at Buffalo 
and at twenty-six other institutions, includ-
ing Brown and Stanford, both of which in-
troduced innovations into their undergradu-
ate programs during the 1960s, Levine con-
cludes that an innovation endures when it is 
perceived as profitable by the host institu-
tion and, more importantly, when the per-
sonality of the innovation (a forgivable 
anthropomorphism) conforms in sufficient 
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measure with the personality (i.e., the 
norms, the values, and the goals) of the 
organization into which the innovation is 
being introduced. If innovation is to persist, 
there must be congruence of personality. If 
there is to be congruence of personality, it 
is the institution's, not the innovation's, 
complex of norms, values, and goals that 
must undergo modification since an innova-
tion is by definition new and different. 
At SUNY-Buffalo, the choices were clear. 
The boundaries of institutional personality 
could be expanded to embrace the idiosyn-
cratic personalities of the experimental col-
leges and to allow those personalities to 
pervade the parent institution; the bound-
aries could be expanded just enough to ex-
tend hospitality to the colleges as enclaves 
of the larger structure; they could be mod-
estly contracted so as to coerce the colleges 
to conform to those academic traditions that 
were transcended at the trial creation 
of the colleges; or the boundaries could be 
severely contracted to induce such radical 
incongruence between the institutional per-
sonality founded on hard-core academic val-
ues and the more daring personality of the 
collegiate system as to result in the exter-
mination of innovation. 
The world view of those who made the 
choice at Buffalo was defined largely by the 
availability of resources. Between 1962 and 
1970, the private, local, impoverished Uni-
versity of Buffalo had become the public, 
cosmopolitan, aflluent SUNY at Buffalo. Af-
ter 1970, SUNY -Buffalo remained public 
and cosmopolitan, but lost its aflluence. An 
expansionist, hospitable weltanschauung 
among academic decision makers was re-
placed by a constrained, less inclusive view of 
the university 's nature and mission . The 
central administration had had quite enough 
of the colleges, with their unorthodox out-
look on faculty appointments, course con-
tent, and grading, and had decided that any 
institutionalization of the colleges would 
take the form of repatriation to traditional if 
not exclusively hard-core academic values. 
Most of the colleges complied with the re-
quirements of resocialization with an institu-
tional personality that became decidedly 
less buoyant and expansive than it had been 
at the time of the provisional establishment 
of the collegiate structure. 
At Buffalo, the consciousness created in 
policy makers by financial exigency meant 
that the survival of the colleges would de-
pend on the subordination of collegiate per-
sonality to institutional personality on re-
socialization. The personality of the colle-
giate innovation did not make a strong 
enough impact on the host institution to in-
spire either the diffusion of collegiate values 
throughout the university or the toleration 
of such values within autonomous enclaves. 
The colleges were ultimately seen as profit-
able (to abolish them was unthinkable) but 
somewhat incompatible with the impera-
tives of the institution. The task confronting 
SUNY-Buffalo was to bring its colleges back 
into the fold. In terms of Levine's model, 
then, the fate of innovation in higher educa-
tion is determined less by the character of 
that innovation than by the relationship be-
tween the personality of the innovation and 
the changing personality of the institution 
within which it seeks to establish itself. 
Levine does not claim very much for his 
model. While the model seems consistent 
with previous research, there is no assur-
ance of its validity beyond Buffalo. Indeed, 
it was unclear to me whether the model was 
based on a review of the literature or con-
structed on the basis of evidence collected 
through observation, interviewing, and 
document analysis at Buffalo. If the former 
is true, the events at Buffalo constitute 
something of a test and affirmation of the 
model. If the latter is the case, the model is 
the product of retrospective induction and 
not susceptible to testing by resort to the 
materials from which it was erected. Final-
ly, the author might have expanded a bit on 
the relationship between economic con-
straint and the narrowing of intellectual vi-
sion that occurred in the reformulation of 
institutional personality. In the main, 
however, Levine has done very well and his 
thoughtful volume is a fine contribution to 
the literature of higher education.-Dan 
Bergen, University of Rhode Island, Kings-
ton. 
Ellsworth, Ralph E. Ellsworth on 
Ellsworth: An Vnchronological, Mostly 
True Account of Some Moments of Con-
tact between "Library Science" and Me, 
since Our Confluence in 1931, with 
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Appropriate Sidelights. Metuchen, N.J.: 
Scarecrow, 1980. 171p. $9.50. LC 80-
12656. ISBN 0-8108-1311-4. 
Obviously I, a westerner by birth as well 
as choice, cannot know intimately the feel-
ings eastern librarians may have about 
Ralph Ellsworth, but in the West his image 
is, among some academic types, almost 
mystical. His imposing six-foot-plus frame 
and shock of white hair with full beard of 
the same color do not detract from that im-
age. We could easily imagine him, dressed 
in a robe, as Gandalf helping us Frodo 
Bagginses through our trials. 
After all, Ellsworth was one of the earli-
est proponents of modular library build-
ings, and he championed a national central 
cataloging system long before most academ-
ic librarians knew they had a problem big-
ger than they could handle individually. He 
was deeply involved in the creation of the 
Center for Research Libraries (first called 
the Midwest Inter-library Center), and he 
earned an international reputation as a li-
brary consultant. These, added to his repu-
tation as an iconoclast willing to take on the 
eastern establishment, give him a special 
place in the pantheon of young librarians in 
the West in the 1960s and '70s. 
This slender volume of memories hardly 
seems adequate for a man whose image is 
bigger than life. Yet as I read it, I began to 
feel a rightness about it for it is, like Ralph, 
the unvarnished truth. While even unusual 
modesty might have permitted an emphasis 
on the author's contribution, Ellsworth has 
never succumbed to that temptation. As he . 
did in his career, he clearly states his intent 
and tells his story (more a series of events 
than a continuous tale), and leaves embel-
lishment to the reader's imagination, or to 
other writers. 
There are some delightful incidents re-
counted with obvious enthusiasm, and some 
stories that miss the mark when trying to 
reach a meaningful conclusion. All in all, 
these memoirs will be too brief for Ellsworth's 
admirers and certainly too casual for his de-
tractors, but they provide a pleasant trip 
through some of the library world's more 
interesting events of the past forty years-
and will suffice until the definitive biog-
raphy is written!-W. David Laird, Univer-
sity of Arizona, Tucson. 
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McClure, Charles R. Information for 
Academic Library Decision-Making: The 
Case for Organizational Information 
Management. Contributions in Librarian-
ship and Information Science, no.31. 
Westport, Conn.: Greenwood, 1980. 
227p. $23.95. LC 79-8412. ISBN 0-313-
21398-4. 
Decision making, for some time the dar-
ling of management theorists, has finally 
made its formal debut into librarianship. 
Given the increasing complexity of 
academic libraries both in their organiza-
tional development and in their utilization 
of technology, it is no wonder that investi-
gators should now begin to examine the 
process by which library management deci-
sions are made. This is a useful and impor-
tant research study, derived from the au-
thor's 1977 doctoral dissertation. 
Several underlying assumptions of the 
study bear emphasis. "(1) The most impor-
tant resource of the organization is the indi-
vidual, and (2) every employee is a deci-
sion-maker" (p.186). McClure examines the 
patterns of factual information exchange 
among library staff members. He demon-
strates that various staff groups access and 
utilize different types of information in a 
situation-specific manner. His concern, 
which is every administrator's concern , is 
that "if an organization employs twenty in-
dividuals who are contributing to the ac-
complishment of goals at only 75 percent of 
their potential, there is a loss of five posi-
tions in the organization" (p.171). He effec-
tively argues that if more staff members 
have a wider and better selection of infor-
mation on which to base their contribution 
to the total decision-making process, better 
and more responsive library services will be 
developed. This is not a new discovery, but 
what is significant in this book is that now 
there are empirical data to describe just 
how information is utilized in a number of 
libraries. Beyond that-without rehashing 
the old shibboleths about participative man-
agement-McClure provides practical guid-
ance on how the opportunities for participa-
tion can be extended to more staff on the 
basis of enhanced "organizational informa-
tion management." 
The study draws on many of the most im-
portant user studies of management and 
technical information that have been pro-
duced over the last fifteen years. It also in-
corporates some useful concepts from, and 
references to, . recent research on com-
munication in organizations. 
McClure points up one important and 
possibly surprising fact that may reflect 
more on the libraries in his sample popula-
tion than on general practice in the field. 
He states with regard to management informa-
tion that "of primary importance is the con-
sideration that for many libraries there sim-
ply are no internal or statistical reports" 
(p.165). I can see how this may be the case 
in some academic libraries, but in most that 
I have known either as employee or consul-
tant there has been an overwhelming flood 
of internal reports. Perhaps the point is 
really that there are few up-to-date, prob-
lem-oriented reports effectively employing 
empirical data to support management rec-
ommendations . This is certainly the case, 
although ARL's SPEC Kits (Systems and 
Procedures Exchange) have helped to 
address this problem somewhat through the 
sharing of certain reports of general applica-
bility. Computer-based management infor-
mation systems (MIS ) are also needed to 
provide detailed library statistical data on 
demand. 
The final point is not a criticism of the 
study , which is outstanding within the 
scope of its coverage. The research, howev-
er, deals primarily with the factual compo-
nents of information necessary for man-
agemental decision making. It is doubtless 
understood, though not explicitly acknowl-
edged, that there are other information 
components of decision making that may in 
some cases be as important as or more im-
portant than concrete facts , i.e., the values, 
experience, and purposes of the contribu-
tors, as well as the historical and political 
characteristics of the setting.-Robert S. 
Runyon, University of Nebraska at Omaha . 
"Special Issue on AACR2." James Thomp-
son, ed. Alternative Catalog Newsletter, 
no.21 (June 1980). $5 (prepaid). ISSN 
0161-7192. (Available from: Milton S. 
Eisenhower Library, Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, Baltimore, MD 21218.) 
In February 1980, editors of the Alterna-
tive Catalog Newsletter-convinced that 
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opposition to AACR2 was widespread on 
the grounds of cost of implemention and 
lack of conviction that the new rules greatly 
improved on AACR1-invited readers to 
submit their opinions. Issue 21 contains re-
plies received. 
As this review is being prepared, OCLC 
is "flipping" headings to AACR2 forms, and 
libraries everywhere are gearing up to cope 
with changes now less than a month away. 
If the editors hoped to stem this tide, they 
have probably failed. However, the issue 
makes interesting reading, and future revis-
ers of catalog rules should take note. 
Thirty-one persons responded. Eighteen 
were from small to medium-size university 
libraries. The rest represented special, col-
lege, and very large research libraries and 
one was a vendor of data-base services . 
Most writers were catalogers and heads of 
cataloging, with a sprinkling of library direc-
tors and heads of technical services. Thir-
teen took the opportunity to let off steam 
about the rules themselves . Six others, 
while generally positive about the code, fa-
vored deferring all or part of AACR2 until 
on-line authority control is in place , in 
order to lessen the devastating effect of 
massive changes on file maintenance. Only 
eleven were supportive of full implementa-
tion of AACR2 in January 1981, several on 
the grounds that it's far too late rather than 
because of overwhelming enthusiasm for the 
rules. 
Not surprisingly, Michael Gorman, one of 
the editors of AACR2, takes to task "no-neck 
administrators" who prefer "dumb headings" 
to the cost of change. Several others , 
however, point to equally "dumb" portions 
of the code. Jim Thompson comments that, 
between the ambiguities and inconsistencies 
in AACR2 itself and the decisions on ap-
plying it at the Library of Congress, "it will 
be virtually impossible for a cataloger in any 
other library to create a record which 
another cataloger can accept with confi-
dence. " The hope that AACR2 would in-
crease standardization seems not to have 
been achieved. 
AACR2 may have had more input from 
the field than previous code revisions, but 
until publication only a few persons had 
seen a complete draft. Patrons, those for 
whom cataloging presumably is done, were 
not consulted at all. Administrators and 
others ask why impact studies were not 
done before adoption and why so much 
time and effort should be invested in the 
card catalog just before it ceases to exist. 
Those who took up ACN's invitation are, 
for the most part, thoughtful, rational librar-
ians who will comply somehow with AACR2 
because they have no choice. Most of them 
are dependent not only on the Library of 
Congress but also on data bases such as 
OCLC and RLIN. Not complying would be 
even more expensive. However, they raise 
serious questions about the wisdom of this 
step at this time. 
Since rule revision is an ongoing process, 
AACR2 will not be the last code. In the fu-
ture, drafts of proposed changes should be 
distributed and publicized more widely. 
Those who are highly critical then have the 
responsibility to express their concerns 
while there is still time.-Mina H. Daniels, 
State University of New York at Albany. 
Osborn, Andrew D. Serial Publications: 
Their Place and Treatment in Libraries. 
3d ed. Chicago: American Library Assn., 
1980. 486p. $20. LC 80-11686. ISBN 0-
8389-0299-5. 
Eighteen years elapsed between the first 
and second editions of this book, but only 
seven years between the second and third 
editions. This is a recognition of the local, 
national, and international developments in 
librarianship, technology, and economics 
that have affected serials purchasing, cata-
loging, and accessibility. A thorough effort 
has been made to update names and edi-
tions in the text and in the chapter bibliog-
raphies, leaving the basic organization of 
the text unaltered. Osborn mentions the 
"growth of understanding in serials manage-
ment," the financial crisis of the seventies, 
and progress in automation. However, the 
text does not give a full and integrated dis-
cussion of the concerns foremost in the 
minds of those working with serials and ad-
ministering the overall collection: automa-
tion of local records, economics and budget-
ing, full text retrieval, and nontraditional 
formats including electronic journals. 
The book still offers the best available in-
troduction to the basic traditional proce-
dures of serials processing within libraries. 
the elusive definition of a serial is made in 
twenty pages of exceptions and illustrations. 
This thorough exposition is excellent be-
cause it is both enlightening for those who 
have never worked with serials and thor-
ough enough to satisfy those who have had 
extensive experience in coping with them. 
The chapter on serials selection gives 
basic principles which are true in their most 
general form . Collection development li-
brarians will find little guidance here, other 
than an admonishment-based on a 1966/67 
survey-that New Serials Titles Classified 
Subject Arrangement is not used extensively 
enough. Sources for current awareness 
beyond NST-CSA have been added to this 
edition but many have been excluded. The 
time-honored principles of completeness of 
files and the use of microforms in modera-
tion are stated but not discussed in light of 
continuing realities of inflationary prices, in-
adequate budgets, and space problems. The 
earlier dictum that the bulk of a serials col-
lection should come via gift and exchange 
has now been revised to apply only to re-
search libraries. An area in need of expan-
sion is the section on cooperative acquisi-
tions . There is no mention or discussion of 
the prospects, problems, or needs that have 
brought about the proposals for a National 
Periodical Center and other large-scale net- . 
work proposals. 
One of the book's strengths is the thorough 
description of acquisitions procedures, espe-
cially manual check-in procedures, but the 
information on payment and budgeting is · 
very brief. Moreover, there is no discussion ' 
of how to develop, implement, or manage 
the serials budget, which the author con-
tends should be separate from other mate- · 
rials. A section on cancellation was added to 
this edition, but it is only a look at what 
had happened in the seventies. 
The chapter on computer check-in has 
been totally rewritten because of recent 
advances. Yet underlying the chapter is a 1 
tone of misgiving about the advantages of · 
automating serials files. Osborn's objection 
is high cost, and that is certainly a valid 
concern. However, he seems to think of 
cost in terms of the check-in function alone 
and maintains that the extras will have to 
justify the cost. That is also true, but what 
he considers extras are the real reason for 
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automating: accessibility, claiming, linking 
of titles, integration of files, and manage-
ment information. 
The chapters devoted to cataloging were 
revised to include changes caused by the 
second edition of the Anglo-American Cata-
loguin,g Rules and the developments linked 
to computers. Added to the solid introduc-
tion to descriptive and subject cataloging is 
a comparison of the approaches to serial 
cataloging in AACRl and AACR2. He lauds 
the allowance of increased title entry in 
AACR2 and its realization that libraries re-
quire different levels of cataloging, but he 
criticizes the AACR2 "preoccupation with 
card and computer cataloging for serials." 
Discussion of computer cataloging is con-
fined for the most part to a separate chap-
ter. Although Osborn acknowledges the 
strengths of OCLC and CONSER, he is still 
skeptical of the role computers should play 
in serials cataloging. It is his contention that 
most serials need only level I cataloging, 
and that for most libraries, book catalogs 
would be sufficient for their needs. Sup-
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plementary records that exist already for 
check-in and binding need not be dupli-
cated in a card catalog. 
Description of computer cataloging is lim-
ited to OCLC, CONSER, and computer-
generated book catalogs. While these are 
adequate, it is unfortunate that discussion 
did not go a step further to investigate the 
integration of all serials processes in a single 
computer system, pros and cons. An area 
that deserves attention in future editions is 
reorganization of serial departments and re-
design of work flow required by automation. 
The section on binding remains little re-
vised, but library binding is certainly a 
tradition and slow to change. However, this 
section contains an unnecessarily long his-
torical look at bindery procedure in libraries, 
especially LC. Very little attention is given 
to developments in binding technology that 
now provide multiple options at variable 
costs for preservation of collections, and 
there is little discussion of the alternatives 
to binding. Microforms are not considered 
as an alternative or as a conservation 
mechanism, but as a necessary evil that is 
welcome only in moderation. Comments 
such as "when microforms must be resorted 
to" are indicative of that view, which may 
be justified in many specific cases, but 
should not be the tenor of the discussion. 
There is much in this book that is very 
good, very true, and required reading for 
all students of serials. I regret that more of 
the present and future were not incorpo-
rated into it.-Sharon Bonk, State Universi-
ty of New York at Albany. 
"Current Library Use Instruction." A. P. 
Marshall, issue ed. Library Trends 29:1-
172 (Summer 1980). $5. ISSN 0024-2594. 
This issue of Library Trends, edited by 
A. P . Marshall, contains eleven articles 
under the rubric of "Current Library Use 
Instruction." Overall, a great deal of what is 
said in this issue has been said before--and 
in some cases it has been said better else-
where . Marshall states in his introduction 
that if some new thoughts or converts to li-
brary use instruction result from the issue, 
the effort is not wasted. Four articles stand 
out as having the potential to meet Mar-
shall's hopes. 
"Library Use Education: Current Prac-
tices and Trends" by Carolyn A. Kirkendall 
should be read first because it sets the tone 
for the entire issue. This article, better than 
any other, provides us with an idea of the 
progress of library instruction as it has 
evolved over the past decade. Of particular 
note is the expansion of interest in comput-
er-assisted instruction at a time when both 
mini- and ·microcomputers are becoming 
popular. To a well-written, objective article, 
Kirkendall adds a strong personal note that 
we must continue the cooperative search for 
better library use instruction than has char-
acterized the field to date. 
Sharon Rogers, in her article entitled· 
"Research Strategies: Bibliographic Instruc-
tion for Undergraduates," focuses on a ma-
jor problem in library instruction. The cen-
tral theme is that succ'ess in teaching re-
search strategies hinges on the question of 
"what is to be taught." She provides a con-
vincing argument for the primacy of the 
question by examining two specific aspects 
of her theme. They are whether to continue 
to teach sources or process, and whether to 
use library or discipline-related models. 
Rogers also addresses the issues of the 
proper time to teach, methodologies, and 
who should do the teaching. Since the arti-
cle is concerned with the conceptual basis 
for teaching research strategies, it can pro-
vide a basis for both planning and evalua-
tion. 
The article entitled "The Computer as an 
Instructional Device: New Directions for Li-
brary User Education," by Gail Herndon 
Lawrence, presents a number of challenges 
that have the potential to totally rearrange 
library use instruction. The essence of her 
argument is that in the decentralized in-
formation environment of the future, library 
use instructors will act as creative middle-
men who will assist in the formulation of 
data bases and provide feedback from users. 
At the same time, these librarians will assist 
users as information consultants in all 
aspects of data-base usage. This is a com-
pact synopsis of a complex article. It should 
be read carefully so that librarians can begin 
to address the many challenges presented. 
Richard Hume Werking in "Evaluating 
Bibliographic Education: A Review and 
Critique" provides a well-balanced analysis 
of a persisting problem. He goes through 
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the entire range of evaluation questions: the 
why, where, and how, tests, surveys, quan-
titative measures, and proof that instruction 
is worthwhile. Each is kept in· proper . per-
spective, and Werking concludes that no 
clear national consensus will emerge. "Illu-
minative Evaluation," a relatively new tech-
nique, is discussed briefly as it is employed 
by European librarians. This article makes a 
good case for the necessity of evaluation and 
at the same tjme provides a good overview 
of the subject. 
The four articles mentioned above are rec-
ommended for all who have an interest in 
library use instruction. Whether or not in-
struction librarians will find the balance of 
the issue useful will depend on their knowl-
edge and experience in the field.-Thomas 
Surprenant, University of Rhode Island, 
Kingston. 
Reform and Renewal in Higher Education: 
Implications for Library lnstructio~. Pa-
pers presented at the Ninth Annual Con-
ference on Library Orientation for 
Academic Libraries, held at Eastern 
Michigan University, May 3-4, 1979. 
Carolyn A. Kirkendall, ed. Ann Arbor: 
Pierian Pr., 1980. 138p. $10. LC 80-
81485. ISBN 0-87650-124-2. 
While this conference was intended to ex-
plore the effects of the current back-to-
basics movement on the field of library in-
struction, this is not reflected in the papers 
presented. There is no analysis of the move-
ment or its philosophy of education, and no 
discussion of the relationship between the 
current trends in educational reform and 
their attitude toward library use and in-
struction. The major point seems to be that 
this interest in educational reform gives 
new hope but no assurances that library in-
struction may find a basis for inclusion in 
the general or liberal education curriculum. 
Despite this mismatch of title and content, 
the volume presents some useful, and in at 
least one instance, important insights. 
Six of the articles report on library in-
struction developments at their authors' in-
stitutions. While some attempt to tie those 
to the back-to-basics movement (authors 
from Harvard, Northern Virginia Commu-
nity College), others (from Lake Forest Col-
lege, Tusculum College, Christopher New-
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port College) are less self-consciously re-
lated to educational reform. All are useful 
descriptions of specific program develop-
ments which reflect a sophisticated course-
related/course-integrated approach to li-
brary instruction. The articles reflect how 
the library can both respond to educational 
change and be a catalyst for change. This 
volume, like the previous proceedings, in-
cludes the EMU library director's introduc-
tion to the conference, Carolyn Kirkendall's 
state-of-LOEX (Library Orientation and In-
struction Exchange-the clearinghouse for 
information on the conference subject), 
Hannelore B. Rader's annual annotated 
bibliography of the library orientation and 
instruction literature, as well as A. P. Mar-
shall's always stirring "sermon" on librarians 
as educators. 
Buried among these familiar aspects is 
Richard Dougherty' s paper " Getting a 
Larger Slice of the Budget Pie for Library 
Instruction." This analysis of the real world 
of competition for a piece of the library's 
budget is on target. Every instruction li-
brarian should read the article and take its 
points to heart. 
Library and academic administrators can 
read this volume and sense the variety and 
high level of development that has occurred 
in the field. Library instruction is no longer 
the special program of a few institutions, 
and this volume reflects that. Practicing in-
struction librarians should scan the contents 
for those choice suggestions and specific 
ideas that will help them improve their pro-
grams. They will not be disappoint-
ed.-Thomas G. Kirk , Berea College , Be-
rea, Kentucky. 
Ristow, Walter W. The Emergence of Maps 
in Libraries. Hamden , Conn: Shoe 
String, 1980. 358p. $27.50. LC 80-12924. 
ISBN 0-208-01841-7. 
Walter Ristow, retired chief of the 
Geography and Map Division in the Library 
of Congress, has been a prolific and valu-
able contributor to the literature in the field 
of maps over the past forty years. Though 
,_., most of his published works are in the areas 
,.,hf cartobibliography and the history of car-
tography , he has also written numerous 
papers on various aspects of map librarian-
ship. It is from the latter area that the 
selections for this book are drawn. Essen~ 
tially a collection of reset reprints of articles 
written by Ristow from 1939 to 1979, The 
Emergence of Maps in Libraries provides 
fresh access to widely scattered, mostly out-
of-print material. The thirty-five essays have 
been arranged in seven parts, touching on 
most of the daily issues facing custodians of 
map collections and also giving a history of 
the development of this branch of special li-
brarianship. Well written and readable, 
these selections, while often a summary of 
the state of the art at the time they were 
written, provide the reader with biblio-
graphical references for further exploration 
of the topic. The variety of periodicals from 
which these essays were taken and the 
varied levels of approach testify to the mul-
tidisciplined audience for cartographic in-
formation. 
It is frequently illuminating to read arti-
cles on a particular subject published over 
the course of many years, and some sections 
of this volume are well served by this 
approach. " Part I: History and Develop-
ment of Map Librarianship," written at ten-
year intervals, for example, benefits from 
the immediacy of Ristow's assessments of 
the profession. The same is true in "Part 
IV: Reference and Bibliographical Services," 
where the selection of articles aptly demon-
strates the correlation between historical 
events and the demands made on a carto-
graphical collection and its keepers. 
Some sections, however, are not so well 
served. "Part Ill: Technical Services" con-
tains articles written from 1966 to 1979. The 
selections that discuss the Geography and 
Map Division's work and progress with 
machine-readable map cataloging were writ-
ten in 1966 and 1971. Much has happened 
in this area of librarianship in nine years. 
Though the introduction informs the reader 
of the time gap in this particular instance 
and of the potential for similar anomalies in 
other areas, it would seem that the 1980 
imprint places certain editorial responsibili-
ties on the publisher-in this case, a post-
script or a supplementary bibliography. 
The user of this volume, then, must al-
ways keep in mind the year in which each 
selection was written. Some works cited by 
Ristow as being in the process of publica-
tion were indeed published and are now 
now available at substantial savings through ACGIH!!! 
an invaluable reference for every toxicologist 
:::i~ed PATTY'S INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE AND TOXICOLOGY 
edition 
15°/o 
discount 
off 
publisher's 
price 
VOLUME2A: 
TDHIGDLDGY 
ardEOITION 
plus 
25°/o 
ACGIH 
publication 
discount 
Still in strong demand as a primary toxicology reference text, the classic 1548 page Second Edition of 
Volume 2: Toxicology, edited by Frank Patty has been succeeded by the new Third Edition. Because of the 
vast expansion of information in the field of toxicology, this all-new Third Edition is being published in 
three parts totaling approximately 3200 pages. Part A is now available (1392 pages). Part 8 is scheduled for 
mid-1981 (est. 900 pages) and Part C is to be ready early in 1982 (est. 900 pages). 
CONTENTS-TOXICOLOGY, VOLUME 2A, 3RD EDITION, EDITED BY G. D. CLAYTON AND F. E. CLAYTON. 
Industrial Toxicology: Retrospect and Prospect (John A. Zapp, Jr.); The Metals (H. E. Stokinger); 
Phosphorus, Selinium and Telliurium (Robert P. Beliles); Epoxy Compounds (C. H. Hine, V. K. Rowe and 
E. R. White); Esters (E. E. Sandmeyer and C. J. Kirwin); Aromatic Amino and Nitro Compounds (Rodney R. 
Beard and Joseph Noe); Ethers (C. J. Kirwin and E. E. Sandmeyer); Phenols and Phenolic Compounds 
(William B. Deichmann and Moreno Keplinger); Aldehydes and Acetals (Michael J. Brabec); Heterocyclic 
Nitrogen Compounds (C. E. Reinhardt and M. R. Brittelli). 
Publisher's price $100.00 ACGIH price $85.00 AND bonus 25-o/o discount off any one ACGIH publication! 
ACGIH ALSO OFFERS TWO OTHER VOLUMES OF PATTY'S AT A SAVING ... 
Volume 1: General Principles, 3rd Edition, edited by G. 
D. Clayton and F. E. Clayton . Authorative handbook 
and reference. A complete guide to methods of evalua-
tion, record keeping and control , new topics and 
developments, legislative and historical background. 27 
contributors, 1466 pages (1978) . Publisher's price $99.50 
ACGIH price $84.50 AND bonus 25% discount off any 
one ACGIH publication! 
Volume 3: Theory and Rationale of Industrial Hygiene 
Practice, edited by Lewis /. and Lester V. Cralley. New, 
unique text on theory and rationale in industrial hygiene 
practice. Covers basic fundamentals of sampling theory, 
ionizing and non-ionizing radiation, chemical and 
biological agents, job safety and health law, and more. 
28 expert contributors, 752 pages (1979) . Publisher's 
price $52.50 ACGIH price $44.75 AND bonus 25% dis-
count off any one ACGIH publication! 
ORDER YOUR COPIES OF PATTY'S 
THROUGH ACGIH AND SAVE 150fo 
OFF THE REGULAR PUBLISHER'S 
PRICE PLUS RECEIVE A 250fo DIS· 
COUNT OFF THE ACGIH PUBLICA-
TION OF YOUR CHOICE!II 
published by 
WILEY-INTERSCIENCE (f) 
a division of 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
605 Third Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
PUBLICATIONS SECTION ACGIH Dept. K 6500 Glenway Ave., Bldg. D-5 HI , , Cincinnati, OH 45211 (513) 661·7881 
Send me the following volumes of Patty's Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology, 3rd Edition, plus information 
on ordering an ACGIH publication at my 25% discount ... 
Name 
Affiliation 
Volume 2A: Toxicology (single copy $85.00)* 
Volume 1: General Principles (single copy $84.50)* 
Volume 3: Theory & Rationale of Industrial 
Hygiene Practice (single copy $44.75)** 
no. copies 
amount enclosed 
(Ohio residents include 4.5% sales tax) 
Street Address (No Shipments Made to P.O. Boxes) 
City State Zip 
amount 
Domestic orders shipped UPS prepaid. Foreign orders shipped at buyer's expense, surface or air (specify) and charges will 
be invoiced. 
Approx. weights: *84 oz.; **45 oz. 01241-B 
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difficult to obtain; others either were never 
published at all or were published under 
very changed circumstances. An example is 
Lawrence Martin's biographical study of 
John Mitchell, which includes a cartobib-
liographical study of Mitchell's map of 1755. 
On page 215 of a piece first published in 
1950, Ristow suggests the summer of 1952 
as a probable date for the appearance of the 
Martin study. It was not published at that 
time , however. In Ristow's article "John 
Mitchell's Map ... " in A la Carte,* one 
discovers that Martin died before his manu-
script could be edited and published, that 
the manuscript itself had disappeared, and 
that Ristow was obliged to compile the 1972 
article on Mitchell using work previously 
published by Martin. 
Given the variety of data available in this 
volume it is unfortunate that editorial short-
comings will reduce its usefulness. It is puz-
zling that Shoe String Press, a publisher of 
library materials, has omitted an index. Ris-
tow's articles were originally written to 
*A la Carte; Selected Papers on Maps and 
Atlases , compiled by Walter William Ristow 
(Washington, D .C.: Library of Congress, 1972). 
stand alone, and there is a wealth of in-
formation included in each piece that is not 
reflected in its title. An index is always de-
sirable, but in this case it is a necessity and 
the absence of even a simple guide is a se-
rious oversight. 
These omissions are more arresting be-
cause Shoe String Press went to the effort 
of resetting the texts of these thirty-five 
articles instead of publishing a facsimile re-
print. There is no sign of any further input 
on their part , however. While the press' 
concern with form is appreciated, the lack 
of editorial concern with content is appar-
ent.-Susan L. Danforth , Brown Univer-
sity, Providence, Rhode Island. 
Clark, Brian, D. ; Bisset, Ronald; and Wath-
ern, Peter. Environmental Impact Assess-
ment: A Bibliography with Abstracts. 
New York: Bowker, 1980. 516p. $59.95. 
LC 79-67625. ISBN 0-8352-1255-6. ' 
The growth of environmental literature 
over the last decade has been little short of 
phenomenal. Librarians who deal with en-
vironmental collections and the users ~ho 
need to access them are always glad to see a 
Midwest Library Service Announces 
Its Newly Expanded 
CONTINUATION AND 
STANDING ORDER SERVICE 
We invite you to submit your Continuations List to us for prompt, efficient 
processing. Our publisher base includes approximately 500 selected 
publishers. We are thoroughly knowledgeable in all aspects of Standing 
Order procedures. For a copy of our new brochure on '~CONTINUATION 
& STANDING ORDER SERVCE" please call us, using our TOLL-FREE 
WATS Line: 1-800-325-8833, or else write: 
Mr. Howard Lesser 
President 
Midwest Library Service 
11443 St. Charles Rock Road 
Bridgeton, Mo. 63044 
Once your order is received, a Personal Customer Service Representative 
will be assigned to your library to assist you. 
new work that holds promise of systematiz-
ing at least a part of that burgeoning litera-
ture . 
Environmental Impact Assessment: A Bib-
liography with Abstracts is an ambitious 
attempt along these lines. Specifically, the 
book seeks to order and explicate recent 
publications that deal with environmental 
study and evaluation as a decision-making 
process. The work is divided into five prin-
cipal classified sections. The largest of these 
deals with assessment in the U.S. , Canada, 
the United Kingdom, Australia, continental 
Europe, and selected other countries. 
Although there is attention to methodology 
both as theory and practice, the thrust of 
the work pertains to the legal bases and 
administrative processes involved in assess-
ment. Together with the introductory mate-
rial accompanying each section , this em-
phasis bespeaks an intended audience of 
assessment administrators who already have 
more than a passing knowledge of factors in-
volved in the process. Unfortunately, even 
these users might need ample fortitude to 
grapple with the book: the prose is dense; 
the seventeen subsections lack internal clas-
sification; and, while the author index·is ex-
cellent, the subject index contains only 367 
points of entry and no cross-references . 
Furthermore, although each citation bears a 
unique alphanumeric designation, the lack 
of an alphabetic arrangement to the subsec-
tions , and the.refore the alphanumeric en-
tries , makes quick referral from either index 
difficult. 
This volume also raises an unsettling 
question regarding sales promotion . As 
noted, the work's subtitle is A Bibliography 
with Abstracts. The publisher's announce-
ment that recently came our way elaborated 
on this by describing the book as a "single, 
comprehensive, annotated bibliography" 
that covers, among other things , "informa-
tion sources, abstracting all major refer-
ences (over 1,000 of them!) with critical 
comment where appropriate. " Indeed, the 
book does offer more than one thousand 
citations, all with full, clear bibliographic in-
formation . However, only 55 percent (595) 
of these are annotated, frequently to an ex-
tent unusual in bibliographies. The remain-
ing 493 citations are altogether bare of sum-
mary or evaluation. Nor are these unanno-
tated citations evenly distributed over sub-
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ject areas . In seven of the seventeen sub-
sections more than 50 percent of the cita-
tions are unannotated. Unfortunately, two 
of these subsections are expressly devoted 
to assessment in the U.S. Although there 
are substantial numbers of annotated U.S. 
entries elsewhere in the book, users focus-
ing on the U.S. experience may find the 
going difficult. Conversely, users studying 
the assessment process as it functions in the 
United Kingdom or continental Europe may 
find it quite beneficial to their investigation. 
In short, unlike most bibliographies, this 
work, while having reference value, will not 
lend itself readily to typical reference ser-
vice in the college library. Its greatest value 
will probably be to the serious user who is 
compelled by need and blessed with 
time.-Patricia B. Devlin , University of 
Michigan , Ann Arbor . 
Li, Tze-Chung. Social Science Reference 
Sources: A Practical Guide. Contributions 
in Librarianship and Information Science, 
no.30. Westport , Conn.: Greenwood , 
1980. $25. LC 79-54052. ISBN 0-313-
21473-5. 
This book is the outgrowth of a course 
syllabus and is intended to be the text for a 
one-semester library science course. In part 
I the author discusses the social sciences in 
general. Part II is made up of eight chap-
ters, each dealing with one of the social sci-
ences. The arrangement for parts I and II is 
similar: an essay by the author on the na-
ture of the science or sciences followed by 
sections on access to materials , sources of 
information, and major periodicals. Part I 
includes chapters on government publica-
tions , unpublished materials and data ar-
chives, and data bases. 
Source materials are discussed in biblio-
graphic essays with the standard, more im-
portant items separately listed. The author's 
own alphanumeric designation for each item 
would be helpful to students in compiling 
class notes and book cards. The author has 
included with the standard material descrip-
tive information that is accurare, if some-
times superficial. 
The arrangement of the text and the style 
of presentation reflect the author's prefer-
ences rather than a design for general use. 
Since the author has prepared the text pri-
marily for library science students, much of 
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the information is introductory in nature. 
Those elements that make it valuable as a 
text tend to erode its value to the experi-
enced librarian or researcher. The com-
munication of useful information is further 
hindered by an obvious lack of good edito-
rial work. Sentences are at times awkward 
and often overly long; the use of qualifiers 
is distracting to the reader who seeks at 
least a tone of authority in a guide to 
sources of information. 
Anyone wishing to use this as a text 
should examine it carefully prior to a pur-
chase commitment. For others it is neither 
a substitute for nor a supplement to the 
more standard Hoselitz and White.-Joyce 
Ball , California State University, Sac-
ramento. 
Hall, J. L. , and Dewe, A. Online Informa-
tion Retrieval, 1976-1979: An Interna-
tional Bibliography. Aslib Bibliography 
10. London: Aslib, 1980. 230p. £16 
members ; £19.50 nonmembers. ISBN 
0-85142-127-X. 
This bibliography covers mainly "subject-
oriented information retrieval from biblio-
graphic files " and the authors make no 
claim to coverage of either computerized 
catalogs or numerical data bases. 
It spans the period 1976--79, which saw a 
burgeoning of literature in this field. Much 
of the increase in the literature is accounted 
for by articles written by or for practitioners 
as contrasted with an emphasis on research 
in earlier years. Although even the begin-
ning date of this bibliography is quite re-
cent, the field has changed so rapidly that 
already some of the material listed is only of 
historical interest. Because a number of rel-
evant items were reported to the authors af-
ter their cutoff date of June 1979, a sup-
plement of more than 160 additional items 
was added without annotations and with 
only partial indexing. Adding the supple-
ment brings the total to more than one 
thousand entries for the period beginning 
with mid-1976 and continuing through mid-
1979. 
Coverage is truly international. There are 
Publications from 
the United Nations 
The United Nations Disarmament 
Yearbook-Volume 4:1979 
Reviews the deliberations, negotiations and actions during 1979 in the Unit~ Nations 
bodies, or under the auspices of the Organization, and in the Co~ttee ~n Disarmament. 
Among the current questions in the disarmament field are: non-prohferation ~f nucl~ar 
weapons and cessation of tests; prohibitio~ of nC?W weapons <?f mass destruction; regional 
approaches to disarmament; reduction of military budgets; and the_ relatiOnship be~ween. disarmament and _develol?ment. 
The Appendices contain texts of resolutions passed, draft conventiOns under consideration and other special treaties 
and documents . Volume 4:1979 Volume 3:1978 
Sales No. E.80.IX.6 Clothbound $35.00 Sales No. E.79.IX.2 Clothbound $30.00 
E.80.IX.7 Paperbound $28.00 E.79.IX.3 Paperbound $22.00 
Volume 2:1977 Volume 1:1976 
Sales No. E.78.IX.4 Clothbound $18.00 Sales No. E.77.IX.2 Clothbound $18.00 
Pope John Paul II at the United Nations 
On the 2nd of October 1979, Pope John Paul ll visited the United Nations Headquarters in New Y~rk Ci~y. This 
publication documents that historic occasion, giving the complete texts of the statements made by His Hohness to the 
thirty-fourth session of the General Assembly, the delegates and their families, representatives of intergovemmen~al and 
non-governmental organizations, the communications media and the United Nations Staff. It includes th~ welco!fimg 
statements by the President of the General Assembly and by the Secretary-General, and records the special day m full 
colour photographs. Sales No. E.80.1.8 Clothbound $9.50 Paperbound $4.95 
UnitedNationsPublications 
Room A-3315, New York, N.Y. 10017 Palaisdes Nations, 1211 Geneva IO,Switzerland 
entries from Japan (articles in Japanese), 
South Africa, Australia, India, and, of 
course, England, Europe, and the United 
States. 
All types of material are included, with 
journal articles constituting 59 percent, con-
ference and monograph literature 24 per-
cent, report literature 10 percent, systems 
documents 4 percent, and miscellaneous 3 
percent. 
The entries are arranged alphabetically by 
first-named author. Most entries include a 
brief annotation. There are three indexes: a 
personal author index; a report number in-
dex; and a general subject index that in-
cludes the names of data bases, services, 
and systems, as well as subject topics. The 
authors decided to forego KWIC indexing, 
which, though cheaper, they thought would 
lack the advantages of a conventional index. 
One of the most useful features of the 
bibliography is the selective indexing of the 
proceedings of professional meetings and 
conferences. But also in this area there are 
a few omissions; for example, there is no 
mention of the proceedings of the 1977 
ALA/RASD/MARS program "Charging for 
Computer-Based Reference Services." 
Articles from Online, Database, and 
Online Review are a significant part of the 
literature covered, but also included are rel-
evant articles from many other U.S. and 
foreign journals. The report literature in-
dexed includes ERIC documents, British 
Library Research and Development reports, 
NTIS documents, and other types of 
reports. 
The bibliography does not claim to be ex-
haustive and it is not. Lacking are "fugitive" 
reports from on-line user groups, from ASIS 
midyear meetings, and other less widely 
distributed material. There seems to be lit-
tle from data-base producers, though even 
the promotional brochures of the three major 
U.S. vendors are listed. These are not ma-
jor shortcomings; it is a useful bibliography. 
Though expensive, it would certainly be 
very useful for students of library and in-
formation science and others with a serious 
interest in this field.-Sara D. Knapp, State 
University of New York at Albany. 
New Trends in Documentation and In-
formation. Proceedings of the 39th FID 
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Congress, University of Edinburgh, 25-
28 September 1978. Ed. by Peter J. 
Taylor. FID Publication 5--6. London: 
Aslib, 1980. 519p. ISBN 0-85142-128-8. 
Though there are brave words on the 
cover-"New trends in documentation and 
information"-the book, like all conference 
proceedings, is an accident. It is published 
between covers only because certain people 
met in a certain city (Edinburgh, Scotland) 
at a certain time (September 1978) under 
the auspices of a certain association (Federa-
tion Internationale des Documentation). 
While there, they presented papers pur-
portedly about the subject announced on 
the cover. They also met in hallways, bars, 
restaurants, cafes, and other exotic places-
where the real ideas were exchanged, but, 
alas, never reported. Custom requires us to 
report these occasions formally to serve an 
archival function. This is fine, but to review 
these sixty papers (fifty-six in English, four 
in French), opening addresses, chairper-
son's reviews, and rapporteurs' comments as 
though they form a coherent book-that in-
deed is another matter. The reviewer can 
only pick out a few personally idiosyncratic 
points to comment on. 
There were five substantive sessions: (1) 
theoretical bases; (2) technology and appli-
cations; (3) classification and other systems; 
(4) organization and management; (5) profes-
sional development, manpower, and educa-
tion. H. East and N. Belkin (Great Britain) 
have a perceptive paper called "Advanced 
Technology and the Developing Countries: 
The Growing Gap" (p.129-33). Griffith, also 
of Great Britain, has a good tutorial paper 
on computer simulation (p.137-44), though 
the ending is weak. 
As might be expected, A. Neelemeghan 
(India) presents some stimulating ideas in 
"Information-for-Action Systems: Challenge 
to Classification and Indexing" (p.203-13). 
As he points out, " ... information needs of 
planners and decision makers are not struc-
tured according to 'subjects' in the usual 
sense of the term" (p.206). He does not go 
much beyond this, nor do the papers in that 
particular session. A pity, for this area will 
become a major concern during the coming 
decade: how to design systems responsive 
to questions other than usual substantive 
queries. 
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D. King (U.S.A. ) contributes " Informa-
tion Measurement as a Tool of Manage-
ment' ' (p.367-75), a suggestive paper but 
one that is not quite clear. G. Carrion-
Rodriquez of Mexico has a perceptive paper 
called " Forecasting Curricula ... in the 
Developing Countries" (p.43S-51), but un-
fortunately it is limited to science and tech-
nology and to academic libraries. To this re-
viewer, the best paper is B. Tell's (Sweden) 
"Changing Role of Those Working in the 
Library and Information Center" (p . 426-
71). He points out that " ... the developing 
countries are neglecting the principle which 
should be guiding the new era, namely in-
formation responsiveness to user's needs" 
(p.463). 
Certain papers, especially those on social 
processes , seem to be written as though 
there were no human beings, only 
bureaucratic systems. The papers, in gener-
al, seemed to be "talking" past each other, 
as though they were written on different 
planets and based on totally different 
assumptions. We can only hope that the 
pubs did a brisk business and more face-to-
face meetings resulted. Very few papers , 
except the one by F. Lancaster of the 
U.S.A. (p.223-33), seemed to be aware of 
on-line interactive systems and their poten-
tial impact on the interfaces between hu-
man beings and systems. Nor did anyone 
seem to address the questions around the 
economics of information (except King): its 
measurement, uses , benefits, and costs. 
This reviewer, based on this collection, has 
the uncomfortable feeling that the "new 
trends" are terribly tentative , not very 
clear, and soon to be outdated.-Robert S. 
Taylor, Syracuse . University, Syracuse, New 
York. 
Bellamy, B. E. Private Presses & Pub-
lishing in England since 1945. New York: 
K. G. Saur; London: Clive Bingley, 1980. 
168p. $33. ISBN 0-85157-297-9 Bingley; 
0-89664-180-5 Saur. 
It would be hard to quarrel with the ma-
jor premise of this latest contribution to the 
bibliography of the private press, namely, 
that during the last three decades private 
printers have made a remarkable resur-
gence, particularily in England. While no 
private press today even remotely 
approaches the sort of grandiloquent ges-
tures so nobly tendered by the Kelmscott, 
Ashendene, and Doves presses at the be-
ginning of the century, still there is a re-
freshing enthusiasm in many that demands 
attention, if not always admiration. Bellamy 
is an admirer, but, unfortunately, not al-
ways attentive to the niceties of biblio-
graphic arrangement one would naturally 
expect from a "practising librarian." 
This volume, as the author notes in his 
introduction, is based on chapter 18 and 19 
of Roderick Cave's Private Press, published 
in 1971 by Faber and Faber. A comparison 
of the two reveals that Cave's work has sup-
plied not only the inspiration but much of 
the material as well, reworked and ex-
panded as promised , but disappointingly 
derivative. Part two, consisting of a survey 
of eight contemporary British private press-
es, is what makes the book worth having. 
Biographical and .critical information about 
contemporary private-press printers is frus-
tratingly scarce; it is usually available only 
in journal literature and hard to get at, 
especially in smaller libraries. However, 
coupled with an appendix that lists the ma-
jor titles published by the eight presses, 
Bellamy has compiled a useful guide to 
their work. Nevertheless, it is disappointing 
that he has chosen to describe a "repre-
sentative cross-section of current practices," 
that of the many presses now active in En-
gland, only a small fraction are covered here 
in any detail. The primary source of biblio-
graphical information about small private 
presses is an annual bibliography, Private 
Press Books, issued by the Private Libraries 
Association, though the last volume pub-
lished (1976) puts it somewhat behind the 
pace. This series, supported by the Cave 
and Bellamy volumes, would go far toward 
establishing a nucleus reference collection 
on recent private-press work. 
It would, I suppose, be ungrateful to mea-
sure this volume by the same standards of 
printing routinely practiced by the presses 
it attempts to describe. However, competent 
design, copy editing, and typesetting might 
reasonably have been expected from the 
publisher. The appendix of press imprints is 
a typographic muddle and could have been 
modeled more closely on the format in the 
Private Press Books annuals. Book citations 
A practical, step-by-step guide 
to the Anglo-American 
Cataloguing Rules, 2d Edition 
Handbook for AACR2 
MARGARET MAXWELL 
Designed as .a companion to AACR2, this new work will as-
sist library school students and experienced catalogers in gain-
ing a clearer understanding of how to apply the most com-
monly used rules for description, choice of access points, and 
form of heading as set forth in the Anglo-American Catalogu-
ing Rules, 2d Edition. 
The Handbook is easy to use since it follows the now 
familiar structure of AACR2. The organization also has im-
mediacy in its numbering of paragraphs to correspond with 
specific rules of the code. Explanation and commentary, 
together with full cataloging examples, are keyed to the brief 
statements given by AACR2. 
Rules are elaborated in three ways. First, each chapter 
highlights basic directions and shows departures from AACRJ 
as well as relationships to other rules. Second, the rules are 
presented more succinctly for better understanding. Third, for 
almost every rule, a copy of a title page is given to show how 
the rule is applied in actual practice. 
544 pages Paper ISBN 0-8389-0301-0 $20.00 
•~ Order Department IB ,)'- AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611 
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in the text and captions are haphazardly 
capitalized and some illustrations are ill-
chosen. Why, for example, reproduce a 
page from the Basilisk Press' facsimile edi-
tion of the Kelmscott Chaucer, which 
through the various reproduction processes 
is at least six times removed from the orig-
inal? Moreover, a bibliography that pur-
ports to be a guide to some of the most 
imaginative and finely crafted books being 
produced today must have at least a modi-
cum of allusive charm. The whole private 
press philosophy is centered on crafts-
manship and respect for the printed word. 
As one proprietor noted, "I am far more in-
terested in having my work go into the 
hands of people who are readers and book-
lovers, not the picky packrats who 'collect' 
press books .... " 
Finally, though "printing for pleasure" is 
usually a private avocation, paradoxically it 
is a form of communication as well; it bears 
noting that the concluding chapter of Bel-
lamy's book, "Reaching the Customer," pre-
sents a candid summary of the marketing 
problems that plague the "business end" of 
many private presses.-David Pankow, 
Rochester Institute of Technology, Roches-
ter, New York. 
Wynar, Bohdan S. Introduction to Catalog-
ing and Classification. 6th ed. Littleton, 
Colo.: Libraries Unlimited, 1980. 657p. 
$22.40 cloth ($27 foreign); $14 paper 
($17.50 foreign). LC 80-16426. 
While reviewing a text on cataloging and 
classification could be viewed as an ordeal, 
it can be handled reasonably if the usual 
method of reading cover to cover is not fol-
lowed. One possible method, which is fol-
lowed here, is to read selected parts, try 
application of some of the instructions, com-
pare with AACR2 (for descriptive catalog-
ing), look for outstanding features or notable 
omissions, and compare with earlier edi-
tions. 
It is interesting to see the many ways this 
work has changed since it began as a "pre-
liminary edition" in 1964. In format it has 
changed from a slim mimeographed paper-
back to a hefty book with effective graphic 
design that is offered in cloth and paper. 
The contents, of course, have been chang-
'ing over the years to treat catalog code revi-
sions, new editions of Dewey and Sears, de-
velopments in subject analysis, and the 
changes wrought by bibliographic network-
ing. In the latest edition these changes have 
dictated more a rewriting than a revision. 
There is still a healthy portion of back-
ground theory to support the main topics. 
Brief outlines of some of the lesser-used 
classification systems and newer methods of 
verbal analysis are included with examples, 
and the sections on Library of Congress 
subject headings and Library of Congress 
classification are considerably expanded and 
fully illustrated. The section on centralized 
services, cataloging routines, and catalog 
and shelflist filing is updated and expanded. 
The descriptive cataloging section, which 
constitutes more than half of the book, is 
keyed to AACR2 by rule number and is 
illustrated by numerous examples. In recog-
nition of the increasing use of machine-
readable cataloging records, rule examples 
are no longer given in traditional card for-
mat. In some cases transcriptions or copies 
of the chief source of information are sup-
plied as an aid to interpretation. The rules 
are conveyed by many direct quotes from 
AACR2, to which are added discussions of 
problem areas and words of advice regard-
ing interpretation and possible future 
changes. A good deal of enumeration of rule 
numbers and captions without comment 
shows the problem of condensing the code 
to a size that would not overwhelm the rest 
of the book. Most of the omissions are 
understandable, but the slight treatment of 
capitalization and abbreviation places full 
burden on the examples. 
This is a work of shared responsibility, 
with principal responsibility attributed to 
one person (AACR2, Rule 21.6B1). In the 
preface Bohdan Wynar gives credit to other 
authors for either "writing," "preparing," or 
"revising" many of the chapters. Arlene 
Taylor Dowell handled AACR2, while Jeanne 
Osborn covered document indexing, filing, 
centralized processing, and cataloging rec-
ords and routines. Wynar was wise in his 
choice of these assisting authors. Their sec-
tions are well written and show excellent 
understanding of background, current prac-
tices, problems, and future trends. 
The workability of the instructions and 
the effectiveness of the examples will have 
to be judged by teachers, students, and 
other users. There seems to be adequate in-
formation to give the reader a general idea 
of foundations and procedures, but students 
will certainly need a helping hand, and 
practicing catalogers should not find much 
they don't already know or have access to in 
standard tools. Continued revisions of this 
book attest to a certain demand, but it is 
hard to visualize the audience for this par-
ticular mix of introductory and advanced 
material. Covering the contents in one 
course would not be easy. 
It should be noted that the text is fully 
documented and a ~bliography of several 
pages on cataloging and classification aids is 
included. There is an excellent index and a 
glossary of terms and acronyms. The only 
mistake meriting mention is in the AACR2 
section, in which .-is used to separate the 
items in a contents note , rather than -
without the full stop. Only a former catalog-
er would quibble over a punctuation 
mark-Suzanne Massonneau, University of 
Vermont , Burlington, Vermont. 
Benge, Ronald Charles. Cultural Crisis and 
Libraries in the Third World. London: 
Clive Bingley; Hamden , Conn.: Linnet 
Books, 1979. 255p. $17.50. LC 79-12.929. 
ISBN 0-85157-281-2 Bingley; 0-208-
01668-6 Linnet. 
In Nigeria, as in other Third World coun-
tries, "When social action is taken to create 
a new environment, then libraries will be a 
necessary part of it" (Cultural Crisis and Li-
braries in the Third World, p .242). At that 
time, it will be verified that Third World li-
brarians can be strong forces for the welfare 
of their country. To do this , they must 
understand the meaning of development in 
their country, they must perceive how tech-
nology can be transferred appropriately to 
it, and they must avoid the pitfalls of educa-
tion and mass communication imposed from 
without, in disregard of their country 's 
native genius. 
In developing this thesis through an 
essay-style approach, Ronald C. Benge de-
votes ten chapters to the general premises 
of development, education, and communica-
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tion; then he turns, in the last five chapters, 
to the particulars concerning libraries and 
librarians. Such a procedure gives students 
of cultural crisis in the Third World food for 
thought , without , however, providing a 
thorough treatment of that crisis; and it gives 
students of libraries in the Third World 
some guiding principles, but only a mini-
mum of facts about the library milieu there. 
This essay also poises itself on the edge 
between · the general and the particular by 
drawing extensively from a vast literature 
concerning Third World affairs in general 
and by reporting on the author's years of 
personal experience, especially in Nigeria. 
The strong affective tone of the work surely 
derives from the latter source , and the 
reader has the feeling that as long as the au-
thor had the praiseworthy intention of 
avoiding a dry monograph on his topic, he 
could have presented his insights and feel-
ings with more power by giving greater 
emphasis to his Nigerian experience against 
a lower profile of general background 
knowledge.-Paul Tutwiler, School of Li-
brary Science , University of Wisconsin-Mil-
waukee. 
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Library Cooperation: Trends, Possibilities 
and Conditions . Proceedings of the 
Eighth Meeting of IATUL, Enschede, 
May 28-June 1, 1979. Edited by Nancy 
Fjallbrant. Goteborg, Sweden: IATUL, 
1980. 223p. ISBN 91-7032-005-5. 
This volume contains twenty-six papers 
on cooperation among institutions in various 
library activities although a few papers are 
single-institution oriented. The first and last 
papers are by officers of the British Library, 
with Maurice Line, director-general of the 
British Library Lending Division, starting 
off with "Is Cooperation a Good Thing?" 
and ending with a presentation by Michael 
Hill, director of the Science Reference Li-
brary of the British Library, .entitled "To 
Cooperate or Not to Cooperate." Line, long 
a centralist, is doubtful, with his doubt 
· being based on closely reasoned arguments 
based largely on assumptions rather than 
data. Hill draws his conclusions from vari-
ous experiences that have uncovered pit-
falls, struggles, and extensive effort re-
quired when institutions work together to 
attain a common benefit. 
The standard cliche stating that "the pa-
pers are of uneven quality" certainly applies 
to this volume. Nevertheless, the majority 
of the papers contain useful observations 
and descriptions that would be helpful to 
anyone concerned with a cooperative ven-
ture. A half-dozen of the papers describe 
computer applications in different types of 
cooperative activity that will certainly be 
useful to those employing computers in ob-
taining common benefits rather than using 
traditional manual procedures. Of particular 
interest are two papers describing comput-
erized networks, namely the PICA system 
in the Netherlands and the LIBRIS system 
in Sweden. 
This volume does not resolve the multitu-
dinous problems associated with library 
cooperation, nor is it a cooperator's vade 
mecum; indeed, such books do not exist. 
However, this book further contributes to 
an understanding of library cooperation and 
should be on the shelves of any library con-
cerned with cooperation or having users 
concerned with cooperation.-Frederick G. 
Kilgour, OCLC, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. 
Archival protection makes good sense 
for your old and valuable materials. 
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Whether your special collections occupy a 
drawer or a department, Gaylord Archival 
Products can preserve them effectively and 
economically. Gaylord carries a ready stock 
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encapsulation system, with clear Mylar 
polyester film, protects one-sheet documents 
while leaving them accessible for study. It's 
ideal for local history preservation. Ask for 
our free booklet, "Document Encapsulation," 
and see what this system can do for your 
library. Preserve your valuable materials 
with Gaylord Archival Products- stocked for 
immediate delivery, at an economical price, 
for orders both large and small. See our full 
selection in the new Gaylord '81-'82 
Catalog, pages 102 to 106, or call toll-free 
800-448-6160. GAYLORD 
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ABSTRACTS 
The following abstracts are based on 
those prepared by the ERIC Clearinghouse 
on Information Resources, School of Educa-
tion, Syracuse University . 
Documents with an ED number here may 
be ordered in either microfiche (MF) or 
paper copy (PC) from the ERIC Document 
Reproduction Service, P .0. Box 190 , 
Arlington, VA 22210. Orders should include 
ED number, specify format desired, and in-
clude payment for document and posage. 
Further information on ordering docu-
ments and on current postage charges may 
be obtained from a recent issue of Re-
sources in Education. 
Major U.S. Government Publications Sys-
tems: A Summary. By Melvin S. Day. 
Paper presented at the 45th Conference 
of the International Federation of Library 
Associations and Institutions , ·Copen-
hagen, Denmark, August 27-September 
1, 1979. 1979. llp. ED 187 310. MF-
$0.83; PC-$1.82. 
This paper focuses on the two agencies that 
distribute U.S. government publications in the 
largest number and on the greatest range of sub-
jects: the Government Printing Office (GPO) and 
the National Technical Information Service 
(NTIS) of the U.S. Department of Commerce. 
Similarities and differences in operations are dis-
cussed as well as some of the issues surrounding 
the programs administered by these organiza-
tions. 
How Librarians Can Influence Government 
Printers and Publishers and the Policies 
Which Govern Them. By Bernadine E. 
Abbott Hoduski. Paper presented at the 
Conference of the International Federa-
tion of Library Associations and Institu-
tions (45th, Copenhagen, Denmark, Au-
gust 27-September 1, 1979). 1979. 20p. 
ED 187 317. MF-$0.83; PC-$1.82. 
Intended to aid librarians, this guide explores 
the methods librarians can and do use to influ-
ence government publishers , printers, distribu-
tors, and indexers of government information, as 
well as those who create and interpret the poli-
cies governing those programs. Case studies from 
Canada, England, and the United States are cited 
to illustrate the effectiveness of librarians ' in-
volvement with government information dissemi-
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nation . Seventeen ways in which librarians can 
exert their influence are detailed, as are several 
areas in which such influence is needed. Refer-
ences are included. 
A Clearing House for Library Literature-
Past Experience and Future Possibilities. 
By Russel Bowden. Paper presented at 
the 45th Conference of the International 
Federation of Library Associations and 
Institutions, Copenhagen, Denmark, Au-
gust 27-September 1, 1979. 1979. ED 
187 318. MF-$0.83; PC-$1.82. 
This report on the problems facing editors of 
professional information and library science jour-
nals in developing and developed countries sug-
gests broad solutions that might help to transfer 
and make available the surplus of products in one 
geographic area to another in which such prod-
ucts are in short supply. Areas addressed include 
(1) historical background, (2) professional orga-
nizations, (3) the paucity of authors, (4) profes-
sional responsibilities , (5) editors' requirements, 
(6) unwanted articles, (7) the industrial world's 
problems , and (8) the need for a centralized 
clearinghouse. 
New Patterns in Serials Publishing. By 
P. W. Lea. Paper presented at the Con-
ference of the International Federation of 
Library Associations and Institutions 
(45th, Copenhagen, Denmark, August 
27-September 1, 1979). 1979. llp. ED 
187 319. MF-$0.83; PC not available 
from EDRS. 
This discussion reviews the effects of technolo-
gy and economics on the publishing and influence 
of scholarly journals and their role as a com-
munications medium. Areas covered include the 
functions of the primary journal, economic pres-
sures , and the availability of new technologies 
such as computers, synoptic journals, microforms, 
word-processing equipment, electronic journals, 
and the digitized transmission of information. Im-
plications of these innovations for the future of 
the scholarly journal are considered. 
Information Technologies for the 1980's; 
Lasers and Microprocessors. By William 
D. Mathews. Paper presented at the 45th 
Conference of the International Federa-
tion of Library Associations and Institu-
tions, Copenhagen, Denmark, August 27-
September 1, 1979. 1979. 20p. ED 187 
320. MF-$0.83; PC not available from 
EDRS. 
This discussion of the development and ap-
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plication of lasers and microprocessors to informa-
tion processing stresses laser communication in 
relation to . capacity, . reliability, and cost and the 
advantages of this technology to real-time in-
formation access and information storage. The in-
creased · capabilities of microprocessors are re-
viewed, and a general assessment of the impact of 
these technologies is provided. 
Articles on Library Instruction in Colleges 
and Universities, 1876-1932. No. 143. By 
John Mark Tucker. Graduate School of 
Library Science, University of Illinois , 
Urbana. 1980. 47p. ED 187 330. MF-
$0.83; PC not available from EDRS. 
Emphasizing journal literature from the late 
1800s to the mid-1930s, this chronologically 
arranged compilation annotates articles about li-
brary instruction in colleges, universities, and 
schools of teacher education in the United States. 
It provides access to secondary materials for 
historians and librarians interested in academic li-
brary development and, more specifically, the 
origins and growth of library instruction. The in-
troduction specifies the criteria used in the selec-
tion of entries, and both author and subject in-
dexes are provided. An institution index identifies 
schools whose programs were described in many 
of the entries, as well as those institutions that 
responded to a questionnaire distributed by Hen-
ry R. Evans in 1914 but that are not mentioned 
in any other source. 
The Bibliographic Databases in History. By 
Joyce Duncan. Paper presented at a Con-
ference on Data Bases in the Humanities 
and the Social Sciences (Hanover, N.H. , 
August 23-24, 1979). 1979. 20p. ED 187 
331. MF-$0.83; PC-$1.82. 
This examination of abstracting-indexing ser-
vices for the field of history focuses on Historical 
Abstracts (HA) and American-History and Life 
(AHL), and their relationship to the American 
Bibliographical Center's Subject Profile Index 
(ABC-SPindex). The history, scope, selection 
criteria, and classification arrangements of the 
two data bases are described, as is the indexing 
system of ABC-SPindex. Sections also explore the 
processing of entries, the kinds of personnel in-
volved in the bibliographic process, user input, 
and the cost-effective aspects of HA and AHL. 
The concluding section provides a summary of 
major points. 
The 1979 Directory of College and Universi-
ty Libraries in New York State with Sta-
tistical Data for FY 1978. 12th ed. New 
York State Education Dept., Division of 
Library Development, Albany. 1979. 
196p. ED 187 344. MF-$0.83; PC-
$12.32. 
This edition of a directory to 265 college and 
university libraries in New York State, compiled 
from data furnished by the State Education De-
partment, includes address and telephone num-
ber, library director, institution president, num-
ber of volumes, number of periodical titles re-
ceived, annual expenditures for library materials, 
annual total operating expenditures, number of 
professional staff, reference services librarian, 
interlibrary loan librarian, type of institution, 3Rs 
identifier, and publications issued by the library. 
Statistical data are summarized in the appended 
tables. Data on libraries are organized by size of 
collection, by highest earned degree granted, and 
by type of institution classification. The directory 
concludes with an alphabetical listing of head 
librarians . 
The White House Conference on Library 
and Information Services, 1979. Sum-
mary, March 1980. National Commission 
on Libraries and Information Science, 
Washington , D.C. 1980. 86p. ED 187 
347. MF-$0.83; PC-$6.32. 
This report to the president of the United 
States presents a summary of the planning, pro-
ceedings, and resolutions of the White House 
Conference on Library and Information Services. 
Questions the delegates addressed to the confer-
ence included: do libraries, the traditional store-
houses of information and knowledge, have a 
place in this fast-moving information age? If so, 
what should it be? When should information be 
private, when should it be without cost, and how 
should freedom of information principles be ap-
plied? Is there a need for a national information 
policy , and, if so, what elements should it in-
clude? Can we apply the principles of access to 
increase the free flow of information across 
national borders and through the barriers of con-
flicting governmental philosophies? Sixty-four res-
olutions developed by the conference set the fol-
lowing major goals: to reshape the library and in-
formation services to serve the people in more 
useful ways, to maintain local control of these ser-
vices, and to insist on more economy and account-
ability from the institutions that provide these 
services. Separate sections of the report detail 
goals and objectives, organization and finance, 
technology resource sharing and education, spe-
cial constituent concerns, international issues, 
and conference follow-up and recommendation. 
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of Research Libraries, Washington, D.C. 
1980. 48p. ED 188 580. MF-$0.83; 
PC-$3.32. 
This report includes tabulations of median and 
beginning professional salaries for budgeted posi-
tions in all Association of Research Libraries 
(ARL) member libraries and tables listing average 
salaries for filled positions in ARL' s university li-
braries. The tables display information on average 
salaries by position , sex, minority-group mem-
bership, and geographical location, size, and type 
of institution. The report is divided into the fol-
lowing general headings : (1) salary levels for per-
sonnel in ARL libraries; (2) median and beginning 
professional salaries in ARL nonuniversity librar-
ies ; (3) average, median, and beginning profes-
sional salaries in ARL university libraries; and (4) 
distribution of personnel and average salaries for 
positions in ARL university libraries. Explanatory 
notes are provided. 
A Library Instruction Program for Begin-
ning Undergraduates. By Clark N. Hall-
man. University Library, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha. 1980. 36p. ED 188 
633. MF-$0.83; PC-$3.32. 
Intended to aid college instructors in need of 
library and bibliographic instruction presenta-
tions , this report describes a program that was 
designed by reference librarians at the University 
of Nebraska at Omaha to introduce beginning 
undergraduate students to the use of the uni-
versity library and its resources. The report pre-
sents background information, as well as informa-
tion on audiovisual presentations, library tours, 
and the Library Orientation Workbook , which is 
included in its entirety. The workbook contains 
sections on the card catalog, Library of Congress 
subject headings, encyclopedias, periodical index-
es, location of magazine call numbers, newspaper 
indexes, abstracting services , and the monthly 
catalog of United States government publications, 
followed by exercises for the student. Chapters 
on grading the exercises and evaluating the suc-
cess of the program are included in the report . 
Materials Centers: A Dream of Their Fu-
ture. By Lucille E. Kerr. University Li-
brary, Governors State University, Park 
Forest South, Ill. 1979. 29p. ED 188 635. 
MF-$0.83; PC-$3.32. 
This paper presents an overview of the 
rationale of curriculum materials centers in 
academic libraries from their initial formation to 
their present status and envisions possible future 
roles . Terminology current in the field is defined, 
and materials centers are discussed in terms of 
curriculum materials centers and curriculum 
materials laboratories . A history of materials 
centers is traced from the 1920s when curriculum 
laboratories were first conceptualized, and the 
rationale provided focuses on two areas: the col-
lection of teaching materials of all kinds, selected, 
organized, and maintained for use and study by 
students, faculty , and teachers; and the workshop 
or laboratory for developing and constructing cur-
riculum and supplementary teaching materials. 
The first criteria is apparently being met, while 
the second varies qualitatively and quantitatively 
from institution to institution. Roles of other in-
structional materials centers are examined as each 
relates to a special subject field or to the teaching 
of specific groups of individuals. The future is 
postulated in terms of funds , human resources, 
and space. A possible enhancement of a materials 
center is presented as an addendum. The list of 
references cites twenty-six titles. 
An Online Union List of Serials: Meeting 
the User Needs. By Barbara Settel and 
Tom Gearty. Paper presented at the Na-
tional Online Information Meeting (New 
York, N.Y. , March 25-27, 1980). 1980. 
26p. ED 190 053. MF-$0.83 ; PC-
$3.32. 
This paper reports on the development of an 
on-line union catalog of serials using OCLC by 
the Central New York Library Resources Coun-
cil. The project, now in the third of four years, is 
converting from a hard-copy union catalog of se-
ials to an on-line catalog that will have the impor-
tant advantage of immediate update . Using the 
OCLC interlibrary loan subsystem, the inquiring 
library may look at a display of library holdings 
and find up to five locations for a given serial-
thirty of the forty-five libraries in the Central 
New York system currently have OCLC capabil-
ity. The final year of the project will be used to 
complete the catalog, complete the transition 
from manual to on-line operation , and gain user 
acceptance .. A users' manual furnishes instruction 
on reading bibliographic entries, preparation of 
serials requests , and submission of change infor-
mation. A directory of participating libraries is in-
cluded. 
Collection Development in Ten Small 
Academic Libraries: A Report to the 
Council on Library Resources. By W. E. 
Hannaford, Jr. Council on Library Re-
sources, Inc., Washington , D.C. 1979. 
40p. ED 190 074. MF-$0 .83; PC-
$3.32. 
This investigation of how ten small, private-
college libraries go about collecting books focuses 
on the degree of responsibility and control those 
libraries exercise over what is included in their 
collections. The findings and conclusions of the 
study are based upon interviews with library 
administrators and acquisitions librarians at Mid-
dlebury College, Bowdoin, Colby, Bates, Welles-
ley, Amherst, Trinity, Hamilton, Union, and Col-
gate. These colleges were chosen because of their 
similarities of purpose, staff size, student enroll-
ment, faculty, number of library volumes added 
annually, library budgets, and library holdings. 
Chapters identify the objectives of the study, the 
methodology used, findings, conclusions, and rec-
ommendations. Appendixes include the applica-
tion for a fellowship to conduct the study, the 
collection development questionnaire, and the 
tabulated answers. 
Cooperative Collection Development Work-
shops. A Report. By Mary Alice Wills. 1 
Virginia State Council of Higher Educa-
tion, Richmond. 1980. 31p. ED 190 134. 
MF-$0.83; PC-$3.32. 
This report describes the Library Networking 
Committee's cooperative collection-development 
project, focusing on workshops that met to dis-
cuss five subject areas with the greatest potential 
for cooperative acquisition in northern Virginia: 
art resources, energy and environment, health 
science, law, and urban affairs. Workshops in the 
areas of local history and interlibrary loan also are 
summarized. Other aspects of the project out-
lined include use of the Virginia Library Associa-
tion Region V newsletter, a summary workshop 
to review project activities, additional grant pro-
posals, administration and progress reports, in-
kind contributions, and project evaluation. 
Appendixes list the purposes and goals of the 
committee, the committee members, member in-
stitutions of the Consortium for Continuing 
Education in Northern Virginia, and project per-
sonnel. A map of the region is included. 
The Emerging Internationalism of Online 
Information Retrieval. By Roger K. Sum-
mit. Paper presented at the National 
Online Information Meeting (New York, 
N.Y., March 25-27, 1980). 1980. [unp.] 
ED 190 103. MF-$0.83; PC-$1.82. 
Until 1980 on-line information retrieval and 
dissemination services were for the most part 
based in the United States. Today, however, a 
variety of information services as well as packet-
switched networks are emerging in other coun-
tries. Although U.S.-developed software still pre-
dominates in overall use, activity in Europe and 
other countries is developing rapidly. Information 
access services are coming to be seen not only as 
economically viable but also as an essential part 
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of each country's national interests. A rivalry be-
tween government-subsidized services and com-
petitive nonsubsidized services is emerging. 
Competitive services discourage monopolistic 
practices and offer the user protection from ac-
cess controls and price exploitation with the assur-
ance of high-quality service and supplier respon-
siveness. Government-subsidized services have 
encouraged tariff barriers and bilateral agree-
ments detrimental to the user's interests; a user's 
bill of rights is needed in the areas of privacy, 
charges, domestic and international telecom-
munications, availability of services, access to 
source documents, and encouragement of com-
petition. 
The Impact of Automation on the Staff and 
Organization of a Medium-Sized Aca-
demic Library: A Case Study. By Gary 
Kraske. 1978. 16p. ED 190 153. MF-
$0.83; PC-$1.82. 
A case study examining the general effects of 
automating operations in a medium-size academic 
library on both the staff and the organization over 
a ten-year period reveals that the major impact 
has been the reappraisal of functional objectives 
and their accomplishment. In regard to person-
nel, there has been an overall savings in labor 
costs, and, while it has decreased professional-
staff requirements, it has increased support-staff 
positions, many of which require greater skill, ex-
perience, and training. Major organizational 
effects have been recognized through the creation 
of two new units-systems development and op-
erations-which have had a centralizing impact 
upon the library. The implications of these 
findings for other libraries are discussed. 
Academic Reference Collection Develop-
ment: Policy Statements. By Barbara 
Lehocky. Paper presented at the Missouri 
Library Association Annual Conference 
(September 28, 1979). 1979. 9p. ED 190 
160. MF-$0.83; PC not available from 
EDRS. 
This paper discusses the need for and provides 
guidelines for the preparation of policy state-
ments on reference-collection development for 
academic libraries. Policy elements recommended 
for inclusion are statements on collection objec-
tives, collection scope, physical size, types of 
material, selector roles, removal procedures, and 
interdepartmental relationships. Criteria for the 
selection, retention, or removal of reference 
materials are provided, and a bibliography of 
twelve titles is attached. 
The Ecology of the Academic Library: Artic-
ulating Library Needs to the College 
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Planning Process. By Willis M. Hubbard. 
Paper presented at the Missouri Library 
Association Annual Conference (Septem-
ber 28, 1979). 1979. 15p. ED 190 161. 
MF-$0.83; PC not available from 
EDRS. 
This paper discusses the importance of an an-
alytic planning model to academic libraries in the 
context of campus-wide planning and briefly de-
scribes two projects funded through the Council 
for the Advancement of Small Colleges (CASC) to 
develop appropriate management products. The 
first project focused on the development and test-
ing of analytic planning models capable of being 
replicated at other colleges; the second developed 
and tested a series of management information 
systems to provide the data for an analytic plan-
ning cycle, as well as other planning and data ser-
vices. These projects resulted in the implementa-
tion of an analytic planning model on the cam-
puses of most of the fifteen participating colleges 
and the generation of nine management modules 
(or data systems) capable of providing interinstitu-
tional data for comparative purposes . These mod-
ules, which are available to interested colleges 
from CASC, cover library costs and services, per-
sonnel and compensation, instructional program, 
faculty activity, college goals and climate, student 
recruitment, student attrition, student financial 
aid, and fund raising. An outline of characteristics 
common to many analytic data systems and a de-
scription of the library-oriented module are 
included. 
Online Forecasting Capabilities: Futurscan 
and Its Alternatives. By Herbert G. Ger-
juoy and Gerald T. Owen. Paper pre-
sented at the National Online Information 
Meeting (New York, N.Y., March 25-27, 
1980). 1980. 25p. ED 190 158. MF-
$0.83; PC-$1.82. 
This paper provides an overview of the field of 
on-line information retrieval systems whose data 
bases are programmed to predict future events. 
These systems rely on data of past events and use 
mathematical techniques such as regression analy-
sis and statistical probability to provide forecast 
data. The history of these systems is traced 
through the advent of the IBM QUICKTRAN 
program in 1967 and descriptions of thirteen 
other predictive systems. Recent trend-impact 
analysis studies have led to the development of 
INTERAX and FUTURSCAN, which offer sophis-
ticated and complex predictive on-line capabili-
ties . A list of fifteen references is provided. 
The Small Academic Library and the New 
Cooperation. By Harold F. Smith. Paper 
presented at the Missouri Library Asso-
ciation Annual Conference (September 
28, 1979). 1979. 8p. ED 190 163. MF-
$0.83; PC not available from EDRS. 
Although spiraling costs and reduced budgets 
require that small academic libraries form clusters 
to share resources and services, consortia and li-
brary networks so far have taken only tentative or 
shallow steps in this direction. Real and meaning-
ful steps can and must be taken to develop joint 
acquisition policies, effective and timely interli-
brary loan procedures, cooperative reference ser-
vices, and division of responsibility for periodi-
cals. Resource utilization in the areas of technical 
processes, staff, and equipment can be improved, 
and librarians need to adopt an attitude of inter-
dependency and shared mutual responsibility . 
Clusters of five to ten libraries within a limited 
geographic proximity offer a feasible framework 
with an individual in each committed· to seek out, 
develop, and maintain cooperative programs. 
The IBM System 7 On-Line Circulation Sys-
tem at Slippery Rock State College. By 
Richard J. Wool. Slippery Rock State 
College, Pa. 1980. 58p. ED 190 095. 
MF-$0.83; PC-$4.82. 
This article describes and evaluates the IBM 
System 7 automated circulation system in use at 
Slippery Rock State College Library since 1973. 
Background information is furnished on the li-
brary and its locale as well as the general 
rationale and objectives for automated circulation 
systems . The presentation of the IBM S/7 in-
cludes (1) reasons for its selection; (2) transaction 
override; (3) descriptions of reports and lists such 
as daily circulation , overdue, fines , statistical 
summaries, and special printouts; (4) descriptions 
of hardware and software; (5) historical develop-
ments; (6) evaluation of the system and its com-
ponents; (7) enumeration of system problems; (8) 
considerations for future development; and (9) 
costs . This seven-year review serves to summa-
rize a state in automated library systems. Appen-
dixes provide details of operating features , statis-
tical data, reports , and sample forms. 
Experimental Online Catalog for the Dart-
mouth College Library. By Emily Gallup 
Fayen . Dartmouth College, Hanover, 
N.H. 1980. 13p. ED 190 145. MF-
$0.83; PC-$1.82. 
This on-line pilot project demonstrates the 
feasibility of using the OCLC transaction tapes to 
create an on-line catalog and the utility of the 
BRS data-base structure for loading this data and 
for on-line searching. It also shows the feasibility 
of a user-cordial interface for patrons and for staff 
and provides an opportunity to test many factors 
involved in developing a successful system for use 
by students, faculty , and staff, as well as trained 
on-line searchers . Preliminary results from a 
series of controlled experiments using the on-line 
catalog and the card catalog show that recall is 
similar. The on-line catalog is generally much 
more effective and faster for those topics not ade-
quately represented by LC subject headings, but 
the card catalog may be more efficient for very 
simple author/title search. Further experiments 
with the on-line catalog at Dartmouth will con-
tinue, thus enabling a decision as to whether it is 
an acceptable alternative to the card catalog. Cur-
rent planning is to use both for at least one calen-
dar year or until a clear choice is evident. 
OTHER PUJ3LICATIONS OF 
INTEREST TO ACADEMIC 
LIBRARIANS 
Aaron, Shirley L. A Study of Combined School-
Public Libraries . School Media Centers: Focus 
on Trends and Issues, no. 6. Chicago: American 
Library Assn., 1980. 120p. $7. LC 80-19785. 
ISBN 0-8389-3247-9. 
African Book World and Press . 2d ed. Ed. by 
Hans M. Zell. Detroit: Gale, 1980. 253p. $75. 
LC 76-56994. ISBN 0-8103-0990-4. 
American Book Publishing Record Cumulative 
1876-1949: An American National Bibliogra-
phy . A Cumulation of American Book Produc-
tion for the Years 1876-1949, in 15 Volumes , 
as Catalogued by the Library of Congress and 
the National Union Catalog . Arranged by Sub-
ject according to Dewey Decimal Classification 
and Indexed by Author and Title with a Sepa-
rate Subject Guide including Library of Con-
gress Subject Tracings , Dewey Decimal Clas-
sification Numbers and Library of Congress 
Classification Numbers . New York: Bowker, 
1980. 17,219p. 15v. $1,975/set plus shipping 
and handling. LC 66-19741. ISBN 0-8352-1245-
9. ISSN 0000-0639. 
American Novelists Since World War 11. Second 
Series. Ed. by James E. Kibler, Jr. Dictionary 
of Literary Biography, V.6. Cumulative Index 
to Volumes 1-6 of the Dictionary of Literary 
Biography. Detroit: Gale, 1980. 404p. $54. LC 
80-22495. ISBN 0-8103-0908-4. 
Articles on the Middle East, 1947-1971 : A 
Cumulation of the Bibliographies from the 
Middle East journal. Ed. by Peter M. Rossi 
and Wayne E. White. Ann Arbor, Mich. : Pieri-
an Pr. , 1980 4v. 1,645p. $160/set. LC 79-
91337. ISBN 0-87650-030-0. 
The Bibliography of Museum and Art Gallery 
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Publications and Audio-Visual Aids in Great 
Britain and Ireland 1979/80. Ed. by Michael 
Roulstone. Westport, Conn.: Meckler Books, 
1980. 500p. $89.50. LC 80-15709 . .ISBN 0-
930466-23-3. 
Black Women and Religion: A Bibliography. 
Comp. by Marilyn Richardson. A Publication 
in Black Studies. Boston: G. K. Hall , 1980. 
139p. LC 80-20457. ISBN 0-8161-8087-3. 
Books in Series , Third Edition . Original , Re-
printed, In-Print, and Out-of-Print Books. Pub-
lished or Distributed in the U.S . In Popular, 
Scholarly, and Professional Series. New York: 
Bowker, 1981. 3v. 6,563p. $150/set plus ship-
ping and handling. LC 76-41665. ISBN 0-8352-
1314-5. ISSN 0000-0515. 
British Education Theses Index (BETI ) 1950-
1980. Ed. by J. R. V. Johnston and Joan V. 
Marder. Leicester, England: Librarians of ln-
.stitutes and Schools of Education, 1980. ISBN 
0-901992-07-2. Cumulation One, 1959-74, £20; 
Cumulation Two, 1950-80, £35 (£13 to pur-
chasers of Cumulation One); Cumulations One 
and Two, 1950-80, £33. Microfiche, 48 X , with 
a full-size hard-copy introduction. (Available 
from: Michael Argles [Treasurer, LISE], c/o 
University Library , Lancaster, LA1 4YH , 
England. ) 
Heritage on 
Microfilnt 
Rare and out-of-print titles 
and documents on 3Smm 
silver halide microfilm. 
• French Books before 1601 
• Scandinavian Culture 
• 18th Century English 
Literature 
• Victorian Fiction 
• Literature of Folklore 
• Hispanic Culture 
Send for catalog and title 
information today. 
~ .. ~~~ 
70 Coolidge Hill Road 
Watertown, MA 02172 
(617) 926-5557 
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Checklist of British Official Serial Publications 
1980. 11th ed. Ed. by Eve Johansson and Janet 
Pearson. London: British Library Reference 
Division, 1980. 102p. £5. ISBN 0-904654-53-2. 
ISSN 0084-8085. (Available from: British Li-
brary, Reference D~yision Publications, Great 
Russell St., London WClB 3DG, England.) 
Childhood in Poetry: A Catalogue, with Bio-
graphical and Critical Annotations, of the 
Books of English and American Poets Compris-
ing the Shaw Childhood in Poetry Collection, 
Library of the Florida State University; with 
Lists of the Poems That Relate to Childhood, 
Notes , and Index . Third Supplement. By John 
Mackay Shaw. Detroit: Gale, 1980. 671p. $75. 
LC 80-22588. ISBN 0-8103-0480-5. 
Columbia Dictionary of Modern European Liter-
ature. 2d ed. Ed. by Jean-Albert Bede and 
William B. Edgerton. New York: Columbia 
Univ. Pr., 1980. 895p. $50. LC 80-17082. 
ISBN 0-231-03717-1. 
Commonwealth Children's Literature . Checklists 
on Commonwealth Literature, no.l. London: 
Commonwealth Institute, 1979. 56p. £1 plus 
shipping costs. ISBN 0-900906-86-3. ISSN 
0143-5477. 
A guide to the holdings of the Library and Re-
source Centre, Commonwealth Institute, Ken-
sington High St., London W8 6NQ, England. 
PaperllaeJc RaeJcs 
ForAn~ 
Budget 
Highsmith has files and 
racks to hold virtually 
any size paperback and 
most children's books. 
An unequalled selection 
of colors, sizes and 
capacities in adult and 
children's heights. In 
wood, wire, steel, even 
economical fiberboard. 
All yours to shop for in 
the newest Highsmith 
Library/AV catalog. 
Write today for your free 
copy. 
Blthsndth 
P.0.25CR9 
Ft. Atkinson, WI 53538 
Comprehensive Guide to the Manuscripts Collec-
tion and to the Personal Papers in the Univer-
sity Archives. Comp. by Marilyn Priestley. Se-
attle, Wash.: Univ. of Washington Libraries, 
1980. $25. 
Contemporary Authors: A Bio-Bibiliographical 
Guide to Current Writers in Fiction, General 
Nonfiction , Poetry, Journalism, Drama, Motion 
Pictures, Television , and Other Fields. New 
Revision Series, V.l. Ed. by Ann Evory. De-
troit: Gale, 1981. 736p. $58. LC 62-52046. 
ISBN 0-8103-1930-6. 
Contemporary Authors: A Bio-Bibliographical 
Guide to Current Writers in Fiction, General 
Nonfiction , Poetry, journalism, Drama, Motion 
Pictures , Television , and Other Fields. V.97-
100 in the continuing series. Ed. by Frances 
Locher. Detroit: Gale, 1980. 584p. plus 183p. 
cumulative index to the CA series. $58. LC 62-
52046. ISBN 0-8103-1900-4. 
Contemporary Literary Criticism: Excerpts from 
Criticism of the Works of Today's Novelists, 
Poets, Playwrights , and Other Creative Writ-
ers. V. l5 . Ed . . by Sharon R. Gun ton and 
Laurie Lanzen Harris . Detroit : Gale , 1980. 
598p. $58. LC 76-38938. ISBN 0-8103-0103-2. 
Dictionary of Foreign Quotations . Comp. by 
Robert and Mary Collison. New York: Facts 
On File, 1980. 407p. $29.95. ISBN 0-87196-
428-7. 
Education in the Use of Libraries and Infomw-
tion: A Bibliography. Part 2: 1955-1969. 
Comp. by Ian Malley. Leicestershire, England: 
Ian Malley, 1980. 55p. £1.50. ISBN 0-904641-
15-5. (Ian Malley, British Library Information 
Office for User Education, Library, Lough-
borough University of Technology, Lough-
borough, Leicestershire LEll 3TU, England.) 
Educational Film Locator of the Consortium of 
University Film Centers and R. R. Bowker 
Company . 2d ed. New York: Bowker, 1980. 
2,6llp. $50 plus shipping and handling. LC 
78-67185. ISBN 0-8352-1295-5. ISSN 0000-
0590. 
English English. 2d ed. Ed. by Norman W. 
Schur. Detroit: Gale, 1980. 332p. $28. LC 77-
20390. ISBN 0-930454-05-7. 
The Far East and Australasia 1980-81: A Survey 
and Directory of Asia and the Pacific . 12th ed. 
London: Europa Publications Ltd., 1980. 
1,365p. $100. LC 74-417170. ISBN 0-905118-
51-0. ISSN 0071-3791. 
Financial Aspects of Library and Information 
Services: A Bibliography. Comp. by Alan 
Cooper. CLAIM Report no.5. Loughborough, 
England: Centre for Library and Information 
Management (CLAIM), 1980. 117p. £10 paper. 
ISBN 0-904924-23-8. (Centre for Library and 
Information Management, Department of Li-
brary and Information , Loughborough Uni-
versity of Techno)ogy, Loughborough, Leices-
tershire LEll 3TU, England.) 
The Future: A Guide to Information Sources. 2d 
ed. Comp. and ed. by the World Future Soci-
ety. Washington, D.C.: World Future Society, 
1979. $25. 722p. ISBN 0-930242-07-6. 
Future Survey Annual 1979: A Guide to the Re-
cent Literature of Trends, Forecasts, and Poli-
cy Proposals. Ed. by Michael Marien. 
Washington, D.C.: World Future Society, 
1980. 255p. $25. ISBN 0-930242-10-6. 
Garraty, John A.; Klemperer, Lily Von; Taylor, 
Cyril J. H . The New Guide to Study Abroad . 
1981-1982 ed. New York: Harper, 1981. 464p. 
$16.95. LC 77-11533. ISBN 0-06-011423-1 
hardcover; 0-06-090849-1 paper. 
Historical Rhetoric: An Annotated Bibliography 
of Selected Sources in English. Ed. by 
Winifred Bryan Homer. A Reference Publica-
tion in Literature. Boston: G. K. Hall, 1980. 
294p. LC 80-21947. ISBN 0-8161-8191-8. 
Hoffmann, Christa F. B. Getting Ready for 
AACR2: The Cataloger's Guide. White Plains, 
N.Y.: Knowledge Industry Publications, 1980. 
225p. $24.50. LC 80-15168. ISBN 0-914236-64-
4. 
Indexing and Abstracting: An International Bib-
liography. Comp. by Hans H. Wellisch. Santa 
Barbara, Calif.: ABC-Clio, 1980. 320p. $22.75. 
LC 80-11907. ISBN 0-87436-300-4. 
Indian Literature in English: A Checklist . Comp. 
by Ronald J. Warwick. Checklists on Common-
wealth Literature, no.5. London: Common-
wealth Institute, 1979. 87p. £1 plus shipping 
costs. ISSN 0143-5477. ISBN 0-900906-88-X. 
A guide to the holdings of the Library and Re-
source Centre, Commonwealth Institute, Ken-
sington High St. , London W8 6NQ, England. 
International Who's Who in Music and Musicians' 
Directory. 9th ed. Ed. by Adrian Gaster. Cam-
bridge: Melrose Press , Ltd., 1980. 960p. $90. 
LC 73-91185. ISBN 0-900332-51-4. (Distrib-
uted in U.S. by Gale Research Co.) 
Jones, Peter. A Reader's Guide to Fifty American 
Poets. Reader's Guide Series. London: Heine-
mann; Totowa, N.J. : Barnes & Noble, 1980. 
386p. $16.50. ISBN 0-435-18491-1 Heinemann; 
0-389-20140-5 Barnes & Noble. 
First published 1980 by Pan Books as An Intro-
duction to Fifty American Poets in the Pan 
Literature Guides Series. 
Jules Verne: A Primary and Secondary Bibliogra-
phy . Comp. by Edward J. Gallagher. Masters 
of Science Fiction and Fantasy. Boston: G. K. 
Hall, 1980. 387p. LC 80-20206. ISBN 0-8161-
8106-3. 
Land Tenure and Agrarian Reform in East and 
Southeast Asia: An Annotated Bibliography. 
Comp. by the staff of the Land Tenure Center 
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Special Report: 
The Library 
Catalog: 
COM and Online 
Options 
by Richard W. Boss/Deanna B. Marcum 
Boss and Marcum discuss the advantages 
to be gained and pitfalls to be avoided 
when a library chooses a COM or online 
alternative to the traditional card or book 
catalog. The emphasis of this special 
report is on turnkey systems which can be 
purchased from commercial vendors. The 
report includes information on six COM 
catalog vendors and eleven probable 
vendors of online catalogs. Included also 
are four excellent appendices : Sample 
Specifications for a COM Catalog, Sample 
Specifications for an Integrated System. 
A Glossary of Terms, and a selected 
bibliography. In the September/October 
issue of Library Technology Reports, 
Volume 16 No. 5.-$40.00. 
Library Technology Reports is a unique 
bimonthly publication of the American 
Library Association that provides critical 
evaluations of products and services used 
in libraries, media centers and other 
educational institutions. Its purpose is to 
enable librarians and educators to make 
economical purchasing decisions and 
to alert manufacturers of the needs of 
libraries and the standards of performance 
expected by them. 
Annual subscription (6 issues)-$135 
Library Technology Reports 
American Library Association 
50 East Huron Street· Chicago, IL 60611 
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Expert Evaluations of 
Photocopiers, 
Microfiche Readers, 
Printer Terminals 
by 
Library Technology 
Reports 
Photocopiers-Test reports on eight 
electrostatic office copiers, seven of which 
use plain paper and four mini-copiers 
which can be purchased for $500 to 
$1,000. An introductory article discusses 
selection criteria and coin operation. 
In the January/February 1980 issue, 
Vol. 16 No. 1.-$40.00 
Microfiche Readers-This latest set of 
reports includes laboratory results and 
informed judgements on the performance 
of a group of fifteen popular microfiche · 
reader models suitable for either source 
document or COM fiches . 
In the March/April1980 issue, 
Vol. 16 No. 2.-$40.00 
Printer Terminals-A new category of 
library equipment which may soon be as 
common as the card catalog and the date 
stamp. Joseph Becker, international 
authority in the field of library automation 
and information science, describes 
current printer technologies and discusses 
selection criteria. Also included are 
reports on nine typical printers suitable for 
library use. 
In the May/June 1980 issue, 
Vol. 16 No. 3.-$40.00 
Library Technology Reports is a unique 
bimonthly publication of the American 
t.ibrary Association that provides critical 
evaluations of products and services used 
in libraries, media centers and other 
educational institutions. Its purpose is to 
enable librarians and educators to make 
economical purchasing decisio,ns and to 
alert manufacturers of the needs of 
libraries and the standards of performance 
expected by them. 
Annual subscription (6 issues)-$135 
Library Technology Reports 
American Library Association 
50 East Huron Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
Library under the direction of Teresa J. Ander-
son. A Reference Publication in Asian Studies. 
Boston: G. K. Hall, 1980. 557p. LC 80-18049. 
ISBN 0-8161-8221-3. 
Livingston, Barbara, issue ed. New Public Li-
brary Buildings/H. LJ Special Report # 17. 
New York: Bowker, 1980. 64p. $7; $5.95 pre-
paid. ISBN 0-8352-1338-2. ISSB 0362-448X. 
Microform Market Place 1980-1981 : An Interna-
tional Directory of Micropublishing. Ed. by 
Ardis Voegelin-Carleton. Westport , Conn. : 
Microform Review Inc., 1980. 212p. $20.95. 
LC 74-4811. ISBN 0-913672-37-8. 
Nigerian Literature: A Bibliography of Criticism, 
1952-1976. Comp. by Claudia Baldwin. Bib-
liographies and Guides in African Studies . Bos-
ton : G . K. Hall , 1980. 147p. LC 80-18715. 
ISBN 0-8161-8418-6. 
Parlato, Salvatore J. Films ex Libris: Literature in 
16mm and Video. Jefferson, N.C.: _McFarland 
& Company, 1980. 27lp. $15.95. LC 80-10181. 
ISBN 0-89950-006-4. 
Personal Name Index to the 1856 City Directories 
of Iowa . Ed. by Elsie L. Sopp. Gale Genealo-
gy and Local History Series , V.13. Detroit : 
Gale, 1980. 154p. $30. LC 80-25085. ISBN 0-
8103-1486-X. 
Personal Social Services Bibliography. 2d ed. 
Comp. by Gillian Stewart. London : The Li-
brary Association, 1980. 129p. $19.50. ISBN 0-
85365-513-8. (Distributed by: Oryx Press , 2214 
North Central at Encanto, Phoenix, AZ 85004. ) 
Piele, Linda J. ; Tyson, John C. ; and Sheffey, 
Michael B. Materials & Methods for Business 
Research . New York: The Library Works , 
1980. 180p. $14.95. LC 80-20332. ISBN 0-
918212-15-4. 
Progressive Reform: A Guide to Information 
Sources . Ed. by John D. Buenker. American 
Government and History Information Guide 
Series, V.8. Detroit: Gale, 1980. 366p. $30. 
LC 80-23992. ISBN 0-8103-1485-1. 
Public Administration in American Society: A 
Guide to Information Sources. Ed. by John E . 
Rouse, Jr . American Government and History 
Information Guide Series, V.ll . Detroit : Gale, 
1980. 553p. $30. LC 80-24633. ISBN 0-8103-
1424-X. 
Religious Books and Serials in Print 1980-1981. 
Books: Sacred Works Index. Subject Index . Au-
thor Index . Serials: Subject Index. Title Index . 
New York: Bowker, 1980. 1,326p. $42 plus 
shipping and handling. LC 78-63633. ISBN 0-
8352-1306-4. ISSN 0000-0612. 
Reverse Acronyms, Initialisms, and Abbreviations 
Dictionary: A Companion Volume to the 
Acronyms, I nitialisms, and Abbreviations Dic-
tionary , with Terms Arranged Alphabetically 
by Meaning of Acronym, Initialism, or Abbre-
viation. Ed. by Ellen T. Crowley. (V.3 of the 
7th ed. of Acronyms, Initialisms, and Abbrevia-
tions Dictionary.) Detroit: Gale, 1980. 1,314p. 
$74. ISSN 0270-4390. ISBN 0-8103-0506-2. 
Roger Zelazny: A Primary and Secondary Bib-
liography. Comp. by Joseph L. Sanders. Mas-
ters of Science Fiction and Fantasy. Boston: 
G. K. Hall, 1980. 154p. LC 80-20253. ISBN 0-
8161-8081-4. 
The Romantic Movement: A Selective and Critical 
Bibliography for I979 . Comp. by David V. 
Erdman. Garland Reference Library of the 
Humanities, V.211 . New York: Garland Pub-
lishing, 1980. 350p. $35. LC 80-8494. ISBN 0-
8240-9512-X. 
Samuel R. Delany: A Primary and Secondary 
Bibliography, 1962-1979. Comp. by Michael 
W. Peplow and Robert S. Bravard. Masters of 
Science Fiction and Fantasy. Boston : G. K. 
Hall, 1980. 178p. LC 80-20108. ISBN 0-8161-
8054-7. 
Samuel Richardson: An Annotated Bibliography 
of Critical Studies. Comp. by Richard Gordon 
Hannaford. Garland Reference Library of the 
Humanities, V.150. New York and London: 
Garland Publishing, 1980. 292p. LC 79-7916. 
ISBN 0-8240-9531-6. 
Schmidt , Michael. A Reader's Guide to Fifty 
British Poets 1300-1900. Reader 's Guide 
Series. London : Heinemann; Totowa, N.J . : 
Barnes & Noble, 1980. 430p. $16.50. ISBN 0-
435-18811-9 Heinemann; 0-389-20137-5 Barnes 
& Noble . 
First published 1980 by Pan Books as An Intro-
duction to Fifty British Poets 1300-1900 in the 
Pan Literature Guides Series. 
Scientific and Technical Books and Serials in 
Print 1981. Books: Subject Index, Author In-
de~, Title Index . Serials: Subject Index, Title 
Index . New York: Bowker, 1980. 2,829p. $59. 
LC 78-640940. ISSB 0000-054X. ISBN 0-8352-
1313-7. 
Seymour-Smith, Martin. A Reader's Guide to Fif-
ty European Novels. Reader's Guide Series. 
London: Heinemann; Totowa, N.J .: Barnes & 
Noble, 1980. 528p. $19.95. ISBN 0-435-18812-
7 Heinemann; 0-389-20138-3 Barnes & Noble. 
First published 1980 by Pan Books as An Intro-
duction to Fifty European Novels in the Pan 
Literature Guides Series. 
The Southern Books Competition at Twenty-five: 
A Silver Anniversary Tribute. Comp. by John 
David Marshall . Jackson , Miss .: Howick 
House , 1980. 207p. $15. (Available from: 
Howick House, P.O. Box 20483, Jackson, MS 
39209.) 
Stained Glass: A Guide to Information Sources . 
Ed. by Darlene Brady and William Serban. Art 
and Architecture Information Guide Series, 
V.10. Detroit: Gale, 1980. 572p. $30. LC 79-
23712. ISBN 0-8103-1445-2. 
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Stanley Kubrick: A Guide to References andRe-
sources . Comp. by Wallace Coyle. A Reference 
Publication in Film. Boston: G. K. Hall, 1980. 
155p. LC 80-20649. ISBN 0-8161-8058-X. 
Statistics and Econometrics: A Guide to Informa-
tion Sources . Ed. by Joseph Zaremba. Econom-
ics Information Guide Series, V.15. Detroit: 
Gale, 1980. 701p. $30. LC 80-24832. ISBN 0-
8103-1466-5. 
Technology and Values in American Civilization: 
A Guide to Information Sources. Ed. by 
Stephen H . Cutcliffe . American Studies In-
formation Guide Series , V. 9. Detroit: Gale, 
1980. 704p. $30. LC 80-23728. ISBN 0-8103-
1475-4. 
The Third Americans: A Select Bibliography on 
Asians in America with Annotations. Comp. by 
Te-kong Tong with the assistance of Robert 
Wu. Oak Park, Ill.: CHCUS, Inc., 1980. 69p. 
LC 80-66854. ISBN 0-937256-00-5. 
Thompson, John Cargill. A Reader's Guide to Fif-
ty British Plays 1660-1900 . Reader's Guide 
Series . London: Heinemann ; Totowa, N.J. : 
Barnes & Noble, 1980. 448p. $16.50. ISBN 0-
435-18881-X Heinemann; 0-389-20139-1 Barnes 
& Noble. 
First published 1980 by Pan Books as An Intro-
duction to Fifty British Plays 1660-1900 in 
the Pan Literature Guides Series. 
Doubled Coverage 
& 
New Subject Format! 
With this 1980 annual , Reference Sources dramatically 
doubles its coverage. Nearly 600 (compared to only 
270 in 1979) journals which have included reviews of 
reference materials are indexed in the 1980 RS. 
Plus, entries are now arranged by Library of Congress 
Subject Headings, followed by citations containing 
complete bibliographic descriptions of each item, in-
cluding the Dewey and Library of Congress Classifica-
tion numbers. 
In sum , Reference Sources is the most comprehensive 
current guide to reference sources ever published. No 
reference department is complete without it. (Review 
coverage dates from 1970 ; back volumes available.) 
Compiled & edited by M. and S. Balachandran. 
402pp $65.00 Order from Pierian Press, 
5000 Washtenaw Avenue Ann Arbor, MI 48104 
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To St . Lucia, with Love: The Bibliography of a 
Library Collection for the People of St. Lucia 
upon Achieving Independence . Presented by 
the People of the United States of America. 
Camp. by Robert V. Vaughn. Frederiksted, St. 
Croix, V.I. : AYE-AYE Press, 1980. 49p. $6.65. 
(Available from : AYE-AYE Press, P.O. Box 
1224, Kingshill, St. Croix, VI 00850 U.S. A.) 
Training and Development Organizations Direc-
tory: A Reference Work Describing Firms, In-
stitutes, and Other Agencies Offering Training, 
Professional, and Personal Development Pro-
grams for Business , Industry, and Govern-
ment . 2d ed. Paul Wasserman, managing ed. 
Detroit: Gale, 1980. 955p. $90. LC 80-23591. 
ISBN 0-8103-0314-0. 
A Union List of Microform Collections in Nassau 
and Suffolk County Libraries . Camp. by 
Richard P. Feinberg. Occasional Paper no.2. 
Stony Brook, N.Y.: The Libraries, SUNY at 
Stony Brook, 1980. 220p. $3. (Distributed by 
the Long Island Library Resources Council, 
Bellport, N.Y.) 
U.S. Book Publishing Yearbook and Directory 
1980-81 . White Plains, N.Y. : Knowledge In-
dustry Publications, 1980. 246p. $35. LC 79-
649219. ISBN 0-914236-63-6. 
U.S. Foreign Relations: A Guide to Information 
Sources. Ed. by Elmer Pischke. American 
Government and History Information Guide 
Series, V.6. Detroit: Gale, 1980. 715p. $30. 
LC 74-11516. ISBN 0-8103-1204-2. 
U.S. Higher Education: A Guide to Information 
Sources. Ed. by Franklin Parker. Education 
Information Guide Series, V.9. Detroit: Gale, 
1980. 675p. $30. LC 80-21959. ISBN 0-8103-
1476-2. 
Urban Law . A Guide to Information Sources. 
Ed. by Thomas P. Murphy. Urban Studies In-
formation Guide Series, V.ll. Detroit: Gale, 
1980. 322p. $30. LC 80-19138. ISBN 0-8103-
1409-6. 
The Video Source Book. 2d ed. New York: 
National Video Clearinghouse, Inc., 1980. 
1,262p. $65. LC 80-52459. (Distributed by 
Gale Research Co.) 
Women: A Bibliography of Bibliographies. Camp. 
by Patricia K. Ballou. A Reference Publication 
in Women's Studies. Boston: G. K. Hall, 1980. 
155p. $16. LC 80-21042. ISBN 0-8161-8292-2. 
Women in Management , 1970-1979: A Bibliogra-
phy. Camp. by Judith A. Leavitt. CPL Bib-
liography no.35. Chicago: CPL Bibliographies, 
1980. 40p. $8. LC 80-22716. ISBN 0-86602-
025-7. (CPL Bibliographies, 1313 E. 60th St., 
Chicago, IL 60637.) 
Woolard, Wilma Lee Broughton . Combined 
School/Public Libraries: A Survey with Conclu-
sions and Recommendations . Metuchen, N.J.: 
Scarecrow, 1980. 204p. $11. LC 80-36742. 
ISBN 0-8108-1335-1. 
Just Published ! 
Essay and 
GeneralLtteraturelndex 
Volume 9, 1975-1979 
Offers You: 
• author /subject indexing of 20,125 essays from 
1,501 collections 
• invaluable analytic cataloging 
• rapid subject approach at your Reference Desk 
• a comprehensive reference tool 
! 
1l 
Essay and General Literature Index may be the 
"best buy" in the entire field of indexes. Subscribers 
receive, each month, the buying guide to books 
which will be indexed, the semiannual softbound is-
sue which contains indexing for January-June, and a 
permanent bound annual issue which is the cumula-
tive index to books selected during the year. In addi-
tion, at no extra cost, at the end of each five-year 
period, subscribers re~eive the permanent bound 
five-year cumulation. Annual subscriptions are avail-
able at $45 per year, U.S. and Canada, $58 in other 
countries. The eight previous hardbound permanent 
cumulations are $115, U.S . and Canada; $155 in 
other countries, per volume. 
The H.\N. \Nilson Company 
950 University Avenue, Bronx, New York 10452 
, Brand-New from 
Health Servi 
mreetory 
A '(QpitatG•.~b ·· clinics, Treatment Centers, Rehabilitatio1 
Counseling/Di,agnostic Services, and Care Programs, with Dt 
Related Human 'Service Institutions, Agencies, Associations, : 
~91P"C.~, ,r.. ~~g,"PJation for Each Topic • 
. :FirsfNii{,~f9S't ~dited by Anthony T. Kruzas. 620pp. Index to Organ 
and ltetworcfs. 'J6o:oo. (SO) 
A·companion volume to Anthony Kruzas's highly praised Medical and Health lnformauon 
Directory, this· encyclopedic reference work lists and locates specific clinics, centers, and service~ 
33 areas of national and social concern: 
t::~(':i\~g .:; ·.AlcQholisni .... Alternative Birth ... Arthritis ... Blind ... Burns ... Cancer ... Cystic Fibrosh 
·, ·: 'Deaf. .. Drug Abuse .. . Eye-Banks . . . Family Planning ... Genetic Diseases ... Hemophilia ... Hom 
Health Care ... Hospices ... Medic Alert ... Mental Health ... Migrant Health ... Multiple 
Sclerosis ... Muscular Dystrophy ... Osteopathic Medicine ... Pain ... Preventive Medicine ... 
Rehabilitation ... Runaways ... Sickle Cell Anemia ... Smoking ... Spinal Cord Injury ... Sports 
Medicine/Physical Fitness ... Sudden Infant Death Syndrome ... Tel-Med ... Battered Women. 
Convenient Arrangement for Easy Access · 
Each type of unit is treated in a separate chapter; entries are arranged geographically with brief 
annotations provided for selected categories. Chapters also contain detailed descriptive annotati 
for all related government agencies, nonprofit voluntary associations, and professional societies. 
Total number of entries exceeds 19,000. 
Because of its comprehensive scope, the new Health Services Directory will, in many libraries, 
obviate the need for as many as 20 directories covering individual areas. 
Related Tides Also Xvailable on 90-Day Approval frdm Gale 
MediCal and Health Information Heal~h Organizations iH1the 
Directory, Second Edition U.S., Canada, and 
Editaf by ·~thony T .. ,.~. Covers , t;1JHllilnt~ptati9nally, I\':O.urth ~itiol!v;." 
over 16,000 agencies, companies, Edited by Paul Wasserman:·' Details on 
libraries, publications, and ~ocia!ions over 1.400 yqluntary associations, 
in 36 sections. First edition was vprof~ional societies, etc. With a " 
"Outstanding Academic Bqpk" ·subject-classified listing. 327pp.l977. 
(Choice) and "Outstanding'Sci-Tech $48.00. (SO) (5th ed. in prep.) ' 
Boo~.~' (Lib"ary Journal). S~~pp. ~980~ 
$110.00. (SO) ' \fill , ~wh " 
(SO) These titles are available at Gale's 50fo Standing Order discount. 
All books published and distributed by Gale are sent on 90-day approval. 
Customers outside the U.S. and Canada add lOOfo to prices shown. 
GALE Research Co. Book Tower Detroit, MI 48226 
